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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with the theoretical and computational aspects of generating solu- 
tions to problems involving materials with fading memory, known as viscoelastic materials. 
Viscoelastic materials can be loosely described as those whose current stress configuration 
depends on their recent past. Viscoelastic constitutive laws for stress typically take the 
form of a sum of an instantaneous response term and an integral over their past responses. 
Such laws are called hereditary integral constitutive laws. 
The main purpose of this study is to analyse adaptive finite element algorithms for 
the numerical solution of the quasistatic equations governing the small displacement of a 
viscoelastic body subjected to prescribed body forces and tractions. Such algorithms for the 
hereditary integral formulation have appeared in the literature. However the approach here 
is to consider an equivalent formulation based on the introduction of a set of unobservable 
intemal vaTiables. In the linear viscoelastic case we exploit the structure of the quasistatic 
problem to remove the displacement from the equations governing the internal variables. 
This results in an elliptic problem with right hand side dependent on the internal variables, 
and a separate independent system of ordinary differential equations in a Hilbert space. 
We consider a continuous in space and time Calerkin finite element approximation to 
the reformulated problem for which we derive optimal order a priori error estimates. We 
then apply the techniques of the theory of adaptive finite element methods for elliptic 
boundary value problems and ordinary differential equations, deriving reliable and efficient 
a posteriori error estimates and detailing adaptive algorithms. We consider the idea of 
splitting the error into space and time portions and present results regarding a splitting 
for space time projections. The ideas for splitting the error in projections is applied to 
the finite element approximation and a further set of a posteriori error estimates derived. 
Numerical studies confirm the theoretical properties of all of the estimators and we show 
how they can be used to drive adaptive in space and time solution algorithms. 
We consider the extension of our results for the linear case to the constitutively nonlinear 
case. A model problem is formulated and the general techniques for dealing with a posteriori 
error estimation for nonlinear space time problems are considered. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
This thesis is concerned with the finite element solution of systems of equations modelling 
the behaviour of viscoelastic material bodies subjected to given forces and tractions. The 
theory of viscoelasticity provides an interesting set of problems in continuum mechanics, 
and is widely used in mechanical engineering for practical computations to model materials 
that display both fluid and solid like behaviour, such as polymers. 
The general model for the displacement of a linear viscoelastic material is an integro- 
partial differential initial boundary value problem. Such models are analysed in the books 
of Christensen [21), Fabrizio and Morro [38) and Golden and Graham [40]. In this thesis 
two approximations that are common in engineering practice and make the problem more 
tractable are applied. First, only small strains are considered. This removes the geometric 
non-linearity associated with finite strain models. Second, the restriction to the quasistatic 
case.. The quasistatic assumption means ignoring the inertia term in the balance of linear 
momentum. The resulting system is then an elliptic differential equation combined with 
a Volterra integral equation. The elliptic differential operator arises from the equilibrium 
equations of continuum mechanics and the Volterra integral due to the fading memory term 
in the hereditary integral formulation of linear viscoelasticity. 
The aim of this thesis is to construct and analyse adaptive finite element methods 
(AFEMs) for calculating the solution of the quasistatic boundary value problem of linear 
viscoelasticity, in particular, where the constitutive law is expressed with internal variables 
[71], [38], [48]. By internal variables we mean a set of unobservable quantities, that allow 
2 
the constitutive equation to be rewritten in a simplified form, with a supplementary set of 
evolution equations governing the 
dynamics of the internal variables. 
By exploiting the quasistatic structure of the problem, the internal variable equations 
can be separated from the 
displacement problem, leading to a system of ordinary differential 
cquationS (ODEs) in the energy space governing time dependent effects, together with an 
augmented linear elasticity problem. It is apparent that an implementation of a solution 
algorithm for the reformulated system modelling linear viscoelasticity would require little 
adjustment to existing implementations of algorithms for linear elasticity. Similarly, the 
theory for the analysis of the reformulated system follows from the well developed theory 
of AFEM for elliptic problems and ODEs. However, the ODEs are posed in Hilbert space 
and require a spatial approximation. This added complication provides a number of clial- 
lenges, the majority of which arise from the requirements of space and time finite element 
approximations. 
overview of the thesis 
* Chapter 2. 
The basics of finite element approximation are reviewed, leading towards AFEMs. 
Recent results on the convergence of AFEM for elliptic problems in the context of 
the linear elasticity problem are presented. Furthermore the theory of AFEM relating 
to ODEs is also covered. Adaptive algorithms for both problems are presented and 
numerical results presented. 
Chapter 3. 
The formulation of the quasistatic linear viscoelastic boundary value problem in terms 
of internal variables and its finite element approximation are presented. 
Cbapter 4. 
Optimal order A priori error estimates for the finite element approximation of chapter 
3 are derived. 
Chapter 5. 
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Reliable and efficient A posteriori error estimates for the finite element approximation 
of chapter 3 are presented. Adaptive space and time algorithms are discussed. Theo- 
retical considerations indicate and numerical results confirm that the performance of 
the temporal indicator is in some sense sub-optimal, a state we try and improve in 
chapter 6. 
Chapter 6. 
Taking a lead from the closing remarks of chapter 5, we present an idea about how 
errors in space and time approximations can be partitioned. More a posteHori error 
estimates are presented, and numerical evaluation is carried out. 
o Chapter 7. 
We look to extend our previous results to a constitutively nonlinear problem. The 
reformulation leaves us with a linear elliptic problem for which the results of the 
previous chapters apply, however the internal variable problem is now nonlinear. We 
focus on the nonlinearity in the internal variable problem and pose a model problem 
related to the original and consider the finite element approximation. NVC discuss ways 
forward for deriving a posteTiori error estimates. 
9 Chapter 8. 
A summary of the work carried out is given, with conclusions and recommendations 
for further Nvork. 
This chapter continues with a review of the literature on the theory of adaptive finite 
element methods together with the relevant details of continuum mechanics required for the 
problems we wish to consider and some mathematical preliminaries. The final section of the 
chapter concludes with a summary of the main boundary value problem that is considered 
in this study. 
1.1 The finite element method 
Finite element methods (FEMs) for elliptic boundary value problems have been the pre- 
ferred method of the engineering community for the numerical solution of elliptic partial 
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differential equations (PDEs) since their introduction in the 1940s. Courant in [261 is 
widely acknowledged to have formulated the method, based on the earlier works of 
Galerkin, 
Rayleigh and Ritz. The development of the method grew in the succeeding years though it 
wasn't until the 1970s that a rigorous mathematical theory was put in place (see [23] and 
references within). Given the flexibility of the method, the boom in computational power 
over the last 25 years has led the adaptation of the FEM to treat an evergrowing class of 
problems, encompassing applications from medicine to finance. Furthermore the widening 
range of problems has led to an evergrowing class of methods and computational techniques. 
Various difficulties encountered by the classical FEM led to innovations such as mixed and 
discontinuous methods to name but a few. 
Finite element methods have also been shown to be suitable for solving time dependent 
and mixed space and time problems. Space and time discretisations commonly involve 
the use of finite elements in space with finite difference based time stepping schemes, such 
as the Crank-Nicolson or Euler methods. However, a purely finite element approach is 
possible with FE approximations in both space and time. The resulting schemes are often 
related to classical finite difference based schemes. However the finite element approach 
has the advantages of weaker regularity requirements of the solution, and the variational 
formulation allows for a more general analysis and treatment of a wider class of problems 
than classical finite differences. 
1.2 Adaptive finite element methods 
In the 1980s a refined notion of computational scheme advanced (see [10] for references). 
The idea 1vas that the error in a computed solution can be described by the action of some 
operator on the approximate solution and the initial problem data. This led to the idea 
of adaptive finite element methods (AFEMs). Generally speaking, AFEMs are a logical 0 
result of a successful a posteriori error analysis. While a priori error analysis of a given 
method looks to ascertain rates of convergence as the dimension of the approximating space 
increases, a posteriori error analysis aims to find computable representations, informative 
indicators and upper bounds for functionals and norms of the error in the approximation. 
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A posteTiwi estimators come in various forms 
(see [2] and [77] for reviews and compar- 
isons), not only for norms of the approximation error but also for the error in arbitrary 
functionals of the solution. These are useful in applications where interest is not in the 
solution of the underlying 
PDE, but a functional of the solution. A further aim of a poste- 
rjoH error analysis is to 
derive localised error indicators that are informative with respect 
to the error distribution. Local error indicators then inform where to adapt the underlying 
approximation space in a feedback loop. Hence the name adaptive finite elements. The 
dimension of the approximating space can be increased in two ways: 
1. It-method. The polynomial order of the basis functions is fixed, and the dimension of 
the space is increased through the addition of more basis functions of the same order. 
2. p-method. The dimension of the space is increased by increasing the order of the 
existing polynomial basis functions. 
Another method of adapting the approximating space is the so-called r-method which does 
not increase the dimension but improves the current choice of basis functions by relocating 
the nodes of the discretisation. Combinations of methods have also proved popular with 
the hp-method topping the list. For an introduction to p and lip methods see the book by 
Schwab [631. 
Formal procedures of error analysis 
In the papers [311 and [321 Eriksson and Johnson proposed a general scheme for deriving a 
priori and residual based a posteriori error estimates for finite element approximations to 
a wide class of problems. While they focused on norms of approximation errors, the formal 
procedures for arriving at error representations are applicable for deriving representations 
of errors in functionals of the solution, often called target functionals, since their calculation 
is the target of the computation. Surnmarised in [30] they propose the following general 
scheme for deriving a priori error estimates in the L2 norm- 
Scheme for deriving a priori estimates 
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1. Representation of the error in terms of the exact solution and the solu- 
tion to a discrete linearised dual problem. 
2. Use Galerkin orthogonality to introduce the interpolation error in the 
error representation. 
I Local estimates for the interpolation error. 
4. Strong stability estimates for the discrete dual problem. 
For linear problems, the dual problem is the formal adjoint of the primal problem. We 
follow this scheme in chapter 4. A similar scheme gives rise to a posteriori error estimates. 
Scheme for deriving a posteTiori estimates 
1. Representation of the error in terms of the residual of the finite element 
problem the solution of a continuous linearised dual problem. 
2. Use Calerkin orthogonality to introduce the interpolation error in the 
error representation. 
3. Local interpolation estimates for the dual solution. 
4. Strong stability estimates for the continuous dual problem. 
The derivation of residual based estimates for general functionals almost always uses 
steps 1 and 2. However, a common problem of the above scheme is that it requires strong 
stability of the dual problem. Depending on the choice of target functional, strong stability 
estimates may be hard to come by or unavailable. Therefore, step 2 is often the starting 
point for an alternative thread of analysis and computation. The Dual Weighted Residual 
(DWR) technique (see [11] and references within) attempts to compute the error in a target 
functional of the solution by evaluating the representation. This is no mean feat since the 
representation contains the unknown solution to a continuous dual problem. This leaves 
little alternative but to compute the dual solution via approximation. However there is evi- 
dence [75] that in deriving upper bounds for both norms and functionals, some information 
is lost through repeated application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. It appears that the 
dual solution carries local information regarding the error distribution and maintaining the 
inner product structure of the error representation preserves this information. 
I Con 
An a posteriori error estimate gives a computable upper bound for the approximation 
error in norm or 
functional form. This is required for guaranteeing that the error is less than 
a given upper 
bound. When the estimator is an upper bound for the error, the estimator is 
said to be reliable. 
It is also important that the error estimator behaves like the error in the 
sense that it is of the same order as the 
discretisation becomes finer. When an estimator does 
so, it is called efficient. 
A theoretical measure of the performance of an a posteriori error 
estimate is its effectivity index, which is the ratio of the estimated error and the true error. 
A reliable and efficient estimator for which the effectivity index converges to one as the 
discretisation becomes finer is called asymptotically exact. However in practice asymptotic 
exactness is an optimistic target and typically the best we can expect is reliability and 
efficiency. Upper and lower bounds for the effectivity index of a residual based a posteriori 
error estimator for linear finite elements on triangles are analysed in [9]. 
1.3 Convergence of AFEM 
For elliptic problems the theory of AFEM is mature Q77], [21) and the results of the current 
theory are readily applicable ([281, [54]). Finite element methods for ODEs are well known 
([30], [34]), and the Nvork on AFEM beyond a posteriori error analysis is less complete. 
Given a computable upper bound on the error, an adaptive process requires a user 
providing an error tolerance TOL, and a Solve - Estimate - Refine (SER) algorithm being 
applied until the a posteriori upper bound is less than the given tolerance. Locally adaptive 
methods are based on localising the error estimator so that those areas significant to the 
distribution of the error bound can be identified. The method of selecting areas to adapt is 
called a marking strategy. Until recently marking strategies were based on heuristic, common 
sense arguments with numerical experiments providing validation. However the work on 
the convergence of AFEM ([28], [54], [52], [72], [13]) shows that the marking strategy is an 
integral part of ensuring and determining a convergence rate for an adaptive algorithm. 
The challenge to prove the convergence for an adaptive finite element method is to prove 
that there is an error reduction due to an adaptive step. The first proof of convergence of an 
adaptive finite element method is due to Dbrfler [28) who constructed an adaptive algorithm 
I Convergence of 
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for the two dimensional Poisson problem. D6rfler's proof establishes convergence of an SER 
algoritlim under the restrictions 
that there is a sufficiently fine initial mesh and particular 
choices of marking and refinement strategies. 
The main result of [28] is that under specific 
conditions, the 
L2 norm of the gradient of the error is reduced by an SER step, or the 
specified tolerance has already 
been met. 
The main point about proving the convergence of an adaptive algorithm is that whilst 
a priori error estimates tell us convergence rates of a method as the discretisation becomes 
finer in a uniform way, adaptive methods are based on discretisations that become finer 
only in localised portions of the computational domain. Proofs of convergence and further- 
more convergence rates of adaptive algorithms are necessary to establish optimal choices 
in designing adaptive finite element algorithms. Convergence of an adaptive algorithm is 
tile property that given an error tolerance target, the adaptive algorithm can achieve the 
tolerance in a finite number of steps. Morin, Nochetto and Siebert [54] (MNS) consider 
a sequence of FE approximations Uk, k=0, and for constants Co, and 0<#<1 
depending on the problem data and initial mesh show that the sequence generated by their 
algorithm satisfies, 
IIU 
- Uk 11: 5 C 0,3k, (1.3.1) 
where the norm is the energy norm. Furthermore the restriction upon the initial mesh of a 
degree of "fineness" required by D6rfler's proof is lifted. However, it is not totally removed 
as it is hidden in a new term called the data oscillation, appearing in the lower bounds for 
the error. It is worth noting that there is a link between mesh fineness, data oscillation and 
the saturation assumption' as remarked in [28] and [541. In fact it is shown in [561 that 
small data oscillation implies the saturation assumption. 
The proof in [54] relies on an error and data oscillation reduction procedure, therefore 
retaining some degree of mesh fineness as described by Mrfler on a step by step basis 
and so not requiring such a fine initial triangulation. The MNS adaptive procedure has 
been generalised to deal with general second order elliptic problems [52), and more recently 
'In its simplest form, the saturation assumption states that the solution to a PDE using finite elements 
can be approximated asymptotically better with quadratic finite elements than with linear ones. 
I Con 9 
provided the basis 
for a proof of the rate of convergence of AFEM in (13]. 
Convergence rates for adaptive finite element methods 
Given the proofs that AFEM converge, attention has turned to determining the rates of 
convergence, since in all of the works mentioned above there is nothing that guarantees 
an advantage in using locally adaptive methods over any others. In [13], a modified MNS 0 
algorithm is considered. Rather than only refining the underlying discretisation, a coars- 
ening step is included in the algorithm. Using methods of nonlinear approximation theory, 
it is shown that the modified algorithm is optimal in the following sense: If the solution 
u: R 2 ý--* R is such that it can be approximated by piecewise linear functions (using com- 
plete knowledge of u) to accuracy 0(n-') in the energy norm, where s>0 and n is the 
number of subdomains in the triangulation, then the algorithm results in an approximation 
of the same type with the same asymptotic accuracy using only the information gained 
during the computation. See also f721 for extensions of [131 and [531 for results regarding 
convergence rates of the DWR method. 
AFEM for time dependent problems 
Given the fairly complete picture for AFEMs for second order elliptic problems provided 
by the papers [77], (54], [55], [52], [13] and [72], AFEMs for time-dependent problems 
remain less fully understood. Space and time discretisations commonly involve the use of 
finite elements in space, and finite difference based stepping schemes such as the Crank- 
Nicolson or Euler methods, in time. The finite element approach is to consider finite element 
approximations in both space and time for which the result is again a stepping scheme (often 
related to a finite difference based scheme). However in the finite element instance, weaker 
regularity requirements of the solution to the variational formulation allows for a more 
general analysis, and for the treatment of a wider class of problems. 
Historically, the discontinuous Calerkin method (DG) has received more attention than 
the continuous Calerkin (CC) in relation to time dependent problems. Adaptive finite 
element methods for ordinary differential equations (ODEs) using DC are presented in [49]. 
The extension of DC methods to space and time dependent problems follow in [31], [32], 
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where the approach is to take DG in time and CG in space for the approximation of some 
parabolic problems. Purthermore a general mechanism for deriving a priori and a posteriori 
error estimates is presented and the mechanism is summarised in [30). 
Adaptive finite elements using the CC method are used for solving general ODEs in [34]. 
Both a priori and a posteriori error estimates are presented. The CC method is applied to 
the heat equation in [8], and similarly for the wave equation in [391. However, in both cases 
only a priori error estimates are given. Therefore there are still gaps in the a posteriori error 
analysis for CG methods in space and time. In different directions, a review of AFEMs for 
general hyperbolic problems is given in [75] where both p and hp methods are considered. 
The hereditary integral formulation of viscoelasticit involves a Volterra integral equa- y0 
tion, and the quasistatic boundary value problem can be considered as an abstract Volterra 
problem. For Volterra problems, Bedivan and Fix [121 studied a Calerkin method and the 
implications of quadrature for non-coercive problems. For the quasistatic hereditary inte- 
gral formulation of linear viscoelasticity, Shaw and Whiteman [691 provide a prio7i error 
estimates for a Calerkin finite element method that is discontinuous in time and continuous 
in space. 
ILA Continuum mechanics and viscoelasticity 
In this section we present an overview of the continuum mechanics required for posing the 
main problem of study, the boundary value problem of quasistatic, linear viscoelasticity. For 
details see, for example, the books of Antman [6], Fabrizio and Morro [38] and Golden and 
Graham [401. 
Let I= [0, Tj cR be the time interval over which we will consider the deformation 
process to occur and let the open bounded Lipschitz domain QC Rd represent the interior 
of a continuous body. Consider a deformation of the set 0, given by 0: 0x1 1-4 Rd. 
Written in components, O(x, t) = (0'(x, t), . .. ' Od(X, t')), describes the position of a point 
originating from x at t=0, at a later time t' > 0. Considering the difference between a point 
originally at x, in the deformed state at O(x, t) leads to the definition of the displacement 
1 Continuum mechanics and viscoelastici 
U(X, t), defined by, 
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u(x, t): =0(x, t)-x, ui(X, t)=oi(X, t)-xi, i=1,..., d, xE! Q, tE! I. (1.4.1) 
Balance Equations 
Let p: 9 ý-+ R denote the density of the material at the point x. Under the exertion of known 
body forces f: QxI F-4 Rd, the balance of linear momentum [61 provides a relationship 
between the known forces f, the displacement u, and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor E: QxI F- Rdxd . The balance of angular momentum implies that the second 
Piola-Kirchoff stress is symmetric. These relationships are given by the equations, 
p(x)utt(x, t)-div«I+Du(x, t»E(x, t» =f(x, t), (X, t)EEý2XI, (1.4.2) 
Eg t) =r , (x, t)T, 
- (x, t) c- 9x1, (1.4.3) 
where the divergence operator is defined by, 
d 
div- = E(-). j- 
j=l 
and where D. is the derivative operator with respect to x, which with respect to Cartesian 
coordinates can be represented by a matrix with components, 
(Du(x, t))ij=u, ',,. (x, t) 1<i, j<d. (1.4.5) 
The equations (1.4.2) and (1.4.3) are the local forms of the fundamental laws of continuum 
mechanics for an arbitrary continuous body. It is assumed that the initial state of the body 
is known, i. e., the displacement u and velocity ut at t=0 are known functions, given by, 
u(x, 0) = UO(X), xE9, 
ut(X, O)=Ul(x), XEQ. 
(1.4.6) 
(1.4.7) 
Often the situation where the body is in equilibrium is of interest. In this instance the 
acceleration term p(x)utt is neglected and the time dependence ignored. The equilibrium 0 
equations are then, 
-div«I + Du(x»E(x» =f (x), 
EM = EM', 
xE (1.4.8) 
XEQ- 
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Nfiscous effects are time dependent phenomena, therefore it makes little sense to consider 
an "equilibrium" problem. However, when the given forces or displacements are of small 
variation in time it is common in engineering practice to drop the acceleration term in the 
equations of motion. Furthermore, in materials with high internal friction losses such as 
rubbers and soft polymers, the inertial effects associated with the density p may be neglected 
compared to the viscous effects [29], [40]. The resulting situation is called the quasistatic 
case, and the equations are the same as the equilibrium equations (1.4.8) and (1.4.9) only 
with the dependence on t reinstated. 
Boundary Conditions 
To complete the model specification, assume that on some portion of the body the displace- 
ment is zero, while on another part there are surface tractions being applied. More precisely, 
partition the boundary of Q into disjoint subsets rD and rN, where IPD is assumed to have 
positive (d - 1) Hausdorff measure, and let n(x) denote the outward unit normal of the 
boundary. Then suppose that the displacement, u(x, t) = (u 1(X't)'... 'Ud(X't))' satisfies 
U(Xlt)IrD = 0, Vt EIi. e., the restriction to rD of the displacement is zero for all time. 
Furthermore, assume that On IPN there is a prescribed surface traction g '. rN xI ý-* Rd. 
The boundary conditions for the problem defined by equations (1.4.2) and (1.4.3) are then, 
u(-,:, t) ý o, v(x, t) E rD X I) 
(I+Du(x, t))E(x, t)-n(x)=g(x, t), V(Xit)GIýNXL (1.4.11) 
The same boundary conditions hold for the quasistatic problem, and similar time indepen- 
dent conditions hold for the equilibrium problem (1.4.8) and (1.4.9). 
The general problem is to solve the equation (1.4.2), subject to (1.4.3), (1.4.6), (1.4.7), 
(1-4.10) and (1.4.11) (or the related quasistatic or equilibrium problems) for the displace- 
ment. However, the systems are underdetermined. In the case d=3, there are 6 components 
of E (given the symmetry constraint) and 3 components of u to be determined from 3 equa- 
tions. The constitutive equation simultaneously makes the system determined and provides 
a description of the material at hand by relating E to u, typically by relating the stress to 
the strain. 
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The strain tensor measures the local effect of the deformation and is defined in terms of 
the deformation by, 
E: = 
I 
(Do(x, t)T Do(x, t) - I), 2 
The strain can be written in terms of the displacement using O(x, t) =x+ u(x, t) as, 
E(u) =I (Du(x, t) + Du(x, t)T + Du(x, t)T Du(x, t)). 2 
Afodels using (1.4.13) to model the strain are nonlinear and are called finite strain problems. 
To make computations more amenable it is common to resort to a linear or small strain 
theory. Formally differentiating (1.4.13), for some displacements v and h we have, 
ET 
VT IIT DE(v; h) 
L (v + Th) 
ý(Dh+Dh 
+D Dh+D Dv). (1.4.14) d-T 
Lo 
=2 
The sinall strain tensor is arrived at by looking at the linearisation in a neighbourhood of 
the zero displacement and is defined by, 
, E(u) := DE(O; u) =2 (Du + Du'), f(u)j =2 (U 'i + u, 
), 1<i, j :ýd. 
Constitutive Equation 
Constitutive theory concerns itself with the search for relationships between fundamental 
quantities (stress, strain, temperature, etc ... ) which suitably model material behaviour. 
Empirical research can suggest functional dependencies between various quantities, how- 
ever some ground can be gained in the search for such dependencies by considering certain 
universal requirements that a model should obey. The work of Coleman, Noll and Truesdell 
in the 1960s and 70s (see [25], [761, [57] for example) resulted in general representation theo- 
rems for constitutive laws, derived from theories based on purely hypothetical requirements. 
A full account of current constitutive theory and its applications is given in [811. 
A fundamental requirement of a constitutive law is the principle of material objectivity, 
which states that the response of the material must be independent of the frame of refer- 
ence. Rom material objectivity, consideration of the symmetry properties of the material 
and thermodynamic requirements lead to general forms and conditions that constitutive 
equations must obey. Our focus is on viscoelastic materials, which are contained in the 
class of simple materials as described by Day [271. 
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viscoelasticity 
in [381 viscoelasticity is presented in the frame of materials with fading memory, simi- 
lar results are achieved by considering conceptual rheological models based on spring and 0 
dashpots [71]. Either way the results are the same and in this section we present the basic 
forms of the most popular models. The theory of finite linear viscoelasticity is based on a 
representation of the stress of the form, 
r, (x, t), E (x, t- s)) = E, (E (x, t)) + E, (E (x, t), E (x, t- s)), s 
where the term E, (E(x, t)) describes the elastic response and E, (E(x, t), Et(x, s)) describes 
the viscous response. The term E, (E(x, t) is often taken from the theory of elasticity. A 
popular choice for both practical and theoretical [22] reasons is, 
d 
dxd Ee(E) = AtrE + 2/-tE, trA Aii, AER 
Materials with an elastic response given by (1.4.17) are referred to as St. Venant-Kirchhoff 
materials, and the relationship is a generalisation of Hooke's Law. The material constants A 
and p describe the voIumetric and shear behaviour of the material. Rather than determine 
them directly from physical experiments, A and IL are more commonly determined by their 
relationship to the engineering parameters, Young's modulus E, and Poisson's ratio v from 
the equations, 
Ev E 
(1 + v) (I - 2v)' 
It 2(l 
(1.4.18) 
The viscous component E,, (E(x, t), E(x, t- s)) can be modelled using a convolution of the 
strain history with a stress relaxation function or by using a set of internal variables. Internal 
variable formulations of constitutive laws are becoming more popular as they provide added 
flexibility for theory [3] and computation. 
The focus of this thesis is on small strain models, where the strain is given by (1.4.15). 
In this instance the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor E is identified with the Cauchy 
stress tensor a, therefore we adopt the familiar convention of referring to the stress with 
the symbol a. The theory of linear viscoelasticity [38], is based on the constitutive law, 
00 
0'(X, t) = C(X, O)C(X, t) -z aC(x, s)c(x, t- s)ds, 
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wliere as is the partial 
derivative with respect to the variable s, and the tensor C(x, t) = 
(CijkI(XIt))I<ij, k, I<d is a positive definite, fourth order tensor function representing the 
elastic response of the material, satisfying the symmetries, 
Cijkl ý Ck-liji Cijkl --` 
Cjikli Cijkl 2-- Cijlk- (1.4.20) 
Typically, C(x, O)c(x, t) will be taken to be the of the form (1.4.17), 
C(x, O)E(x, t) = Atrc(x, t) + 2pr: (x, t). 
Equation (1.4.19) is not useful in practical computations due to the convolution over the 
entire past history of the strain. Therefore it is commonly assumed that the material has a 
finite past, starting at the origin t=0. Cutting off the past at the time origin, and changing 
variables allows us to write (1.4.19) as, 
t 
U(X, t) = C(X, O)E(X, t) - 
JO 
aC(x, t- s)e(x, s)ds. (1.4.22) 
A common simplifying assumption is that of homogeneity of the temporal response. Under 
this assumption, the kernel in (1.4.22) can be decomposed as C(x, t- s) = C(x, O)W(t - s). 
The function W(t) is called the relaxation function. The relaxation encapsulates the fading 
memory of the material. Assumptions on the relaxation function are: 
1. Fading memory hypothesis: 
W(t) > 0, Vt E 1, (1.4.23) 
ý01(t) < 0, Vt E 1. (1.4.24) 
2. Normalisation: v(O) = 1. Note that combined with (1.4.23) and (1.4.24), normalisa- 
tion implies that 0< W(t) < 1, Vt E (0, T]. 
A Popular choice of relaxation function is a sum of decaying exponentials. This choice 
corresponds to a generalisation of the models derived from conceptual spring and dashpots 
and are termed spectrum models [40). The relaxation function is given by, 
nV nv 
W(t)=WO+E(Pie-"' Ewi=l' WO>O' (1.4.25) 
i=1 i=O 
where ýoi, ai >0 for i The constitutive law (1.4.22) then becomes, 
n,, t 
0'(X, t) = C(X, O)E(U(X, aiýoi 
I 
e-a'(t-")C(X, O)F-(U(x, s)) ds. (1.4.26) 
I Quasistatic linear viscoelasticity 
1.5 Quasistatic linear viscoelasticity 
16 
In summary, the main problem we are studying is as follows. Identify a material body with 
a polygonal domain QCRd. Partition the boundary 90 into two disjoint subsets FN and 
FD, where FD has positive (d - 1) surface measure. Denote by f: QxI F-ý Rd the forces 
acting throughout the body and by g: IPN xI ý-4 Rd, the tractions acting on FN. Recall the 
equilibrium equations (1.4.8), then neglecting the nonlinear terms, the governing equations 0 
take the form, 
-divu(x, t) =f (x, t), (x, t) G9x1, (1.5.1) 
u(x, t) =O, (X, t) E JEID X 1) (1.5.2) 
u (x, t) n (x) =g (x, (X, t) G rN X 1) (1.5.3) 
where n is the outer unit normal to the surface rN- For a synchronous, homogeneous linear 
viscoelastic solid the constitutive law relating the stress to the strain c is, 
t 
C(X, t) = CC(U(X, t)) - 
in 0, W(t - s)Cc(u(x, s)) ds, 
where V(t) is the relaxation function (1.4.25) and C= (Cijkl)l<ij, k, l<d is a positive definite 
fourth order tensor satisfying the symmetries (1.4.20). The setup for generating finite 
element solutions is a spatially weak form obtained in the usual way by integration by parts 
over the spatial domain. Define the the space V, 
V: = fv c [H, (g2)]d V1rJ9 = ()}. (1.5.5) 
We now consider functions as mappings from I ---ý V, so Vt E 1, u(-, t) EV and to focus 
on this aspect Nve suppress the x dependence of functions, but maintain the explicit t 
dependence. Define the symmetric bilinear form a: VxV -* R by, 
a(u(t), v) := 
fn 
Cc (u (t)) :c (v) dx, (1.5.6) 
which is the familiar bilinear form arising from the Nveak formulation of the linear elasticity 
problem, presented in section 2.4. Define the linear functional I: IxV ý-* R by, 
1(t; V) := 
fn 
f (t) - vdx +INg (t) -v d-y. 
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The Euclidean inner product of equation (1.5.1) with an arbitrary function vEV, followed 
by integration by parts over Q and using (1.5.4) implies that, 
t 
a (u (t), v) -I aW(t-s)a(u(s), v)ds=l(t; v) VVEV. 
We now present a brief summary of some notation, basic definitions and frequently used 
results that are required for the sequel. 
1.6 Preliminary material and notation 
As always it is necessary to set out some notation, conventions and basic material. Most 
notation is introduced as it appears, however, the purpose of this section is to introduce the 
various function spaces, related notation and frequently used inequalities that will be used 
throughout, for full details see [11, (36]. 
Function Spaces 
Let Q be an open subset of Rd. The space denoted by LP(Q) is the linear space of functions 
with norm defined by, 
( 
ff2 lulPdx) 
1/p 
1<p< 00, 
ess suplul p= 00. 
0 
Let 1<p< oo and let q be such that -1 + .1=1. Let 0E LP(Q)*, then there exists a unique Pq 
9E Lq(q) such that, 
0 (f fgdx, Vf E LP (0), 
and the map q5 F-ý g is an isometric isomorphism of LP(Q)* and Lq(q). A vector a 
ad), ai >0 is called a multi-index of order, 
d 
jai := Eaj. 
i=1 
Given a multi-index a define, 
D'u(x): = - 
OIC"U(X) 
ax'i'---'9x'nn 
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x cc := X01 ... x 
Od, 
Ida!: = al! a2l ... ad! - 
The space denoted by Wk, pp) is the linear space of all locally summable functions u: Q F-+ 
R such that for each multi-index a with a<k, D'u exists in the weak sense and belongs 
to LP(9). The space Wk, p(Q) has norm defined by, 
IJUIIIVk, 
p(n) 
( 
F-Ial: 
5k 
fQ ID'ulPdx) 
1/p 
I <p< 00, 
maxllDo'uIILOO(Q) p= 00. lal<k 
The spaces LP(Q) are called Lebesgue spaces, and the spaces W, P(Q) are called Sobolev 0 
spaces. Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces are both Banach spaces, and in the case p=2 it is 
usual to write H'(Q) = Wm, 2(Q). Both L'(Q) and H'(Q) are Hilbert spaces with inner 
products, 
(u, V)n uvdx, (ul v)Hrn(Q) =E (D'u, D'v)n. 
lal<k 
Let ECQ be a be a (d - 1) hyperplane passing through 0. Let nE be a normal vector to 
the hyperplane E, then define the jump of a function u: 0 --+ R across E by, 
gu2_-(x) := lim U(x + tnE) - u(x - tnE), Vx Ei _E. t o+ 
To be explicit in the one dimensional case, 
juýj := u(&) - u(t-), w(tl) := lim W(t ± S). zi SýO+ 
Useful Inequalities 
Proposition 1.6.1 (Young's inequality). For a,, 3, p, q E Rand p, q >1 with-! +! = 1 Pq 
then, 
aP pq 
a)3 <+-. 
pq 
Proposition 1.6.2 (Cauchy's inequality). Let (X, be a real inner product space with 
nom defined by 11 - 11 = Then, 
I(u, v)1: 5 llullllvll- 
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Proposition 1.6.3 (1-161der's inequality). Let uE LP(Q) and vE Lq(Q), 1<p, q:! ý oo with 
+1=1 thenuvEL'(Q) and, q 
IIUVIIL1(Q) 
:5 
IIUIILP(. 
Q)IIVIILq(Q)- 
Proposition 1.6.4 (Gronwall's lemma). Let aER, uE C'([O, Tj) and fE CO([O, Tj) be 
such that Otu -< au 
+ f, then, 
t 
Vt E [0, T], u (t) :5 e't u (0) + 
in 
e'(t-') f (s) ds. (1.6.4) 
Proof. See (33]. 0 
Lemma 1.6.5. Suppose that si ý: 0, Vi E ji, ... ' 
IV} and C>0. Then, 
NN 
11(l + Csi) :! ý exp C Si 
Proof. See [601. 
Definition 1.6.1 (Convolution). The convolution of v, wE L'(R+) is defined as, 
t 
(V * W) (t) := 
10 
w(t - s)v(s)ds. 
Lemma 1.6.6 (Young's inequality for convolutions). Let cE LP(a, b) and wE Lq(a, b) and 
letp, q, r> 1. If-! +! = 1+1 then, pqr 
IIU*VIlLr(a, 
b) :ý 
IIUIILP(a, 
b)IIVIILq(a, b)- 
Proof. See [1]. 11 
Definition 1.6.2. Let X an Y be Banach spaces and let uEUCX. Let F: U ý-4 Y be 
a mapping from the open subset U into Y. Then F is differentiable at u if there exists a 
linear operator DF(u) :X ý-4 Y such that, 
F(u + h) = F(u) + DF(u)h + o(Illill), h --+ 0. 
For notational simplicity of derivatives of operators, define F(u; h) as follows 
F(u + th) - F(u) F'(u; h) := lim = DF(u)h, (1.6.6) t-0 t 
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then higher order derivatives are denoted similarly with the order indicated by the number 
of primes, and we have observed that when the derivative exists in the sense outlined above 
(Fr6chet) it can be formally computed via the Cateaux derivative. 
Theorem 1.6-7. Let F: UCX ý-4 Y be C' on the open set U, then, 
n-1 
F(u + h) = F(u) +Ek. F 
(k) (U; Ilk) + Rn, VU+ h EU hEX, 
k=1 
where F 
(k) (u; h k) = F(k) (u; h,... ' h) is a 
k-linear mapping and, 
Rn :ý 
(1 
F(n)(U + 7-h)hkdT. 
10 
(n - 1)! 
Proof. The proof follows from setting 0(t) := (v*, F(u + th)), v* E Y* and 0<t<1 and 
using the classical Taylor formula with continuity of the mapping t F-* (v*, u(t)) 0 
1.7 Summary 
This chapter presented a review of the relevant literature from the field of AFEM to- ether 
with the basics of continuum mechanics that we required to specify our model problem of 
quasistatic linear viscoelasticity. In the next chapter, Nve review the basics of finite element 
approximations, leading towards AFEMs. We present the latest results on convergence 
of AFEM for elliptic problems in the context of the linear elasticity problem. The linear 
elasticity problem is important as it is the basis of the analysis of the elliptic component of 
the viscoelastic problem and the results are easily applied to the reformulated system, with 
a small modification for time dependency. Chapter 2 also contains the theory of AFEM 
relating to ODEs. This theory is less readily applicable to the system of ODEs we are dealing 
with due to the complication of spatial variation, however it provides sufficient guidance 
and structure for our later work. In chapter 3 the reformulation of the quasistatic linear 
viscoelastic boundary value problem and its finite element approximation are presented. 
Chapter 4 contains an a priori error analysis of the finite element approximation and chapter 
5 gives an a posteriori error analysis. Chapter 6 provides a summary and conclusions 
together with a discussion of potential further work. 
Chapter 2 
Adaptive finite element methods 
2.1 The Galerkin method 
In this chapter the Calerkin finite element method is presented, together with a summary 0 
of the current work on adaptive methods. Most of the early sections of this chapter are 
taken from the books of Brenner and Scott [161, Ciarlet [23] and Ern and Guermond [33]. 
The FEM rests on a variational formulation, or weak form of the original PDE achieved 
by multiplying the original problem by an arbitrary smooth function and integrating. The 
resulting problem is generally of the following form. Let U be a Banach space and V be a 
reflexive Banach space with topological dual spaces U* and V*. Let b: UxV ý-* R be a 
continuous bilinear form, let fE V*: find uEU such that, 
b(u, v) =f (v), Vv E V. (2.1.1) 
The following theorem shows under what conditions the above problem is known to have a 
unique solution. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Let U be a Banach space and let V be a reflexive Banach space. Let 
b: UxV ý-* R be a continuous bilinear form and fE V*. Suppose that the bilinear form b 
satisfies, 
3cb>O, inf sup- 
b(w, v) 
:ý Cb WEUVEV IIWIIUIIVIIV 
and if for all vEV, 
VwGU, b(w, v)=O=>-v=O. 
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Then problem (2.1.1) has a unique solution, with a priori stability estimate, 
Ilullu :! ý 
1 llfilv-- 
Cb 
The solution u of (2.1.1) is called the weak solution of the original PDE. 
Problem (2.1.1) can equivalently be treated by defining the operator B: U ý--* V*, by, 
(Bu, v) V., v := b(u, v). 
Equation (2.1.1) can then be written as, 
(Bu, v)v., v=(f, v)v., v, or Bu=f, inV*. 
The above form will be more convenient in later sections where the concept of adjoint 
operators is required. 
Consistent and conforming Galerkin approximations 
A Galerkin approximation to (2.1.1) is made by selecting finite dimensional subspaces Uh 
and Vh, and looking for an approximate solution in Uh, the trial space, by sampling (2.1.1) 
on Vh' the test space. When Uh CU and Vh CV the approximation is called confonning. 
An approximation is said to be consistent if the exact solution satisfies the approximate 
problem. For more details see [33] (Chap 2, p 89). A consistent and conformal Galerkin 
approximation results in the finite dimensional problem: Find Uh E Uh C U, such that, 
b(Uh7Vh)---`f(Vh)7 WhE Vh C V. 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.1.7) rests on the following discrete equiv- 
alent of theorem (2.1.1). 
Theorem 2.1.2. Let Uh and Vh be two finite dimensional spaces with dim Uh = dim Vh. 
Let bh : UhXVh F--ý R be a continuous bilinearform and let fh be continuous on Vh. Suppose 
that the bilinearfonn bh satisfies, 
3 cbh > 0, inf sup - 
bh (Wh 
i Vh) > Cbh 
Wh(=-Uh VhEVh 
IlWhIJUIIVhIIV - 
Then problem (2.1.7) has a unique solution, with a priori stability estimate, 
IjUhIJU !ý1 IlfhllV*- 
Cbh 
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It is important to note that in the consistent and conforming case, bh = b. Of fundamental 
importance to the analysis of the finite element method, and to Calerkin methods in general 
is the following orthogonality property. 
Lemma 2.1.3 (Calerkin Orthogonality). Let u be the solution of (2.1-1) and Uh be the 
solution to (2-1.7), then, 
b(u - Uh) Vh) ý 01 VVh EI Vh. 
Proof. Since Vh C V, choose v= vh in (2.1.1) and subtract (2.1.7) from it. 0 
The Calerkin orthogonality property states that the error is orthogonal with respect to the 
bilinear form b(-, -) to the test space. Using (2.1.10), a basic error estimate is available 
showing that the energy norm of the error due to the Galerkin approximation is quasi- 
optimal in the sense that it is proportional to the best approximation error using the space 
Uh. The most general forms of the following result are the famous lemmas of Strang [73], 
however in the conforming consistent case, the earlier lemma of C6a [161 can be applied. 
Lemma 2.1.4 (C6a's Lemma). Let u be the solution of (2.1.1), Uh the solution to (2.1.7). 
then, 
HU-UhHU: ýC inf IIU-lVhIIU- 
Wh EUh 
Proof. From Calerkin orthogonality (2.1.10), it follows that Vvh E Vh 1ý 
b(Uh - 7Oh7 Vh) = b(u - Wh) Vh)- 
Using (2.1.8) and (2.1.12), 
CbhllUh-WhjjU :ý SUP 
b(Uh - Wh7 Vh) 
SP 
b(u - Wh7 Vh) < llblluvllu - OhIJU- (2.1.13) 
V EVh 
IlVhIIV 
VhEVh hU 
IlVhIIV 
Then since IJU - UhIIU :5 IJU - WhIIU + JjUh - Whiju, it follows that, 
IIU-UhlIU: 5 1+ 
llblluv 
inf IIU - WhIIU- 
Cbh 
) 
WhEU h 
0 
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Construction of the approximate solution 
Let be a basis for Uh , and let 
10' }'ý , be a basis for Vh. The approximate solution V 2= 
Uh can be expanded in terms of the basis for Uh, 
n 
Uh ý 
EUjO3u- 
j=l 
(2.1.15) 
Substituting for Uh its expansion given in (2.1.15) and sampling (2.1.7) at each basis function 
of Vh results in a square linear system with matrix B given by, 
13 E R"', Bij = b(VýU, V)'V). 
The right hand side of the linear system is, 
n, f (oi ). fERv 
The resulting finite dimensional problem is then: Given BE Rnxn, fE Rn, find u= 
(Ul'... un )T E R, ' such that, 
Bu = f. 
Theorem (2.1.2) ensures that the matrix B is invertible so the problem now is to choose 
an algorithm to solve the linear system (2.1.18). Many choices exist [411, however for 
symmetric positive definite systems the Cholesky method is typically used. Furthermore 
we mention that, by design, finite element methods give rise to sparse matrices, so ideally 
implementations utilising sparse matrix data structures should be used. For the problems 
under consideration in this thesis, the systems are typically symmetric and positive definite 
so a natural choice of solution algorithm would be the Cholesky algorithm. 
2.2 Approximation by finite elements 
Lagrange Finite Elements 
By finite element ive mean the triple (K, P, E) as defined by Ciarlet [23] of a non-empty, 
compact, connected Lipschitz domain KCRd, a finite dimensional space of functions P 
and a set of linear functionals E forming a basis for the algebraic dual of P. In this thesis 
we restrict ourselves to simplical. Lagrange finite elements which are no, %v described. 
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The set K is called the element domain. Let fzi}zq=o be a set of points in Rd such that 
the set of vectors Izi - zo, ---, Zd - zol are linearly independent. 
Set K to be the convex 
bull of those points, K= convfzo3 ... 3 Zd} - 
Set P= Pk (K), the space of polynomials in 
d variables on K of global degree at most k from which the local shape functions will be 
taken. The functionals in E are called the local degrees of freedom. The local degrees of 
freedom are taken to be nodal evaluations associated to the set of points Jaiji'Ll, ai E K. 
Therefore for each ui EE and all vE Pk(K), ui(v) = v(ai). The local shape functions 
determining a basis for Pk(K) are then determined by solving the equations Oi(aj) = Jjj 
for I<i, i :! ý n where Oi C IPk (K). 
The local interpolation operator HK : CO(K) ---ý Pk(K) is defined by, 
nn 
Ilk V(X) = K oi (v) ? Pi (x) v (ai) Oi (x). 
The extension of the above interpolation operator to vector valued functions follows by 
considering the interpolant componentwise, with related polynomial space, 
Pk (K; R d) := Iv: Rd ý-* R d, V= (VI, ..., Vd) I ViJK E Pk(K)}. 
(2.2.2) 
'11'riangulation 
Let Q be an open, bounded, polyhedral region of Rd, d=1,2, or 3, with Lipschitz boundary 
i9Q. A geometrically conforming affine mesh is a partition of Q into a family of element 
domains T= JKJ, with edges 9 and nodes Ar such that, 
1. The partition covers the closure of Q, 
Q= UK. 
KET 
(2.2.3) 
2. The intersection of the interiors of distinct elements is empty, so that if K =7ý K' then 
KnKI = 
3. For any K and K' there exists an affine mapping F: K --+ K' such that F(K) = K'. 
4. The intersection of any two distinct elements results in an edge, a node or is empty. 
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That is, if K =7ý K' then, 
EES, or, 
Kn K' =zE: -. /V, or, 
(2.2.4) 10. 
Define the piecewise constant gridsize function h: Q --+ Rd, measuring the size of elements 
and edges of the mesh by, 
hs(x) 
diam(S), xcS, 
with h: =maxhK- (2.2.5) 
0, otherwise, 
KET 
For KET and EE9 define the following neighbourhoods, illustrated in figure 2.1, 
WK: = 
U 
C(K)nS(Kl)j4O 
WE: = 
U K', 
E(=-E(KI) 
jJE: = 
J%r(E)rW(KI), ýO 
WK 
COE 
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the neighbourhoods wK7 W-Ki WE and COE- 
Approximation theory, from which a number of results will be required later on, re- 
quires stricter conditions on the form of the element domains. Define the element shape 
parameters, 
^/A 
hK 
7 I-K := supfr 
I B, (xo) c K, Vxo E (2.2.6) 
PK 
where B, (xo) represents the ball of radius r centred. a xO. A family of meshes fTh}h>-O is 
then said to be shape regular if, 
Vh, VK E T, -tic :ý1< 00 - (2.2.7) 
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Also to characterise the degree with which neighbourhoods overlap in the mesh, let MK := 0 
cardfwK, 
IK: 74-K', K EWKIJ then set MýMaXKEThmK- 
Lagrange finite element space 
Define the reference domain 1, C,, f to be the unit simplex, 
d+l 
d, X, ', Ifref := Ix ERý, O, 1<i<d+l, (2.2-8) 
then each element domain of the triangulation T is characterised by the affine mapping, 
F, r, - : K,, f E) x --* JKx + bk E K. (2.2.9) 
The element associated with the domain (2.2.8) is called the -reference element. 
An affine 
equivalent family of Lagrange finite elements can then be generated using (2.2.9) (see [16] 
for details). Affine equivalent families of elements are required for the interpolation error 
bounds that will be presented below. For a given affine mesh T and the family of finite 
elements (K, Pk(K), EK)Kr=T define the global interpolation operator Ilk by, 
llkV(X) = Ilk V(X). IKET K (2.2.10) 
Let Sk(T) denote the space of simplical Lagrange finite elements based on a geometrically 
conforming mesh, where nodes on interfaces between elements are matched up, then it is 
well known that for k>1, Sk(T) C CO(Q). Then we have, 
sk(T)=cO(O)nPk(T)i Pk(7-): =fv: Q--4R, VIKET E lPk(K)}. 
Since SI(T) c CO(O) the global interpolant in the piecewise linear case has the alternative 
representation, 
rl, V(x) =ZU. (V)im =Z v(Z)nz, 
zeiv ZEM 
(2.2.12) 
where q, is the global basis function formed by local basis functions meeting at z. Such 
a function for the case k=1 is illustrated in figure 2.2. The extension of the above 
interpolation operator to vector valued functions follows by considering the interpolant 
cOMPonentwise. 
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..... . ..... 
Figure 2.2: A hat function made up of basis functions from different elements associated to 
a central node. 
Interpolation error 
Approximation theory plays a vital role in the analysis of the FEM. Ceii's lemma (lemma 
2.1.4) shows that the the Galerkin error is bounded above by a constant depending on the 
given bilinear form and the error from approximating the function u with functions from the 
space Uh. 1n this section we take the required results from chapter I in Ern and Guermond 
[331 in the context of affine families of Lagrange finite elements. 
Theorem 2.2.1 (Local Interpolation) - Let (K, Pk, E) be a Lagrange finite element. Let 
<p< oo and assume that 1<1<k so that jVk+1 Pp 
(K) C CO(K) with continuous 
embedding. Let Ilk K be the local interpolant defined in (2.2.1), then there exists c>0 such 
that, for all mE0, .. .'1+1, 
IV - Ilk VIC, VV E Wl+', P(K), KVIIV-, P(K) :5 c-yphl+'-'IVIIVI+1, P(K)- (2.2.13) K 
To extend this local estimate to a global one the hypothesis of shape regularity for the mesh 
is required. 
Theorem 2.2.2 (Global Interpolation). Let p, k and 1 be as in theorem 2.2.1. Let jThj be 
a shape regular family of affine meshes on the polyhedral domain Q and let Ilk denote the 
global interpolant defined in (2.2.10), then there exists c>0 such that Vv C Wk+1 p 
k+l I/p 
V_ rjkV - 11,41 yn, p < ch 
k+l IVIIVk+l, 
p(n), 
I<P< Oo 
IILP(f2) +J: h' 
(E 
Iv IV (K) 
M=l KETh 
k+l 
IIV 
- rlk'VIIL-(Q) +E h' max IV _ jkVI ch 
k+l IVIIVk+l,. (O). 
M=1 
KETh 
and for p< co, 
lim inf JIV - VhIILP(Q) 0. (2.2.14) 
h-0 
(VhESk(T) 
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Furthermore, if Sk. (Th) C W', P(Q) there holds, 
IV 
_ rIkVIIVP(g) :5 chllvilvz+i(9), 1>0. (2.2.15) 
The interpolation operators defined above rely on pointwise values for their definition. This 
is reflected in their error estimates by the regularity needed for boundedness of the error. 
Since the FEM approximates weak solutions it often does not make sense to take pointwise 
values of functions. More general interpolation operators with degrees of freedom that are 
well defined even for non - smooth functions were- introduced by C16ment [241. Scott and 
Zhang [641 introduced an alternative which preserved homogeneous boundary conditions 
and is a projection. In either case the basic error estimate does not change. 
Tlieorem 2.2.3 (Properties of the Quasi-Interpolant). Let Th denote a shape regular mesh 
the associated polynomial approximating space. Let vE Wk(Q) for 0<k<m and Pk(7h P 
and 1<p, < oo, then there exists a mapping Ik . 
Wk, p(Q) --+ Sk. (Th) such that, 
h -p(k-s) IV 
_Tk- 
1/p 
K hVII'IV-1, P(K) 
CIVIjVk, 
p(fj), O< s<k, (2.2.16) 
K(=T 
II-TVIIjVk, 
p(Q) 
C-TIIVIIIVk, 
P(Q). (2.2.17) 
It will often prove more useful to consider the localised forms of the above estimate [33], 
k-sIVIIVk, 
P(C 
IIV 
- 
ThkVIllVs, 
P(K) :: ý cKh K JK), 
0<<k, (2.2.18) 
k-s- 1 IIV 
- -ThkVIIIV-1, P(E) :ý cEhE p 
IVIIVk, 
p(17)E)l 
0<s<k. (2.2.19) 
An important concept and result from approximation theory is that of orthogonal pro- 
jections. We briefly state the definition and required result, taken from [7]. Define the 
mapping P: V -ý Vh by the equation, 
(PV2Wh)`-(V7Wh)) VWhEVh- (2.2.20) 
Theorem 2.2.4 (Orthogonal Projection). Let (-, -) be an inner product with associated 
norm 11 - 11, on the Hilbert space V. Let Vh be a non-empty, closed, convex subset of V. Then 
Vv E V, there exists a Vh E Vh such that, 
JIV - VhIl ý Mirl 
IIU - W11- 
(2.2.21) 
WEVh 
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Of particular interest for time discretisations is the projection onto piece-wise constant 
0 2(j) functions in 1-D. For ICR, define 7r, :L --+ Po(l) by, 
0 7r, v - wdt v. wdt, VwEPo(l)- (2.2.22) 
For such a simple projection, we can solve this equation explicitly, 
01 7FIV =-v dt, (2.2.23) FI 1 
1, 
and we have the following error estimate. 
Theorem 2.2.5. The L2(J) projection onto the space of constant functions defined in 
(2.2.22) satisfies the error estimate, 
liv - 7r 
0 
VIILP(I) :: ý 
IIIIVIIVI, 
P(I)i 
1 
-'5 P ": 
ý 00. (2.2.24) 
Proof. Follows by Taylor's theorem and the Cauchy-SchNvarz inequality. 0 
2.3 Error ana ysis 
Let u be the solution to problem (2.1.1) and Uh be the solution to problem (2.1.7). A priori 
error analysis aims to determine rates of convergence of the approximation scheme. Recall 
from C6a's lemma (lemma 2.1.4) the characterisation of the Galerkin error as proportional 
to the best approximation error from the space Uh, 
JIU-UhHU! ýC inf 
h 
IIU 
- WhIIU- 
WhC-U 
(2.3.1) 
Then in conjunction with the interpolation error estimates, C6a's lemma leads to an a 
prioTi error estimate. An example will be given in a later section. An alternative approach 
is that proposed by Eriksson and Johnson, ([31], [32], [30]) that utilises properties of suitably 
designed dual problems which can be used to derive L2 norm bounds. 
A posterio7i error analysis aims to find computable representations and upper bounds 
for functionals and norms of the error in the approximation, to. ether with estimators that 
are informative with respect to the error distribution. 
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Definition 2.3.1 (Residual). Define the residual of approximation (2.1.7) to problem 
(2.1.1), R(Uh) E V* by, 
(R(Uh)i V)V*, V := b(e, v) =f (v) - 
b(Uh7 V)- (2.3.2) 
For problems that fit into the framework presented so far, the residual plays an important 
part in characterising the error, as can be seen in the following lemma. 
Lernma 2.3.1. Let b: UXV-*R satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 2.1.1 and let e= U-Uh 
denote the error in the finite element approximation. Then there holds, 
cbllellu :5 IIR(Uh)IIV* :5 CbllellUi (2.3.3) 
where Cb is the constant implied by the continuity hypothesis of theorem 2.1.1, and cb is the 
constant appearing in (2.1.2). 
Proof. Since b: UxV ---ý R is continuous, Nve have from the definition of the residual (2.3.2), 
(R(Uh))V)V*, V = b(c, v) :! ý Qllellullvllv. (2.3.4) 
Dividing by jjvjjv and taking the supremum over all v =/- 0 implies that, 
IIR(Uh)IIV* :5 CbllellU. (2.3.5) 
To prove the other Nvay, Nve have from condition (2.1.2), 
CbllellU !ý SUP 
b(e, v) 
= SUP 
(R(Uh)iV)v-, v 
== IIR(Uh)IIV*- (2.3.6) 
VEV 
rIVIIV 
VE=v 
llvllv 
0 
Lemma 2.3.2. The kernel of the residual is the discrete test space, ker R(Uh) = Vh' that 
ts, 
(R(Uh)iVh)V*, Vý(» *h C Vh. (2.3.7) 
Proof. Taking vE Vh in (2.3.2) leads to (2.1.7). 0 
In the Hilbert space context the above property is called "Calerkin orthogonality". 
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Definition 2.3.2. Let B* :V i-* U*, be the adjoint of the operator B: U F-+ V* satisfying 
the relationship, 
(w, B*v)u, u. =(Bw, v)v., v, VWEUVEV. (2.3.8) 
Then for 0 (=- U* given, define the dual problem as: Find zEV, such that, 
B*z = 0, in U*. (2.3.9) 
Suppose that the dual problem has a unique solution z, and that when zEZCV, Za 
subspace of V, it satisfies the estimate, 
IIZIIV '.! ý C. 5tablIOIIU*- (2.3.10) 
Lemma 2.3.3 (Error Representation). Let z be the solution of the dual problem (2.3.9), 
then the following representation of a linear functional of the -error holds, 
(c, 0) up. = (R(Uh) iz- Zh) V*, V i 
VZh G Vh. 
Proof. Using the definition of the dual problem (2.3.9), the residual (2.3.2) and the lemma 
(2.3.2), it follows that, 
(e, 0) Up. = (e, B*z) Up. 7 
= (Be, z) v., V, 
(f - BUhi Z)V*, Vi 
(R(Uh)i Z)V*, V7 
= (R(ul, ), z- Zh)V*, V- 
0 
As mentioned in section 1.2 there are two ways of proceeding from this point. The DWR 
approach is to compute a localised form of the right-hand side of the above equality. The 
alternative is to use strong stability of the dual solution (2.3.10) and we now sketch that 
approach. First, we must have an L2 representation of the residual, so that we in fact have 
a representation of the error as, 
(e, O)u, u. =(R(Uh))Z-Zh)L2(Q), VZhE Vh. (2-3.12) 
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Suppose that there exists an operator (e. g., an interpolation operator as given in section 
2.2) 1-1: V -, Vh' satisfying the estimate, 
ll, -r(I _ 
I-I)ZIIL2(Q) !ý CintlIZIIV, (2.3.13) 
Then, 
(e, O)uu. = (R(Uh)) V- INL2 (Q) 
llh'R(Uh)IIL2(f2)llh-'(I- I)ZIIL2(SQ) 
Ci,, 
tllh'R(Uh)IIL2(Q)IIZIIV. 
Then using (2.3.10) ive can arrive at the abstract error estimate, 
Ilellu = sup 
(e, O)uu. 
"'ý cintCstabllh'R(Uh)IIL2(Q). (2.3.14) 
: U. 
1101lu 
This gives us a computable upper bound on the error. The determination of the constant 
Ci,, t is a problem of approximation theory and there are several works dedicated to deter- 
mining optimal constants for various quasi-interpolation operators, see for example [19] and 
[79] for those with a specific slant towards FEMs. The constant Cstab can be determined 
by a stability analysis of the dual problem. 
Given the computable upper bound given in (2.3.14), the problem is now to derive 
informative error indicators. Let 77 denote a given error indicator, two concepts that can be 
used to determine the usefulness of an error estimator are reliability and efficiency [15]. 
Definition 2.3.3 (Reliability). An estimator 71 is called reliable if there is a constant, 
CR >0 and a bound such that, 
IJU - UhIl :! ý- CR? l + O(IIU - Uhll)- 
(2.3.15) 
Definition 2.3.4 (Efficiency). An estimator is called efficient if there is a constant, CE >0 
and a bound such that, 
77 !ý CEIJU - UhIl + O(IIU - Uhll)- (2.3.16) 
Reliability provides insurance that the error is bounded above by the estimator and terms 
that decay faster than the error as the approximation improves. Efficiency then provides 
reassurance that the estimator is of the same order as the error as the error decays. 
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Definition 2.3.5 (Asymptotic Exactness). An estimator is called asymptotically exact if 
it is reliable and efficient with CR Cý1. 
The main technique for proving efficiency of residual based error estimators for station- 
ary problems is due to VerfUrth [77]. It is usual that for more general problems an explicit 
form of the inequality (2.3.16) is difficult to prove. Therefore it is typical in such cases 
to prove an a pnori upper bound for the a posteHori error estimate, and show that the 
estimator and the error converge at the same rate as the discretisation is refined. 
2.4 AFEM for linear elasticity 
In this section the adaptive finite element algorithm of Morin, Nochetto and Siebert (see 
[54] and [55]) is presented in the context of linear elasticity. A residual based error estimator 
([44], [78]) is used in conjunction with the data oscillation measure introduced in [54] to drive 
the adaptive process. The proof of convergence is based around constructing a procedure 
which is a contraction mapping of the error. 
The boundary value problem of linear elasticity 
Identify a material body with a polygonal domain QC Rd. Partition the boundary 19Q into 
two disjoint subsets FN and rD, where rD has positive (d - 1) surface measure. Denote 
d by f: Q ý-+ Rd the forces acting throughout the body and by g: 17N ý-+ R, the tractions 
acting on rN. The equilibrium equations are (1.5.1) together with the boundary conditions 
(1.5.2) and (1.5.3). For isotropic linear elasticity, the stress tensor is related to the strain 
tensor by Hooke's law, which describes the stress at a given point by the action of the tensor 
d Cý AiWit, on the strain c, 
, j, k, l=l 
d 
dxd Cc = Atrc + 2lic, trA=EAii, AER 
i=l 
The material constants A and p are described in section 1.4. However, for the existence 
result, we only assume that Cý (CijkI)I<ij, k, 1<d is a positive definite fourth order tensor 
satisfying the symmetries (1.4.20), with Cijkl C- Lo"(Q), 1<i, j, k, 1<d. 
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To construct the weak form of the problem formed by equations (1.5.1) and (2.4.1) 
to-Cther with the boundary conditions (1.5.2) and (1.5.3), let V be the space introduced in 0 
(1.5.5). Taking the Euclidean inner product of equation (1.5.1) with a test function vEV, 
integrating by parts and using symmetry of the stress a, results in, 
(Cc; (U), E(V))Q=(f, v)fi+(g, v)rN, VVEV. (2.4.2) 
Define the bilinear form a(-, -) by, 
a (u, v) := (C c (u), c (v)) n, (2.4.3) 
and the linear functional 1 by, 
(1, v) := (f, v)n + (9, v)r, - (2.4.4) 
The weak problem is to find uEV such that, 
a (u, v) = (1, v), Vv E V. (2.4.5) 
The existence of a unique solution can be established by theorem 2.1.1 and we briefly quote 
the results that verify the hypotheses of theorem 2.1.1 for (2.4.5). 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let meas(rD) =7ý 0, and assume that C= (Cijkl)l<i, j, k, l<d is positive definite 
with Cijkl E L'(Q), then there exist positive constants ca, Ca Such that the bilinear form 
defined in equation (2.4.3) satisfies, 
CaHVIIHI-(P) : ý- a(v, V)1/2 and la(v, w)l : ý-calIVIIHI(SI)IIWIjIII(n), Vv, wEH'(Q). 
Prvof. The existence of the constant c,, is a corollary of Korn's Inequality ([291, [46]), to- 
gether with the positive definiteness of C. The existence of the constant Q, does not require 
the assumption on rD and follows from Cijkl E L'(Q) and the Cauchy-Schwarz and Youngs' 
inequalities. 0 
Lemma 2.4.1 implies that a (u, U) 1/2 is a norm on V so define the "energy" norm, 
III - III = (2.4.6) 
To show continuity of the linear functional (2.4.4), an upper bound on the boundary 
values of functions from H'(Q) is needed. Such a bound follows from the 'Lýrace theorem. 
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Theorem 2.4.2 (kace Theorem). Let 0 be open bounded with Lipschitz boundamj, let 
1<p< oo. Then there exists a unique continuous linear map 7: W', P(Q) i-+ LP(ffl), 
called the trace operator, such that, if vE co(n) n wl, P(Q), then -1v = vlan. 
Proof. See [42]. 
Theorem 2.4.2 implies the existence of a constant such that, 
0 
ll-YVIILII(aQ) !ý QaQlIVhV1, P(Q)7 Vv E W"P(Q). 
(2.4.7) 
Lemma 2.4.3. Suppose that fE L2 (Q) and gE L2 (IPN), then the linear functional I: V 
R defined by (2.4-4) is continuous on V. 
Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz and theorem 2.4.2, 
WiV)l 
:! ý 
11flIL2(fj)IIVIIL2(Q) + 1191IL2(rN)IIVIIL2(rN) 
IIAIL2(p) JIVIIH1(f2) + CrllglIL2(rN) IIVIIH'(Q) 
ClllflIL2(f2) I JIVIII+Calcl'llgllrNIIIVIII 
11111V* :ý Ca 
111f 1IL2(p) + Ca-lCrllglIL2(rN)* 
0 
Therefore, by lemmas 2.4.1,2.4.3 together with theorem 2.4.2, theorem 2.1.1 implies the 
existence and uniqueness of a solution to problem (2.4.2) satisfying the bound, 
IIUIII: 5 Ca-111f 1IL2(Q) + Ca 1 CFN 119 11 L2 (rN)' (2.4.8) 
Finite element approximation 
We make an approximation using piecewise linear Lagrange finite element methods as de- 
scribed in section 2.2. Let Vh =VnS, (Th; Rd), then the finite element problem is: Find, 
Uh E Vh such that, 
a(Uh, V)---(l, V) VvEVh. (2.4.9) 
Problem (2.4.9) results in the symmetric system of linear equations: Find UE Rd, SUCI, 
that, 
Au = f, AE R', Aij = a(0j, ei), fi = (1, Oi). 
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Since the bilinear form is symmetric positive definite on V and the approximation is con- 
forming, the matrix A in the system (2.4.10) is symmetric positive definite, and so there 
exists a unique solution to the finite element problem (2.4.9). CeA's lemma (2.1.4) and the 
interpolation error estimates (2.2.2) give the a prioH error estimate, 
IIU - UhllHl(f2) :5 chlUIH2(f2). 
Residual based a posteriori estimation 
Let eýU- Uh denote the error between the finite element solution and the true solution. 
It is shown in [78] that the energy norm of the error is bounded above and below by a dual 
norm of the residual of the finite element solution. 
Lemma 2.4.4. The residual of the approximation of problem"(2.4.9) to problem (2-4.2) has 
the following localised representation, 
(2.4.12) (R(Uh) 7 V) V) K+ (RE, v) E 
KET BEE(K) 
where, 
ýG'(Uh) on EE 46(f2) \ E(rN), RE 2 (2.4.13) 
9- U(Uh)nE7 on EC S(I'N)- 
Proof. From the definition of the residual, integration by parts over 0 gives, 
(R(Uh)iV) = (l, v) -a(Uh, V), 
E(f7V)K+ E (92v)rN) 
KET EE46(rN) 
(diva(Uh), V)K - (a(Uh)naK, V)aK 
KET 
fI 
Since Uh is piecewise linear and C is constant over the domain, the divergence of the 
stress term is zero on each element. Collection of the boundary integrals to form jumps 
and portioning half to each element sharing that edge leads to the definition of RE in 
(2.4.13). 0 
Theorem 2.4.5 (Upper Bound). There exists a constant C,, l depending on the domain 
0, the coercivity constant c,, the minimum angle in the domain through CE, CK and the 
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maximim number of overlapping element neighbourhoods cAf such that the residual (2.4-12) 
satisfies the bound, 
2 
1/2 
IJR(Uh) [IV* :! ý Crel 71K 
KET 
where, 
22 Ilf 112 112 77K := hK L2(K) +E hElIRE L2(_P)- (2.4.14) 
EEE(K) 
Proof. By Calerkin orthogonality, 0 
I (R(Uh)) V) (R(Uh) iV- 
IN 
Ef (f, V- IhIV)K +E (REi V- lhlV)E 
KET EEE(K) 
The interpolation estimates (2.2.18), (2.2.19), followed by repeated application of the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality give, 
/2 (R(Uh))V):! ý E CKhKIlflIL2(K)IVIHI(CoK)+ 
E 
CE"E IIRElIL2(K)IVIH1((D--) 
KET EEE(K) 
1/2 
< maxICK2 CEI h2 jjfI12 2 (K) +J: hElIRE 112 2 (E) 
KET EEE 
XfE IV12 IV12 
1/2 
KE-=T 
Hl((DK) +EH1 (IDE) 
EcE 
1/2 
2 
:5 cAl maxICK, CEI 77k) IVIH1(f2)- 
KET 
Then using coercivity, IVIH1(Q) ! ý' IIVIIH1(Q) :5 
1-IlIvIll, the result follows with, Ca 
M maxfCK, CE} (2.4.15) 
Ca 
0 
The term 77K defined in (2.4.14) is called the local error indicator of the element K. We 
generalise the notion of local error indicators to deal with error indicators for collections of 
elements. The indicator for the sub-domain wCQ is defined as, 
77,: 2 2 Yk 
KCco 
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To prove lower bounds on the error estimator, the construction of VerfUrth [77] will be 
used, which is based on the properties of the bubble functions of elements and edges defined 
as, 
bK := (d+ 1)d+l 
11 OZ (2.4.16) 
zEM(K) 
bE: = ddH oz (2.4.17) ZEAr(E) 
Given the definitions (2.4.16) and (2.4.17) then for all vE Pk(T) and wE Pk(E) the 
following inverse estimates hold [771, [80], 
1/2 IMIL2(K):! ý ElllbK VIIL2(K)7 (2.4.18) 
JIV(bKV)IIL2(K) 62hKlIIVIIL2(K))' (2.4.19) 
1/2 IIWIIL2(E) E311bE WlIL2(E)7 (2.4.20) 
V (bEW) II L2 64 hE 1/2 IIWIIL2(E)i (2.4.21) 
1/2 lIbEWlIL2(, 
E) 6511E 
IIWIIL2(E). (2.4.22) 
For further details on the values of the constants see [80]. 
Theorem 2.4.6 (LoNver Bound). (VerfiWh) There exists a constant Ceff depending on Ca 
and the constants fei}iLl such that the local error indicator (2.4.14) satisfies, 
2< C2ff Ille 
'1112 
2 Ilf _f 112 112 77K -e WK +E 
hKi K L2(KI) + 
hEllg-gK 
L2(E) 
1. 
(2.4.23) 
K'EWK EGS(K)ne(FN) 
Proof. Tile proof proceeds in three stages, one stage for each term in the error indicator. 
Step 1: Element terms. Let fK denote the L'-projection of f onto PO(K). Rom (2.4.18) it 
holds that, 
If 112 < 62(f ,= 62(f, + 62(fK If L2(K) -1K 
flfbK)K 1 fKbK)K 1-f, fKbK)K- 
(2.4.24) 
From the representation of the residual (2.4.12) and the fact that bK vanishes on aK, it 
follows that, 
a (e, fK bK) 
(f, fKbK)K; on K, 
(2.4.25) 
0, otherwise. 
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Combining (2.4.24) and (2.4.25), together with the estimate (2.4.19) results in, 00 
ilfK 112 < e2 2 (fK L2(K) - ja(e, 
fKbK) +Ei - f, fKbK)KI 
:! ý EillICIIJKlIlfKbKlllK + Eillf - fKIIL2(K)IlfKbKIIL2(K)i 
C. 62 + E211f _ 1 
IllellIKIfKbKlIll(K) 
1 
fKIIL2(K)IlfKbKIIL2(K)7 
C2+ 6211f _ fK !ý EIE2hKllllelllKllfKIIL2(K) I 
1IL2(K)IlllfKIIL2(K)ý 
: ýý C 62 
2 hKilfKJIL2(K) 
a1 62111CIiJK + ElhKilf - 
fK[IL2(K)ý 
after multiplication by hK- Using the triangle inequality, 
40 
IIR IVIIL2(K):! ý hKllfKIIL2(K) + IlKlIf - fKIIL2(K)) (2.4.26) 
and the previous bound on hKllfk-IIL2(K), the following holds for the volume term in the 
error indicator, 
2 (1+62 hKIlflIL2(K) :! ý Ca6lE2111CIlIK + 1)hKIlf - 
fKIIL2(K)- (2.4.27) 
Step 2: Internal edges. Terms corresponding to internal edges are half the jump in the stress 
across that edge. Since the approximation is by piecewise linear functions and C is constant 
throughout the domain, this term is constant. From (2.4.20) and the representation of the 
residual (2.4.12) tested on REbE ive get, 
1 112 <02 RE E- 13 (RE, 
REbE)E7 
E2 a(e, REbE) 
2 RE bE)K- 
3 -63 
KcwE 
Applying the Cauchy-SchNvarz inequality and using the estimates (2.4.20) and (2.4.21) re- 
sults in, 
+ E2 
JJREIIE < e23jjjejjjý, 
EjjjR-wbEjjjwE 311flIL2(WE) 
IIREbElIL2 
(WE) I 
3 _, 
IREb e32111elll,, EIHI(wE) + 633211f 1IL2(, E)IIREbElIL2(WE)l 
Q2 1/211le 1/2 -3E4h- 
2 Ilf 1IL2(WE) IIRElIL2(E); 
E 
IIRElIL2(E) + 
-3E5hE 
/2 
62 hE JJREIIE :5 Ca 3E4lllelllwE + E32E5hEllf 
1IL2(W-, ). 
Since hE :ý hKi (2.4.27) implies that, 
1/2 
:ýC 62(62 +62)62 hE 11REIIE a3 162E5+E4)lllelllwE+2(l I 3E5 
1: hKIlf - fKIIL2(K)- (2.4.28) 
KEWK 
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Step 3. Boundary Edges. In this instance, RE ý9- 0'(Uh)nE. Let RE : --:: 9E - 0'(Uh)nE 
where 9E is the L 2_projection of g onto piecewise constants. From (2.4.20), 
P112 < 62 E2 + E2 - g, 
f? 
EbE)E,. (2.4.29) E-3 
(RE) RE b. E) E 3(REj 
f? 
Eb-F)E 3(9E 
Combining the representation of the residual (2.4.12) tested against REbE of the residual 
with (2.4.29) results in, 
lf? E112 < 62 
2 (f, +62 E- 3a(c, -&EbE) - 63 
REbE)K 
3(gE - g, 
T? EbE)Ei 
where WE =K since the edge is on the boundary. Estimating as before gives, 
1 112 22 +62 RE E E311jellIKIllf? EbEllIK + -c3llf 
1IL2(K)11-&EbElIL2(K) 
3119E - 91IL2(E) 
IIREbElIE) 
22 1/2 : ýC-E311jellIKIREbE[HI(K)+E3c5hE 11flIL2(K)jjREjjj2 , (E) 
3 ---91IL2(E)IIREIIL2(E), 6 
3119 
C2- 1/2 IllellIKIIT? EIIL2(E) + E265,11/2 Ilf 1IL2(K) Ilf? EIIL2(E) :ý -E364hE 3E 
E2 3119E - glIL2(E; )II-F? EIIL2(E)- 
1/2 Multiplying by hE and dividing through by IIRElIL2(E) iMplieS, 
1/2 112 2 1/2 + E2 2 
1/2 hE JJRE E !ý CaE3E4hE- IllellIK 3C5hKIlf 
1IL2(K) + 63hE 119E - 91IL2(E); (2.4.30) 
then using (2.4.27) it follows that there exists a constant independent of the mesh width 
such that, 
1/2 -2C 1/2 11E IIREIIE: 5 IllellIK + hKIlf - fKlIL2(K) + hE 119E - 91IL2(E) (2.4.31) 
Using the triangle inequality, JJREIIE :! ý- 11REIIE + 119 - 9EIIE7 the following estimate holds 
for the boundary edges, 
1/2 -2C 1/2 hE 11REIIE 
-"-' 
f 
IllellIK + IlKlIf - fKIIL2(K) + hE 119E - 91IL2(E) (2.4.32) 
Squaring each of (2.4.27), (2.4.28) and (2.4.32) and using Young's inequality on the mixed 
product terms it follows that there is a constant CfF depending on the constants jEjIL, 
such that the conclusion holds. 0 
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Using Verfiirth's construction of a lower bound for the residual based error estimator of 
theorem 2.4.5 we have shown the following. 
Corollary 2.4.7. The error estimator of theorem 2.4.5 is reliable and efficient. 
Therefore, the residual based estimator of theorem 2.4.5 describes, up to higher order 
terms, global upper and lower bounds on the error of the finite element solution. In recog- C3 
nition of the higher order terms, the following measure of variation in the problem data is 
introduced in [54]. 
Definition 2.4.1 (Data Oscillation). Let fr, - and gc denote piecewise constant approxima- 
tions to f and g on element K and edge E respectively. The data oscillation on the subset 
of elements wCQ according to the triangulation Th is defined as, 
(W) 22 Ilf _f 
112 112 OSCh hK K L2(K) + 
-IIEI19-gE 
L2(E) 
KCw 
ý 
EEE(K)nE(rN) 
The concept of data oscillation is vital in the proof of convergence of an adaptive scheme 
in [54]. 
Corollary 2.4.8. The error estimator of theorem 2.4.5 satisfies, 
2_ (f2)2 < 111C1112 < Cr2 2 Osch c (2.4.33) ýC 77K 1 
1: 
77K- 
'T eff KETh KETh 
Proof. Summing (2-4.23) over the elements leads to, 
2< MCe2ff (f2)2 + MC2ff IIIC1112, 77K 
- 
OSCh e (2.4.34) 
K r= Th 
and so the result follows by combining the upper bound (2.4.5). 0 
From the above corollary it is now clearer the role that data oscillation plays in the 
development of an adaptive algoritlim. To tighten the IoNver bound the data oscillation 
must be reduced. This is one of the main features of the algorithm of Morin, Nochetto and 
Siebert presented next. 
The adaptive algorithm of MNS 
Armed with an a posteHori error estimate to drive an adaptive procedure we turn to the 
issues regarding the design of such a procedure. With a local error indicator a marking 
strategy is used to determine which elements are to be refined. 
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Marking strategy 
Let MR C Th denote the elements that are to be refined and define, 
MR: = U K. 
KEMR 
For a collection of elements S define 71(S) :ý EKES nK27 So 77(S) is the contribution to the 
error estimate of the collection. The proof of convergence provided in [54) requires that the 
data oscillation is tackled at each step of the algorithm. This leads to a modification of the 
traditional marking schemes such as that in [28], where a percentage of elements are chosen 
to be refined only from the information gleaned from the estimator. 
Marking Strategy MS: 
Given 00,01 ,0< 00,01 < 1: 
1. Construct the minimal subset of elements MR CT such that, 
77(MR) ý! 00701 
2. Enlarge MR so that, 
OSCh(MR) ý! OIOSCh(Q)- 
In practice, the set MR is constructed by sequentially taking the elements with the largets 
error indicators, and the enlargement in step 2 proceeds analogously. The idea of the 
marking strategy is to first identify those elements that contribute a fraction Oo to the 
total error, and then enlarge this set by including those elements that make significant 
contributions to the data oscillation. The full adaptive algorithm of MNS is given below 
[54]. 
MNS Algorithm: 
Choose Oo, 01 ,0< Oo, 01 < 1: 
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1. Construct To such that coefficients are resolved as constants over the do- 
main. Set k=0. 
2. Solve on Tk, for Uk- 
3. Compute the estimator 71. 
4. Mark elements for refinement using marking procedure MS. 
6. Refine TI, to get Tk. +, using longest edge bisection. 
7. Set k: =k+l. Go to step 2. 
44 
The proof of convergence of an AFENI using algoritlun MNS is based on proving an error 
reduction property for the algorithm. 
Theorem 2.4.9 (Error Reduction). Let Til be a triangulation of Q and let Th be a mesh 
achieved by interior node bisection, then there exist constants 0< ?9<1, p>0 depending 
on c, Ca, 00 and the minimum angle such that for any E>0, if, 
OSCII (Q) :: ý pe, (2.4.35) 
then either JJIU - UH111 'Sý f or the solution Uh E Vh. satisfies, 
IIJU - Uhlll: 5'OIIIU - U11111- 
Proof. See [541.0 
The above theorem states that if the data are sufficiently resolved then a refinement step 
results in an error reduction. The proof depends on the refinement scheme and requires the 
introduction of an interior node to all marked elements (see appendix A for more details). 
Based on the marking strategy and interior node longest edge bisection together with a 
reliable and efficient estimator, the following appears in [54]. 
Theorem 2.4.10. Let JUhk JkGN be a sequence of piecewise linear finite element approxima- 
tions in nested finite element spaces {Vhk 1produced by algorithm (MNS), then there exists 
E (0,1) such that, 
IIIU - Uhk Ili : ýý 
ok. (2.4.36) 
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 25 
Figure 2.3: Initial triangulation To of the domain Q. 
The results of [54] are presented for scalar elliptic Dirichlet problems, however, the results 
are valid for linear elasticity with mixed boundary conditions with little modification. 
As an example, we consider a linear elastic body occupying an L-shape domain as shown 
in figure 2.3. The displacement is fixed along the boundary rD : -= I(x, y) 10 <x<2, y= 
0}, and the body is subjected to constant surface tractions along the boundary region 
J(x, y) Ix=1,1 <y< 2}. The material parameters are, 
E= 50000, v=0.3. 
In our example Nve specify the number of iterations, then setting 0=0.3 Nve arrive after 20 
iterations at the mesh given in figure 2.4. 
In this example the data oscillation term is zero. However we can still see a period where 
the algorithm is struggling to resolve some feature. However once it passes through it 
almost achieves the optimal asymptotic convergence rate of O(N- 11d ). Results for cases 
with oscillatory data are similar. Initial transitory periods persist until the data are resolved 
and the optimal asymptotic rate is achieved once the data are resolved. 
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Figure 2.5: Close up of T2o. Figure 2.6: qT v Dofs 
2.5 AFEM for linear systems of ordinary differential equa- 
tions 
In this section we consider the continuous Galerkin (cG) method as applied to linear systems 
of ordinary differential equations. Estep and French [341 provide an analysis of the method 
applied to the general system of ODEs, 
zt+f(z(t), t)=O, O<t<T, (2.5.1) 
z(O) = zo ERd, d>1. (2.5.2) 
a 
a 
0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 
Figure 2.4: The refined mesh, T20. 
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Using duality techniques (section 2.3) they derive aa priori and a posteriori estimates for the 
approximation error e= Z-Zh. For sufficiently small time step parameter k= maxl<i<N ki, 
where ki = ti - ti-1, their a priori estimate for the piecewise linear continuous Galerkin 
method takes the form, 
Z- ZhIIV-, -(I) :! ý C(l + LTe 
CLT)112 
max 
k? -'jZjjV2, 
ý(jj)7 M=0,1, (2.5.3) 
1<i<N z 
where L is the Lipschitz constant for the function f (-, t). Their a posteriori estimate takes 
the form, 
max lelLOO(I, ) :5 S(T) max k? IlDf 
(Zh(t)7 OIILý(I& (2.5.4) 
1<i<N 1<i<N 
Z 
The term S(T) is the stability factor of the solution to the dual problem, which in this 
instance is an ODE running backwards in time and the formal adjoint of (2.5.1). We return 
to the general non-linear situation in a later chapter, and for the time being focus on linear 
systems. We choose to focus on such systems since they arise in the discretisation of space 
and time problems, their relevance to this study increased by the fact that the internal 
variable formulation of linear viscoelasticity introduced in the next chapter involves such 
a system. It also gives us an opportunity to contrast the differing aspects of adaptivity 
for spatial and temporal problems and see how they can be combined for space and time 
adaptivity. 
The problem we wish to solve is: Given the symmetric positive definite matrix A, and 
vector valued function f: R --+ Rd, Find z: R --ý Rd, such that, 
zt(t) + Az(t) =f (t), (2.5.5) 
z(0) = 0. (2.5.6) 
We assume that the problem is zero at the initial condition since any linear system of ODEs 
can be transformed into such a system with a suitable modification of f. In the following 
sections we will apply the cG(1) finite element method, derive optimal order a posteriori 
error estimates, and discuss adaptive time step selection mechanisms. 
2.5.1 Finite element approximation 
I Let I= [0, T], and let denote the Euclidean inner product. Define the space K'P(I) = 
w', P(i) n {v : v(O) = 0}, then the variational formulation of (2.5.5) is: Find zE11 V6 1P (I) 
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such that, 
I 
(zt + Az, w) dt w) dt Vw E Lq (1). (2-5.7) 
Partition the time interval I= [0, T] into N subintervals Ii := (ti-l, ti] of length ki := 
ti-2 ti-i ti 
Figure 2.7: Illustration of the temporal basis function Oi(t). 
+2 
tj - ti-1, with to = 0, tN =T and define k := maxl<i<N ki. Associated with this partition 
is the space of nodal basis functions, an example of which is shown in figure 2.5.1. The 
nodal basis functions are defined by, 
Ltt IF-- -"' 1 
tEI,, 
00 W=1 (2.5.8) 
0, otherwise, 
t- ti-1 
ki tE 
li, 
1<i<N-1, Oi (t) = t' - t' -! ý' ýýi' 
(2.5.9) tE Ii+l, 
0, otherwise, 
t- tN 
kN 7 tE IN7 ON (t) =1 (2-5.10) 
07 otherwise. 
Let Ek. denote the mesh parameterised by the meshwidth k. Then the trial space for the 
cG(1) method is S, (Tk. ).. The test space is defined piecewise, such that on an interval Ii, 
it is given by PO(Ij). Define the test space to be Vo(Tk. ) := tv I vii, c Po(Ii)). The finite 
element problem is then: Find Zh E S, (Tk. ) n {v Iv(0) = 01, such that, 
I 
(Zh, t + AZh, w) dt = 
1, 
(f 
, w) dt, Vw E Do 
(Ek-) 
- 
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Let 7rio : L'(1i) ---* Po(li) be the L 2(1 i) projection of theorem 2.2.5, and let zh' = zh(ti), then 
(2.5.11) becomes, 
i i- 11 Zh - Zh 
+ A(zi +Z i-1)=7rof, i=I,..., N, (2.5.12) ki 2hhi 
0 
Zh = 0- (2.5.13) 
A sequence of nodal values of the approximate solution can now be generated from stepping 
scheme (2.5.12). In fact, let, 
I k. ki Li 
ci = 
(I 
+2 A) 
(I 
-2 A), bi = 
(I 
+2 A) ýTjo (2.5.14) 
then scheme (2.5.12) can be written as, 
zh - Cizh'- + bi, 1: 5 i:! ý N, Ih 
0-0 Zh -- 
We remark that this linear recurrence can be solved for zn h 
n-1 n 
n=E Zh 
( fl Cj 
) 
bi + bn, n>1, (2.5-15) 
i=i+l 
in theory bypassing the requirement of a stepping scheme. It is more suitable for us however, 
to continue with the stepping scheme (2.5.12), and in the following section derive an adaptive 
time stepping algorithm that enables us to control the error. 
2.5.2 A posteriori error analysis 
To derive an a posterioTi error estimate, we will use the duality technique based on the 
introduction of a backward dual problem. Define the dual problem to be: Find X such that, 
-Xt(t) + AX(t) = g(t), 0<t<T, (2.5.16) 
x(T) =: 0. (2.5.17) 
We now use the dual problem to generate an error representation formula. First though, 
Nve define the residual. 
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Definition 2.5.1. Define the residual of the approximation (2.5.11) to problem (2.5.7) by, 
(R(Zh)7 W) : --'z 
1, 
(et + Ae, w) dt = 
1, (f - Zh, t - 
AZh, w) dt. (2.5.18) 
Lemma 2.5.1. Let X be the solution to problem (2.5.16) with (2.5.17), then the error in 
the approximation (2.5.11) to problem (2.5.7), defined by e=Z- Zh satisfies the following 
relationship, 
(c(T), ? P) + 
1, 
(e, g) dt = (R(--h) 7 X) - 
(2.5.19) 
The error representation essentially allows us to chose a linear functional of the error on 
the left hand size. For given choices of 0 and g, the effect is transmitted through the dual 
solution appearing in the right hand side, which is a function of both 0 and g. Localising 
the representation (2.5.19) and using Calerkin orthogonality we get, 
N 
+ (e, g) dt (f - 
AZI - Zh, t 7X- 7riOX) dt. (2.5.20) 
The dual weighted residual method uses representation (2.5.20) to compute estimates of the 
error. By first choosing specific values of 0 and g, the method approximates the value of 
the error representation by computing an approximation to the dual problem (2.5.16) and 
evaluating (2.5.20). 
In terms of deriving a computable upper bound, rather than approximating the exact 
value of (2.5.20), Nve can use the error estimate of theorem 2.2.5 for 7ro to get, 
N 
(c (T), V)) + (eg)dt Ekjjjf - 
AZh 
- Zh, t11D'(Ij)1XkV1,17(1j)- (2.5.21) 
We can now use this estimate to drive an adaptive stepping scheme. For time dependent 
problems, the situation with adaptivity is very different of that for spatial discretisations. 
For spatial adaptivity, we can think about equidistribution of the error and various other 
schemes for dealing with the local error terms, all within a Solve-Estimate-Refine (SER) 
loop. For a time dependent problem, we perform an SER step at each time level, solving 
for the solution at the next time value, while reducing the step size until a criterion on the 
error over the step interval is met. To make this strategy easier to implement, it is common 
to take the maximum of the local error over all of the elements as the term we wish to 
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control, 
N 
(e(T), ? P) + (e, g)dt :5 Ekillf - 
AZh - Zh, tIlLP(Ii) IXI IV1, q(li)7 (2.5.22) 
N 
< max killf - 
AZh - Zh, tlIL-(Ii) IXIIVI, 1(Ii), (2.5.23) 
1<i<N 
< max killf - 
AZh - Zh, tlIL-(Ii)IXIIV1,1(I)* (2.5.24) I<i<N 
Define the local error indicator by, 
71i = killf - AZh - Zh, tIlLOO(Ii)- (2-5.25) 
The two terms of the error estimate (2.5.24) measure two different types of error that 
are apparent in the solution of initial value problems by finite elements. The local error 
indicator 77i measures the error due to the local approximation properties of the discrete 
scheme, the semi-norm of the dual solution measures the cumulative effect of integrating 
the initial value problem over discrete intervals for the given choice of 0 and g. 
Therefore, depending on the choice of 0 and g, we can choose to control an arbitrary 
linear functional of the error, so long as we can bound or compute the W1,1 (I) seminorm of 
the dual problem. Therefore S(T) := IXII, l is referred to as the stability factor. Suppose that 
we are interested in the error at final time T. We can choose g=0 and ?P= C(T)Ie(T)I-1, 
and we can determine a bound for S(T) as follows. Taking the inner product of (2.5.16) 
with -Xt(t) and integrating over I results in, 
2 lIXtIIL2(I) (AX, Xt) dt =0 
IjXtI12 
I 
(AX, X)IT =0 L2(I)- 20 
IjXtI12 
1 
L2 (I) -2 (AX(T), X(T)) +2 (Ax(O), x(O)) = 0. 
Since A is positive definite we discard the term involving X(O) to make inequality, then we 
can use the condition 101 =1 and rearrange to to get, 
lIXtIIL2(I) 
:51 IIA112- (2.5.26) Vr2- 
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USing hthl(I) !ýT 1/2 IIXtIIL2(j), we can combine (2.5.24) with the explicit value for S(T) 
to get the fully computable a posterioH upper bound, 
le(T)1: 5 S(T) max (2.5.27) 
I<i<N 
where the stability factor S(T) is given by, 
S(T) = 
(T) 112 
IIA112- (2.5.28) 
2 
Alternatively, suppose that we wish to control the global error Jje11LOO(I)- In this instance, 
we take 0=0, and we leave g arbitrary. Then assuming that we can get a bound like 
IXI, vl, l(, ) < 
S(T)11911LI(I)7 then Nve have, 
SUP 
(e, g) 
_ :ý S(T) max killf - Azh Zh, tlIL-(Ii)- (2.5.29) 
g(=LI(I) 
11911LI(l) 1<i<N 
To get the desired bound on the dual solution, Nve can use the original ODE (2.5.16) and 
the triangle inequality to get, 
IXtllLl(I) !ý IlAxllLl(I) + llgllLl(I)- (2.5.30) 
Then using the explicit representation of the solution, Nve can multiply by A and get bound 
on IIXIILI(I)i 
T 
X(t) = eA(t-')g(s) ds =* IlAxIlLI(I) :5 (eAT _ 1)11911LI(I)7 (2.5.31) 
which gives the upper bound for the stability factor corresponding to L'(I) error control 
of S(T) =e AT. 
2.5.3 Adaptive time-stepping 
We will now apply an adaptive solution algorithm to the discrete problem (2.5.12) using 
the a posteriori error estimator (2.5.27). Suppose that we have a global tolerance GTOL, and 
the aim is to compute Zh so that, 
IlelILOO(I) < GTOL. (2.5.32) 
NVe will use adaptive error control to ensure that the computation satisfies (2.5.32). A first 
attempt at time stepping algorithm is given below. 
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Adaptive time-stepping algorithm: 
1. Set t=0. LTOL = S(T)-'GTOL. 
2. Do: 
i) Set k=T, (kold, t, T). 
ii) Calculate zh+l and 71. 
iii) While k7l > LTOL: 
a) Set k --z f2 (LTOL, 77). 
b) Calculate zh+l and q. 
iv) Set zi =zj+j, t=t+k, i =i+l. 
while t<T. 
While there is little possible variation on how such an algorithm can proceed, there are 
two choices to be made in respect of the functions Ti, i=1,2. The function T, determines 
what step size should be chosen for the initial solve at each time level. In space and time 
problems, this becomes more critical due to the computational expense involved in a solve 
at each time level. Therefore, we want to determine the minimum number of steps such that 
we meet the criteria (2.5.32). To begin with, Nve considered the following two approaches: 
1- ^f 1 (kold, t, T) ý 'ý-old - In this instance, the previous step size is taken for the initial 
choice at the new step. 
2. -f I (kold, t, T) =T-t. In this scenario, we shoot for the final time and take as an 
initial guess for the time step the remainder of the interval from the current point. 
In the first instance, there is a problem in that the step sizes form a non-increasing sequence. 
Therefore, if at some time point early in the computation we require a small step size, any 
future step size is at least as small which is certainly undesirable. In the second case, we 
find that we are being too ambitious, almost always require a refinement of the proposed 
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step, and then propose a new step that is much smaller than it needs to be. Based on these 
observations, a combination of the above two approaches seems the most appropriate way 
forward. We should use local information based on the previous step size, but allow for 
the step size to grow if there is some indication that it might be smaller than it needs to 
be. This subject is tackled in the book (62], where several algorithms are presented. We 
consider a modification of algorithm 1.24 from [62]. The parameters Ji, i=1,2 are the 
reduction and growth factors respectively of the step size and 0 plays the role of threshold 
parameter for determining when to increase the step size. Typical values are J, , -, ll,, r2-, 
92 zý v/'2-, 0=0.5. The time stepping algorithm is then: 
Improved adaptive time-stepping algorithm: 
1. Start with parameters 51 E (0,1), J2 >1 and 0E (0,1). Set t=0. 
LTOL = S(T)-'GTOL, kold = T. 
2. Do: 
i) Set k --` ý-, old- 
i+1 ii) Calculate Zh and 71. 
iii) While kq > LTOL: 
a) Set k= Jjk. 
i+1 b) Calculate Zh and 77. 
iv) If 77 < OLTOL, then k= J2k. 
v) Set zi =zi+,, t=t+k, i= i+1. 
while t<T. 
To demonstrate the adaptive algorithms and some of the properties discussed, Nve consider 
the one dimensional problem, 
zt + az = sin(a7rt), 0<t<T, 
z(0) = 0, 
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with exact solution given by, 
z (t) ý21 
7F2 
ýasin(7rt) 
- 27rcos(27rt) - 2re-'t (2.5.33) 
a +4 
We have recorded various measures of the performance of the cG(1) method and of the a 
posteriori error estimator applied to the test problem. To examine the performance of the 
method, and confirm that Nve have the correct convergence rate in the various quantities, we 
consider the empirical order of convergence (EOC). Let k denote the refinement level, and 
let Uk, k=1,2, .. .' be a sequence of approximations. The empirical order of convergence 
of the sequence juj}j>1 is, 
In 
EOC --- 
(UUk) 
(2.5.34) 
In 
dofSk-1 ( 
dOfSk 
Furthermore, we consider the effectivity index of the estimator 71, 
Eff (, q) := 
77 (2.5.35) 
Ilz - ZhIlLcO(I) 
As ive can see in table 2.1, Nve achieve the expected convergence rate in both the L' norm 
and in the max norm at the nodes under uniform mesh refinement. Encouragingly the a 
posteTiori error estimate also converges at the same rate, however as can be seen from the 
effectivity index, the overestimation is quite significant. To evaluate the step size selection 
criteria, we consider a more challenging problem where the exact solution is a function 
representing an impulse at time to, 
-L atai) Z(t) =c!, 0<c< (2.5.36) 
We apply the adaptive algorithm presented earlier with various values of GTOL. To assess 
the performance of the step size selection we look at the work efficiency of the stepping 
scheme. This is defined as the total number time points used over the total number of 
solve steps required. A value of 1 implies that the proposed step size was always accepted. 
Thinking about the step size selector that shoots for the final time, we can see that is will 
have efficiency tending to 0.5, since it will always perform at least one refinement unless it 
is the final step. The results are presented in 2.2. 
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DOFS IlelILOO(I) EOC maxle(ti)l EOC 
I S(T)maxkiqi EOC Eff 
2 2.2949e-01 2.4275c-02 7.6862e+00 23.682 
4 2.3994e-01 -6.4187 9.1962e-02 -1.9216 3.9695e+00 9.5331 11.698 
8 9.6944e-02 1.3074 1.5344e-02 2.5833 1.6214e+00 1.2917 11.826 
16 2.5979e-02 1.8998 3.5219e-03 2.1233 4.4366c-01 1.8697 12.075 
32 6.631le-03 1.9700 9.1675c-04 1.9417 1.1340e-01 1.9681 12.092 
64 1.691le-03 1.9713 2.3049e-04 1.9918 2.8395e-02 1.9977 11.873 
128 4.2434e-04 1.9947 5.7894e-05 1.9932 7.12OOe-03 1.9957 11.864 
256 1.0652e-04 1.9941 1.4470e-05 2.0003 1.7864e-03 1.9948 11.858 
512 2.6802e-05 1.9907 3.6188e-06 1.9995 
L- 
4.4752e-04 1.9970 
1 
11.807 
Table 2.1: Convergence of the discrete scheme for problem with solution (2.5.33), a=1.2. 
2.6 Summary 
In this chapter we have reviewed the theory of AFEM and considered the contrasting 
applications of a stationary elliptic problem and a linear system of ODEs. In the next two 
chapters we depart from a posteriozi error analysis to present the reformulation of quasistatic 
linear viscoelasticity using internal variables, a finite element approximation and the related 
a pTiori error analysis. We will return to the ideas of this chapter in chapter 5, where we 
provide an a posteriori error analysis and AFEM for quasistatic linear viscoelasticity. 
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GTOL Steps IlelILOO(I) max Ie (ti) I maxS(T)qj Eff WEff 
le-00 20 0.0469602 0.00362714 0.894524 19.0486 0.606061 
le-01 44 0.00459914 0.000414067 0.0971823 21.1305 0.709677 
lc-02 105 0.000514615 4.9130le-05 0.00987558 19-1902 0.826772 
le-03 282 5-7382le-05 6.29862e-06 0.000977697 17.0384 0.915584 
le-04 898 6.16935e-06 6.62939e-07 9.9942e-05 16-1998 0.967672 
le-05 2845 6.40876e-07 6.93937e-08 9.99742e-06 15.5996 0.98819 
le-06 8377 6.8948e-08 7.94936e-09 9.9958e-07 14.4976 0.995603 
le-07 27975 6.55056e-09 8.28688e-10 9.99966e-08 15.2654 0.998572 
Table 2.2: Error data for a range of tolerances for problem with solution given by (2.5.36), 
0.01. 
Chapter 3 
Finite element approximation of 
quasistatic linear viscoelasticity 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a space and time Calerkin finite element ap- 
proximation to a reformulation of the quasistatic hereditary linear viscoelasticity problem 
given in chapter 1, comprising of equations (1.5.1) and (1.5.4) together with the boundary 
conditions (1.5.2) and (1.5.3). We first present the problem in the hereditary integral for- 
mulation, which can be viewed as an abstract Volterra problem. For given fE LP(I), find 
uc LP(I) such that, 
t 
Au(t) f (t) + 
10 
B (u (s); t- s) ds. (3.0.1) 
For the viscoelasticity problem, A and B(-, t- s) are second order partial differential op- 
erators. Analytical and numerical solution methods for Volterra problems are described in 
the book by Linz [50]. For the finite element discretisation of Volterra equations, Bedivan 
and Fix [121 describe a continuous Galerkin approximation to the scalar problem (A = 1, 
B(u(s), t- s) = k(t, s)u(s) in (3.0.1), and focus attention on the implications of quadrature 
errors. With specific application to viscoelasticity problems a parallel solver is formulated 
by Buch et al. in [17]. These works, in contrast to the time stepping approach that will be 
considered here, present global spacetime, one-shot solvers. 
More pertinent is the work of Shaw and Whiteman ([65] [67], [6S], (69]) on the quasistatic 
hereditary integral formulation of linear viscoelasticity and the related abstract Volterra 
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problem. The numerical solution using finite elements for the spatial discretisation and the 
trapezoidal rule applied to the Volterra integral term for equation (1.5.8) is considered in 
the papers [66] and [65]. A drawback of the FEM+Trapezoidal rule approach, as remarked 
in [65] is that the a priori error bounds contain the entire history of time steps and there 
Nvas no obvious path to a posteriori error control. In [68] a discontinuous finite element 
approximation of (3.0.1) in the case A=1 and B(.; t- s) = O(t - s) - is presented with an 
a posteriori estimate for negative norms of the approximation error. 
It is shown in [67] that the duality method for deriving a posteriori error estimates as 
outlined in section 1.2 is limited in application to Volterra problems. The limitation is that 
the analysis requires strong stability of the dual solution so that optimal order interpolation 
error estimates can be used, and hence explicit dependence on the discretisation parameter 
of the error estimate. That this is a limitation for Volterra problems stems from the fact 
that there is no way of bounding derivatives of u in terms of f alone. In general, the best 
one can hope for is a stability bound with the same order of time derivative appearing on 
both u and f. Motivated by the work of Sfili and Houston [751, a negative norm is used in 
[67] to introduce a power of the temporal discretisation parameter, and hence controlability 
of the a posteTiori error estimate. 
A full extension of the results of [68] to the quasistatic linear viscoelasticity problem are 
presented in [69] and 1701. The results are discussed in [67] where a number of difficulties 
are reported. First the temporal error component of the a posteHoH error estimator is 
unstable as h --ý 0 or, is prohibitively expensive to compute. Secondly, unless only nested 
refinements of the spatial mesh are permitted, jumps in the approximate stress over edges 
that are not in the current mesh persist. The purpose of this and following chapters is to 
follow up on the remarks in [67], that a representation of the solution algorithm in terms of 
internal variables could offer an improvement on this scenario. 
3.1 Existence and uniqueness 
In this section ive show existence and uniqueness of a weak solution to the problem given by 
(1-5-8). Rather than use standard methods for Volterra problems, we show that under mild 
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restrictions, theorem 2.1.1 can be applied to a fully Nveak formulation of (1.5.8). Let v in 
equation (1.5.8) also vary in time. Then integration over I results in the abstract problem, 
A(u, v) = L(v), (3.1.1) 
where, 
t 
A(u, v) a (u (t), v (t)) - 
fo (t - s) a (u (s), v (t)) ds dt, (3.1.2) 
L(v) 1 (t; v (t)) dt. (3.1.3) 
The problem of determining the displacement can now be posed as: Find uE LP(I; V) such 
that, 
A(u, v) = L(v), Vv E Lq(j; V). _ 
From theorem 2.1.1 Nve recognise that Nve require Lq(j; V) to be a reflexive Banach space. t:: 5 
Therefore we have the immediate restriction that I<q< oo. We will see that a condition 
for existence and uniqueness is that the order of the Lebesgue spaces must satisfy the usual 
relationship p-1 + q-1 = 1. 
We aim to apply theorem 2.1.1 to prove existence and uniqueness, therefore we must 
verify conditions (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) for the bilinear form (3.1.2) and show that (3.1.3) is 
a continuous linear functional on the Lq(j; V). This is a non-standard method for proving 
existence and uniqueness, more traditional would be to use the contraction mapping theorem 
on the integral operator as in standard proofs of existence and uniqueness for ODEs [36]. 
Rom section 2.4 we know that the bilinear form a: VxV --+ R is an inner product on the 
space V with associated norm Furthermore note that V* =V since V is a Hilbert 
space. Therefore, 
IIVIILII(I; V) :` SUP 
f, a (v (t), w (t)) dt 
wELq(I; V) 
IIWIILq(I; 
V) 
where, 
T l1q 
IIWIILq(I; V) -" 
(10 IIIW(t)lllq dt) 
(3.1.5) 
(3.1.6) 
Lemma 3.1.1. The bilinearform (3.1-2) satisfies conditions (2.1.2) and (2.1.3). 
Existence and uniqueness 
Proof. Starting with (2.1.2), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that, 
t 
A(w, v) 
I 
a(w, v) - 
10 a, ýo (t - s) a (w (s), v (t)) ds dt, 
I 
a(w, v) dt - a, ýp(t - s) Illw(s) III - IIIv(t) III ds dt, 
If 
if jo 
t 
a(w, v) dt - IIIv(t)III 
fo 
i9, ýp(t - s) Illw(s) III ds dt, 
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Applying H61ders inequality on the time integral of the second term and using Young's 
inequality for convolutions (1.6.6), ive have, 
A (w, v) ý! 
1, 
a(w, v) dt - IIVIILq(I; V) * IlOtAILI(I) * IIWIILII(I; V)- 
Dividing by IIVIILq(I; V)O 0 and taking the supremum over VE Lq(I; V) results in, 
sup 
A (w, vL 
, 
IIWIILI(I; 
V) - 
06011V(I) 
* 
IIWIILP(I; 
V)- 
vC: Lq(I; V) 
IIVIILq(I; 
V) 
Division by IIWIILP(I; V)with w00 and taking the infirnum over all w results in, 
inf sup 
A (w, v) 
w(=LP(I; V) vELq(I; V) 
IIWIILP(I; 
V) 
IIVIILq(I; 
V) 
Then from the second part of the fading memory hypothesis (1.4.24), that ýp(t) < 0, Vt E I, 
it follows that, 
110tVI1L1(I) == - 
rT 
Ptw(t) dt = -w(T) + W(O) =1- V(T). (3.1.10) 
10 
Therefore condition (2.1.2) is satisfied with, 
inf sup 
A(w, v) > 
wE=LP(I; V)vELq(I; V) 
IIWIILP(I; 
V)IIVIILq(I; V) 
To show (2.1.3), assume that Vw E LP(I; V), A(w, v) = 0. Then by Cauchy-Schwarz, 
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Hblder's and Young's inequality again, ive have, 0 
ir 
a (w (t), v (t» - 
10 aV(t - s)a(w(s), v(t» ds dt = 0, 
t 
a(w(t), v(t» - Illv(t)111 - 
10 
d9w(t - s)lilw(s)Illdsdt < 0, 
a(w(t), v(t» dt -11V1lLq(I; V) * 
llatV(t)IIIW(t)111 IILP(I) < 01 
1, 
a(w(t), v(t» dt - IIVIILII(I; V) * IIWIILII(I; V) * 110tVil :ý0, 
sup 
f, a (w (t), v (t» dt 
_ W(T)l1V1iLq(I; V) :50, 
wE2LP(I; V) 
IIWIILP(I; 
V) 
(1 - V(T»llVilLq(I; V) 
< ()- 
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Since 0< W(t) < 1, Vt >0 (section 1.4), the inequality (1 - W(T))IIVIILq(I; V) :! ý 0. iMplieS 
that v=0 in Lq(l-; V). 0 
Lemma 3.1.2. Let fE LP(I; L2 (0)) and gE LP(I; L2 WN)), then the linear fUnctional 
L: Lq(l; V) 
---ý R is continuous on 
Lq V; V) 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from lemma 2.4.3 in that, 
L(v)l 11 (t; v (t)) I dt, 
C 
Ilf(t) IIL2(Q) + Ca-lCrN 119(t) IIL2(rN) IlIv(t) III dt, . 
1 IIfIILP(I; 
L2(f2)) + Ca 
lCrN 1191ILP(I; 
L2(r 
(Ca 
N))) 
IIVIILq(I; 
V); 
IILIILP(I; 
V) :! ý Ca -1 
lIfIlLP(I; 
L2(n)) + Ca 
lCrN 1191ILP(I; 
L2(rN))' 
0 
We can now show an existence and uniqueness result for (3.1.4) by applying theorem 
2.1.1. 
Theorem 3.1.3. If fE LP(I; L2(Q)), gE LP(I; L2 (FN)), then for 1<p< oo there exists 
a unique solution uE LP(I; V) to problem (3-1-4) satisfying, 
IIUIILP(I; 
V) :! ý ýo(T)-lc, -' 
lIfIlLP(I; 
L2(Q)) + ýo(T)-lca-l c FN 
1191ILP(I'; 
L2(rN)) . 
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Proof. From lemma 3.1.1 the bilinear form (3.1.2) satisfies conditions (2.1.2) and (2.1.2). 
By lemma 3.1.2 the linear functional (3.1.3) is continuous on Lq(l; V), hence by theorem 
2.1.1 there exists a unique uE LP(I; V) satisfying equation (3.1.4). 0 
For the reasons mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, Nve now consider a refor- 
mulation using internal variables. Internal variables for this type of problem are not new, 
and are presented for example in [71]. We follow the approach set out in [48] of utilising 
intemal variables to rewrite the system (1.5.8), but build on it by exploiting the quasistatic 
assumption to formally separate the governing equations into a stationary elasticity type 
problem and a system of ordinary differential equations governing "internal" stresses. We 
believe that this representation, exploiting the quasistatic assumption is new, and while of 
limited applicability, covers a sufficient range of problems that it warrants further study. 
3.2 Internal variable formulation 
Internal variable formulations of linear viscoelasticity are discussed in [3], [381 and [71]. 
The idea is to rewrite the hereditary integral form of the stress presented above as a sum of 
the instantaneous strain and a sum of strains of internal variables. The internal variables 
can then be shown to be governed by a linear differential equation. An internal variable 
formulation of (1.4.26) can be achieved by defining the functions, 
zi (x, t) = 
in 
Pie-'i('-')u(x, s)ds, 
The, 3 term is introduced to make the matrix in the resulting system of ordinary differential 
equations symmetric (see below, proposition 3.2.1). With the introduction of the internal 
variables, the constitutive IaNv (1.5.4) can be written as, 
n,, 
o-(x, t) = CE(U(X, t)) - 
EajcE(zi(x, t)), (3.2.2) 
i=l 
where the functions Izil7v, satisfy the differential equations, 
at z(x, t) + ai z'(x, t) = 8i u (x, s), i (3.2-3) 
Using internal variables, equation (1.5.8) can be written as, 
n. 
a(u(t), v)=l(t; v)+I], 6ia(z'(t), v) VVEV. (3.2.4) 
i=l 
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Applying the operator Cc(-) to equation (3.2.3) and taking the tensor inner product with 
c(vý) for an arbitrary V' E V, integration over Q gives, 0 
a(atz'(t), v') + aia(z'(t), v') =, 6ia(u(t), v'), i= nv. (3.2.5) 
Substituting equation (3.2.4) with v= v' into the right hand side of (3.2.5) results in, 
n,, 
a(, 9tz'(t), v') + aia(z'(t), v') =, 3il(t; v') + E, 6j, 6ja(zj(t), v'), i=1,..., n,. (3.2.6) 
j=l 
Summing over i from 1 to n, and rearranging leads to, 
nv nv n, 
1: a(atz' + 1: mijzj, v')dt = E, 3il(t; v'), Vv' E V, (3.2.7) 
i=l j=l i=l 
where mij = Jijai-, 6j, 8j. For notational simplification and clarity we introduce the following 
functional setting for the internal variables. Define an inner product with associated norm 
on the n, product space V'ý, =Vx... xV by, 
n,, 
(z2w)n,: =Ea(z', w'), III- Illn, := V'-(--, -)n, (3.2-8) 
i=l 
Also, to simplify the right hand side define the linear functional on V'-, - 
n,, 
r(t; V) = EOil(t; vi). (3.2.9) 
i=l 
With this new notation, the internal variable problem (3.2.7) can be written as, 
(atz(t) + Mz(t), V),,, = r(t; V), Vv E V'V, (3.2.10) 
Z(O) = 0. (3.2.11) 
where M= (mij) E Rnýxný is the matrix with entries mij = Jijai -, 6j, 6j. 
Proposition 3.2.1 (Properties of M). The matrix M is symmetric, furthermore if Wo > 0, 
then it is positive definite. 
Proof. Since M can be written as M=D_ OOT where D= (dij) is a diagonal matrix 0 
with dii = ai and )3T symmetry follows the symmetry of diag nal matrices 
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and outer products and linearity of transposition, (D _ OOT)T =D_ 130T . To see positive 
definiteness we show that XTMX > 0, Vx E Rný \ {01. Then, 
x 
TMX 
= XT Dx _ XT, 80TX, 
XT Dx - (XTO)2, 
n,, n. 2 
Cf, Xi2 _ 
E, 3ixi) 
> 
ný 
cfix 2_ 
nv 
Ce, X2) 
nv 
, i) 
E 
i=l 
> 
ný 
aix 2(l 
ný 
wi) 
EiE 
ný 
(PO a, X2 
Ei>0. 
i=l 
where we have used the properties of ý9 of normalisation, w(O) =1 and that Wo > 0.0 
As a result of the positive definiteness of M, we have for all xE Rn", 
M, IIxII, <- IIM'I'xll' -< MIIIXII, 
(3.2.12) 
where m, and mi are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of M. 
To apply the finite element method to (3.2.10) a weak formulation is achieved by integrating 
over the time interval. Define the space, 
Wk-, P(j; V%) := IVIV C 0= Wk, p(j; Vn), V«» = ()1. (3.2.13) 
Then define the bilinear form B: WO"P(I; V"v) x Lq (I; Vnv) R by, 
B(z, v) :=1, (o9tz(t) + Mz(t), v),, v 
dt, (3.2.14) 
and the linear functional, P: Lq(j; Vný) --+ R, by, 
F(v) :=1, r(t; v) dt, (3.2.15) 
then the weak problem is as follows. Find zE Wý1,1'(I; V"ý, ) such that, 
B(z, v) = F(v), Vv E Lq(_I; Vn,, ). (3.2.16) 
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Assuming that the internal variables are known, the problem of determining the displace- 
ment is as follows. Find uC L' (I; V) such that, 
n. 
a(u(t), v) = 1(t; v) + E, 3ia(z'(t), v), VvEV, a. e. tE1. (3.2.17) 
i=l 
The next lemma is used to show that z is one order smoother than u in time, which is a 
consequence of the definition of z. Tile result is required in the following chapter so that a 
priori error estimates for u can be expressed completely in terms of u. Define the Volterra 
operator K, by, t 
K(u) =: 
10 
tz(t - s)u(s)ds. (3.2.18) 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let r>0 and suppose that uE Wr, p(j; y) for some Banach space Y, 
ME wr+l, l (1), then K: Wr, p(j; y) -, Wr+IP(I; y) is continuous and so there exists a 
C>0 such that, 
IIK(u)lllv, +i, p(,; y): 5 Cjjujjjvý, p(j; y). (3.2.19) 
Proof. Rom Young's inequality for convolutions (1.6.6), K is continuous on LP (I; Y), 
IK(u)IILP(I; 
Y) !ý 
IINIILI(I)IIUIILP(I; 
Y)- (3.2.20) 
Differentiating (3.2.18) k+1 times, results in, 
(k+l) 
kt 
=E a(i) K , 
(O)a(k-i)U(t) + a(k+l)K(t at, K(u) 
i=O 
tt 
fo 
t- s)u(s)ds. (3.2.21) 
Taking the Y norm, raising to the power p and using the inequality (a + p)P < C(aP + bP), 
results in, 
k 
110(k+')K(u)llp <CE lain(o)lpllla(k-i)U(t)llr 
( 
i=O 
0 
+ 
(ftat(k+')K(t-S)IIju(s)lllds)p). 
0 
Absorbing all constants into the first, H61ders inequality implies that, 
k 
Ila(k+')K(u)llpy C(EI Ilat(k-i) (3.2.22) 
t 
i=O 
u(t)IIF + llullL, (I; Y) 
)- 
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Integrating over I, gives, 
11 (r+')K(u)llp 
( (k-i)Ullp + Tilullp 19t LP(I; Y) ýý C 
Hat 
L"(I; Y) LP(I; Y) 
i=O 
) 
=* JK(u)lýj k+l, p(j; y) :! ý 
CIIUIIýj 
k, p(j; y), k ý! 0. IV IV 
The result follows by summing over k from 0 to r, together with (3.2.20) and taking p-th 
roots. 0 
We can apply lemma 3.2.2 to bound JjZjjjVr+1, p(j; yný). 
Corollary 3.2.3. Under the assumptions of lemma 3.2.2, there holds, 
llzlllvý+l', (I; Y--) :5 Cllulltv, ", (I; Y). (3.2.23) 
Proof. Setting z' = Kj (u), with, 
ft 
Ki (U) = Oie-'i(t-')u(s) ds. (3.2.24) 
Then it follows that, 
nv 1/p 
IZIIIvr+1, 
P(I; Yntl) -Z IVr+I, p(I; y) Eilzilip 
%p 
iiiii(U)ii1v 
+1, P(I; y) 
n. 1/p 
:5c(Z IIUIIIVr, p(I; y) 
) 
i=l 
:! ý Cllulllv,,, (I; Y). 
Furthermore, it follows from the definition of the internal variables that if UE L' (I; Y) for 
some Banach space Y, then, 
IIZ(t)IIY'v :! ý CIIUIILOO(I; Y) Vt E 1. (3.2.25) 
0 
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For the approximation in the spatial variables, a conforming Calerkin simplical Lagrange 
finite element method as described in section 2.2 is used. For the approximation of the 
internal variables both a space and time approximation is required. For the temporal 
approximation we will use the continuous Calerkin method and the discretisation presented 
in section 2.5. 
3.3.1 Displacement 
For the approximation of the displacement we will construct an approximate solution in the 
space V, defined in (1.5.5), at each time ti, from functions belonging to S, (7-j; Rd) (2.2.11). 
Denote the finite element space at time ti by Vh' and take it to- be, 
Vh' = Si (Ti; Rd)nv. 
Iý dimVh' 
. 
Denote the set of basis functions of Vý' by 713}j=l and write functions from Vh' as, 
dim Vhi 
1: 
Vjý 713ý, Vh 
j=l 
(3.3.2) 
where vj' is the component of the vector v' E Rdim Vh' corresponding to the j-th basis function 
Of Vh* 
3.3.2 Internal Variables 
The approximation of the internal variables is in both space and time. For the approxima- 
tion by the cG(1) method, the trial space at a given time point ti is Vh' as given in 3.3.1. 
Then on each time level, we consider the space of linear polynomials of the form, 
VhlIi --"ý Vhi0i(t) + Vhi-10i-l(t)) 
(3.3.3) 
where Oi(t) are the functions given by (2.5.8), (2.5.9) and (2.5.10), and denote this space 
by Pj(Ij; Vh'-' + Vh). To cope with the fact that there are n, internal variables, we form 
the n, product space p, (I; Vi-1 + Vi)n,, = p, (I; Vi- 1+ Vi) X ... X I(I; vi-l+ i, i, Ii, 
i h It hh Iý h Vh), and 
denote the piecewise composition of this space by Zh, 
+ Vi)n,, 1. Zh: = {z E CO(I; Vn"), Z(O) =O: zlij EPI(Ii; V, '-' 1 (3.3.4) hh 
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The test space is taken to be the space of piecewise constant mappings of the time intervals 
into Vl, ' defined by, 
Yh: =IvEL'(I; V'v): vlriElPo(li; Vh)"vl, (3.3.5) 
where Po(Ij; Vh)', v is the n, product space of piecewise constant polynomials such that 
I ý=- V, i, nv . 
The finite element problem corresponding to the internal variable equation Vh Ii h 
is: Find Zh E Zh such that, 
B(zh, v) = F(v), Vv E Yh. (3.3-6) 
Assuming that the internal variables are known, the finite element approximation for the 
displacement problem then takes the familiar form of that for an elliptic problem. The 
finite element problem for the displacement is: Find Uh(ti) E Vh' such that, 
n,, 
a(Uh(ti)3V)=l(ti; v)+E, 6ja(4', v), VvEVh, i=0,1,..., N. (3.3.7) 
j=l 
Given that we only solve for the diplacement at the time nodes, we consider ut(t) to be a 
piecewise linear function of the form, 
= Ui + ui-'Oi (3.3.8) UhlIj hh -im. 
3.3.3 The discrete scheme 
Since the internal variable problem is a linear system, when the substitutions to derive the 
discrete scheme are made, there will be two types of vectors and matrices, those associated 
with the original system, and those associated with the discretisation. Therefore we have 
a system of finite element approximations and we briefly explain some notation relating 
to this situation. The finite element approximation to the k-th component of z on time 
interval Ii is given by, 
dim Výi-l dim Vhi 
k, i-1 + oi(t) z 
k-, i 
77 (3.3.9) Zh'k 77 j 
W) Zi 3 
j=l j=l 
Denote the n, dimensional vector of internal variable approxi'miations by 
n. (t)) 
_ 2ýh 
W 
--` 
(-'hl M1... 
I -ýýh 
(3.3.10) 
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Since there are inner products of functions from different meshes, define the matrices, 
mnmn 
Choosing v(t) = Xji(t)vi in (3.3.6), where Xii is the indicator function for the interval Ii, 
iC Vi, n,,, and vh (3.3.6) becomes, 
ki 
t i, nv Zh- +2 (M(Zh + Zh i)n, r (t; V') dt, Vv' E Vý (3.3.12) (zh 'I Vz)nv v 
Let z' = (z', ', ..., Zn,,, 
i)T be the vector representations of the internal variables with respect 
to the basis of Vhij and let An,, and denote the block matrices, 
A0... 0A0... 0 
0A... ... 0A... ... Aný An,, =1 (3.3.13) 
0 ... ... ... 0 
0 ... 0A0... 0 A) 
where A and A are matrices from (3.3.11). Furthermore, let M,,,, denote the block matrix 
created by expanding each entry of M into a square block of size dim Vh. Sampling (3.3.12) 
at each basis function of Vh' implies that, 
.1 ki ii A,, z'- A,,, z'- + -(A,,, M,,, z + A., M.. z'-') = r, (3.3.14) 2 
where, 
(t) = (7, (t; 77i ) ...... r(t; 
iim r' r(t)dt, where r 77 d V, i))T. (3.3.15) 
IT'i h 
Rearranging (3.3.14) we get, 
-i ki An. In, + 
Li 
Mn,, Zi - 
An,, In, Mn,, 
) 
z' r', (3.3.16) 22 
where In,, is the identity matrix of dimension n,. i dimvii denote the vector Let uERh 
representation Of Uh(ti). Then (3.3.7) becomes, 
n. 
Au' = I' +E Azj, 
', (3.3.17) 
j=l 
where, 
(i (ti ; qi ))T. (3.3.18) 
The solution algorithm is then as follows: 
3 Finite element approximation 
Solution Algorithm: 
Determine elasticity solution, uO = A-lbo. For i=0,1 : 
1. Determine internal variables. Find zi such that, 
+ 
Li M ")A,, z'- 2 
2. Determine displacement: Find W such that, 
n. 
Au' = I'+ r, 3jAzj". (3-3-19) 
j=l 
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While the algorithm has been presented so that the internal variables and displacement are 
solved sequentially, this is not a requirement. 
We remark that the notation introduced in this section for the internal variables allows 
us to write the stepping scheme in a familiar form, however, the matrices A,,,, and A,,,, 
would not be formed in practice. 
Proposition 3.3.1. Assume that Vý-l iC Vhil V' then there exists a constant 
C independent of the discretisation such that the solution to the discrete problem (3.3.6) 
satisfies the stability estimate, 
IlZh(tn)lll 2+ 
Itn 
lllOtZh(t) 1112 dt <cI 
tn 
111(t)112 
. dt. (3.3.20) v ms 0 Mý, n 
Proof. We have, 
(atZh (t) + Mzh (t), v),,,, dt = r(t; v)dt, VVEPo(li; Vh)'v. 
Since Výi C Vý', Nve can take v= atzh to get, 
IllatZh(t) 1112 + (MZh (t)) at zh(t)),,, dt =r (t; 09t Zh (t) ) dt. (3.3.21) 
Recalling the definition of r(t; -) (3.2.9), Nve can bound the right hand side of (3.3.21) using 
lemma 3.1.2 and Youngs inequality, 
( )112 r(t; atZh(t))dt III t V. dt + IIIatzIII2,,,, dt. (3.3.22) 2 
10 
2 
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Substituting into the right hand side of (3.3.21) an rearranging, we get, 
1112 
C tn 
111(t)112 11 109t AM+ (MZh(t), atzh(t)),,,, dt < V. dt. (3.3.23) 22 
Now, because of the sYmmetry of M (lemma 3.2.1) it follows that, 
1 
(MZh(t)719tZh(t))n,, = _a t 11IM112Zh(t)1112, 2 
so (3.3.23), after performing the integration and clearing the factor of a half becomes, 
tn 
11119tZh(t) 1112 dt + IllMl/2Zh(t, )1112 _ 11IM112 Zh(ti-1) 1112 <C 111(t)112 . dt. (3-3.24) 
iii 
- 
In 
v 
Summation over i from 0 to n and using the zero initial condition for z, results in, 
-IllatZh(t) 1112 dt + 11IM112 Zh (tn) 1112 <_2. dt. (3.3.25) 
fi, 
111(oliv o2-2, 
Using (3.2.12) implies the result. 
3.4 Summary 
0 
In this chapter we have considered the question of existence and uniqueness for the qua- 
sistatic hereditary integral formulation of linear viscoelasticity. Under standard assumptions 
for elliptic problems and a mild but physically reasonable condition on the relaxation func- 
tion, this problem fits into the abstract framework of section 2.1. Nevertheless, we present 
an alternative formulation to deal with certain theoretical and computational difficulties 
outlined for example by Shaw and Whiteman in [67]. The reformulation results in a modi- 
fied elliptic problem together with a system of ordinary differential equations in the energy 0 
space of the problem. In the following two chapters we derive a priori and a posteriori 
error estimates for the finite element approximation of the reformulated problem. Given 
the reformulation, most of the techniques surveyed in chapter 2 are available, in the sense 
that the elliptic component is similar to the linear elasticity problem of section 2.4, and the 
system of internal variables similar to the ODE system of section 2.5. 
Chapter 4 
priori error analysis 
In this chapter we present an a priori analysis for the approximation error in the displace- 
ment and internal variables. Given the formulation presented in the previous chapter the 
analysis of the error for the internal variables can proceed independently of that for the 
displacement. However we begin with displacement and show an a priori upper bound for 
the energy norm of the error e,, (t) " U(t) - Uh(t) at time tN which depends on the errors in 
the internal variables je-., (t)}j. v 1 and a term typical of a priori error estimates 
for Calerkin 
3= 
approximations to elliptic problems. Our attention then turns to a priori upper bounds on 
the n, -energy norm of the error in the internal variable approximation, e, (t) := Z(t) -Zh(t)- 
We apply the method described in section 1.2 of using a discrete dual problem and show 
that the proposed finite element method is of optimal order. 
Since we are primarily concerned with determining the order of convergence of the 
method, in contrast to the treatment of a posteriori error estimates, for the remainder of 
this chapter we will absorb all constants that do not depend on the discretisation parameters 
h and k into a generic constant C. 
4.1 Displacement 
In this section an a prio7i estimate for the error in the displacement at time tj is derived. 
Since we are in effect dealing with a Calerkin,, pl5proximation to an elliptic problem, we 
pursue the direction set in section (2.1) of using Calerkin orthogonality to show a proof of 
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a variation on C6a's lemma. The result and proof are based on C6a's lemma but there is 
an additional term due to the internal variables. 
Lernma 4.1.1 (Calerkin Orthoic::, )Onality). 
The approximation error in the displacement e,, (t) 
and internal variables f ezi (t) }? v 1 satisfies the relationship, 3= 
n,, 
(ti), v) - 
E, 6ja (cj (ti), v) = 0, Vv E V', Vi = 0,1,2,.... 
j=l 
Proof. Choose vE Vý' in equation (3.2.17) and subtract from (3.3.7). 0 
With Galerkin orthogonality, a modified version of C6a's lemma (lemma 2.1.4) can be 
proven. 
Lemma 4.1.2. Let u be the solution of (3.2.17), Uh the solution to (3.3.7), and let z be 
the solution of (3.2.16), Zh the solution to (3.3.6), then there exists aC>0 such that the 
errOrS eu(t) ý U(t) - Uh(t), eý, (t) ý Z(t) - Zh(t) satisfy, 
i III + I(P/(O) 11/2 . Ille Ille,, (ti)III !ýC inf Illu(ti) - wh z 
(t, ) II In 
W'E h Vhi 
Proof. It is only necessary to bound the portion of error contained within the discrete space 
VZ, since, h 
hhhh 
IIIU(t') 
- Uh illl: ý' Illu(ti) -'Wi III -ý- IIIWi - Ui 1117 VWi 
gonality (lemma 4.1.1) followed by Cauchy-Schwarz To bound w' - U, 0 h h, 
Galerkin Ortho 
implies that, 
IlWi _ Ui 1112 hh =a (w' - u', w' hhh Uh 
=a(wj - u(ti) + u(ti) - u' , w' - u'), hhhh 
=a(Wh U(ti)7 Whl - u) + a(e(ti), w' - U'), hhh 
n. 
2ii =a(Wh U(ti)) Wh - Uh) + 
1:, 3ja(ej (ti), w' - U'), hh 
j=l 
n. 
<111W 2- u(ti)lll - Illwz - ul III + IjIwz uz IIIE, 6jllle, j(ti)lll, hhhhh 
j=l 
i III + IIIWj _ Ui 
111, j(pi(0)1112111ez(t, ) Illwh U(ti)IlI - 
IIIWh Uh hh 
Illn. 
- 
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Young's inequality then gives, 
IllWi _ Ui 1112 <1 IIIWi _ U(t, )1112 +, EIIIWi _ Ui III +1 Iýo/(O)IIIIe, (t, )III2 hh Tc- hhhn,, ) 2c 2f 
Illwi 
_ Ui 1112 <l 
jjjIWi 
_ U(t, )1112 + I(PI(O)l . III (t, )1112ý hh- 2c(l - c) 
h e, 
Rom which it follows that, 
+ 1ý01(0)11/2 lllWh Uh h jjje-z(ti)jjjný, 
2 
lllw' -U(ti)"' 
v/'2- 
where we have taken c= 1/2. Combining (4.1.3) with (4.1.3) implies the result. Applying 
the Cauchy-Schivarz inequality to the sum and using the fact, 
Z ßi2 =Z cejvj = -ýO, (o), 
j=l j=l 
then the result follows. 0 
Given the result of lemma 4.1.2 the problem is to now derive an a pTiori upper bound on 
the error in the internal variables. 
4.2 Internal variables 
To determine an a pTiori error estimate for the internal variables, we carry out the scheme 
from [30], described in section 2.3. Estep and French [34] provide an analysis of the con- 
tinuous Calerkin method applied to a general system of ODEs as described in section 2.5. 
We anticipate achieving a similar result, at least in the convergence with respect to the 
time discretisation, however we must cope with the added complication due to the spatial 
approximation. We will see that this added complication is not too severe and that under 
reasonable assumptions for an a pHoTi analysis we are able to derive suitable estimates. 
Once again we need to derive an upper bour" the discrete portion of the error. Let 
II :Z ý-* Zh be an arbitrary mapping into the discrete space Zh. Given that we can write, 
e-, --z Z- Zh : -- 
(I 
- ll)Z + IIZ - Zhi 
then so long as xve can derive an error estimate for the mapping fl, ive need only bound 
llz - zh to achieve an a prio7i error estimate for the error ez. We define eh z : =Hz-zh and 
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h refer to the term ez as the discrete portion of the error. Once again we will make use of 
Galerkin ortho. Onality. Recall the bilinear form of the internal variable problem, 
B(z, v) :=1, (c9tz(t) + Mz(t), v),,,, dt. (4.2.2) 
Lemma 4.2.1 (Galerkin Orthogonality). The error e, =z- zh satisfies the orthogonality 0 
relationship, 
B(e, W0ý0, VWhEyh- (4.2.3) 
PrOOf- C1100SC V= Wh E Yh in the full problem (3.2.16) and subtract the finite element 
equations (3.3.6). 0 
h To achieve a bound on ez 1a discrete dual problem with solution Xh is introduced. The 
discrete dual problem is designed to satisfy, 
Ih 1112ý h, llez(tN) 
n= B(ez Xh)- (4.2.4) 
Suppose that the equation (4.2.4) holds, then with Calerkin Orthogonality(lernma 4.2.1), 
we can write, 
Illph 1112ý (Ch, 
z 
(tN) 
n=Bz Xh) 
h 
= B(ez , Xh) B 
(e, Xh) 
= B(Ilz - Zi Xh)- 
which characterises the discrete portion of the error in terms of the discrete dual solution 
and an arbitrary interpolant. In the next section ive present the discrete dual problem and 
the properties of it that we require. 
4.2.1 The dual problem 
Let Yh be the space given in (3.3.5), then consider the discrete dual problem: Find Xh E Yh 
such that, 
NN ti 
-E(V(ti)iEXhýi), V+Ejt, 
(V2MXh), 
vdt=O, 
Vv E Zh, (4.2.5) 
i=l i=l -1 
h (tN) 
i Xh 
(t+N)) 
n,, ý 
(V (tN), Cz (tN)) n,, 
Vv EA- (4.2.6) 
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Proposition 4.2.2. There exists a unique solution to problem (4.2.5) with initial condition 
(4.2.6). 
Proof. To see uniqueness consider two Solutions Xh, 17 Xh, 2 of (4.2.5) supplemented with the 
condition (4.2.6). Then their difference Oh --` Xh, I - Xh, 2 satisfies the problem 
NNt 
h 
-j: (V(ti)7ýOhli),, +j, 
j 
(V MOh),,,, dt=O, (4.2.7) VV C Zh 
i=l i=l ti-I (V(t+), Oh(t+»n = 0, Vv G Zh- (4.2.8) NN 
Let 0' denote the vector representation of 0 at time i with respect to the basis of Výi n,, 
The stepping scheme resulting from (4-2.7) is given (using notation developed in subsection 
3.3.3 by, 
-'M., oi A., i, + L'M-ý Oi+1. A. ý 
(I.,, 
-L (4.2.9) 22 
Then it follows from (4.2.8), that if ON 0, then 0' = 0, Vi = 0,..., N. Therefore 
Xhj = Xh, 2 and the solution to problem (4.2.5) is unique. Since problem (4.2.5) is finite 
dimensional, existence follows from uniqueness, 
Lemma 4.2.3. There exist constants C>0 and C' >0 such that the solution Xh of the 
discrete dual problem (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) satisfies, 
IlIxi ljj,, 
ý :5 
CIIIC h Vi cI NJ. (4.2.10) h z(tN)Illn,, i 
Furthermore, 
h IiXhliLq(I; Vnv) :! ý Cflllez(tN)jjjn,, - 
Proof. Choose v -OiX' in (4.2.5), where Oi is the basis function for the i-th node in the h 
temporal discretisation. Then since NZ = X'+1 - X', equation (4.2.5) becomes, hh 
ti ti4-1 
* 
-Wh, KhM., + 
Iti-i 
(Xih 
, 
MXJ 
% 
Oi dt + 
iti 
(Xth 
i 
MXJ n 
Oi dt = 0, 
i 'i -i" (Xi, MXi"), = 0- illl' , Xi")ný 
+ 
ý-(Xi, 
MXi). 
 
+ UM -M h2hh2hh 
Using the fact that M is positive definite (proposition 3.2.1), Nve can remove the non-negative 
term MX to get, (Xh7 
ih)-ý 
2 ki+l i+l) <0 (4.2.12) i+l)nt, +2 nv 
1114111% - (Xzh)Xh (A) MXh 
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Dividing by IIIX' III,,. and using the Cauchy-SchNvarz inequality results in, h 
ki+lml 
+h 
2 
N-1 
fl 
(1 
+ Illeh IlIXihlll-,, !ý2 z(tN)Illn,, - 
j=i 
From lemma 1.6.5 ive have, 
N-1 
-jMl 4 (tN) II In,, II IX'h 111-,, :5 
fl 
(1+ 
2-) 
IlIeZ 
j=i 
N-1 
MI Ek Illeh exp 2j Z(tN)Illn,, ) 
j=z 
Illeh exP 2 
tN) 
z 
(tN) II In, 
- 
To show (4.2.11), we can use the above result in the following way, 
N 
IlXh 1ILq(I; 
Vnv) 
N 
Eki 
i=l 
llq 
j1q N 
killlx' jjjqý) 
I/Q 
Lq(li; Vrlv) hn 
l1q 
? nl h 
exp 
(2 
tN) Illez(tN)Illn,, 
7 
Illeh T'Il exp 
2 -1tlV) z(tN)Ilk- 
78 
0 
In the next lemma we show that the discrete portion of the error can be represented in 
terms of the solution to the discrete dual problem and the interpolation error. 
Lemma 4.2.4 (Error Representation). Let Xh be the solution to the discrete dual problem 
(4-2-5) and (4.2.6), then the following holds 
Illeh 1112" 
z(tN) n =B(lIz-Z)Xh)- 
(4.2.13) 
Proof. To begin, we show that, 
1112" (eh, (tN) 
n=B (4.2.14) Ille-'Z z Xh), 
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since if this holds, the conclusion follows from Galerkin orthogonality, 
Illeh 1112 (e h 
z 
(tN) 
n=Bz Xh) j 
Bh = (ez , Xh) -B (e, Xh) 
= B(rIz - Zi Xh)- 
Integration by parts and rearranging the endpoint evaluations to form jumps implies that, 
N 
B(eh, Xh) (d9te h+ Meh dt, ZZzi Xh)nu 
NN ti 
Z(ph (eh, 
z3 XOný 
+ZZ MXh)n dt, 
N-1 
= (eh 
h(t, ), 
z 
(tN) 
i Xh 
(tN»nv (ez ýXhýJn. 
ti 
(e4, MX4),,,, dt. 
ti-i z 
Adding and subtracting the term (eh (tN) 7 Xh 
(t+ )) Nve get, zN 
N 
(eh, Xh) = (eh (tN) 7 Xh 
(t + »nt, _E (eh (tj, ýXhýi)n N 
Nt 
h + (ez , MXh),,,, dt. 
i=l 
Iti-i 
Since Xh is the solution to (4.2.5) with (4.2.6), the first term becomes the norm of the error 
at time tN and the second two vanish. From the argument at the beginning of the proof, 
the result follows. 0 
Now that we have the error representation, we use approximation properties of local interpo- 
lation operators to derive an upper bound on the discrete portion of the error. However, first 
we must specify the operator 11 and derive suitable error estimates. Let R, - : V"v t-4 Vh"" 
be the orthoggonal projection with respect to the inner product (., Then from section 
2.2, due to the best approximation property, we have the estimate, 
III(I - R, )wlll,,, :ý 
ChilWIH2(p)nv 
- (4.2.15) 
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Definition 4.2-1. Let 11: Z i-). Zh be defined by, 
80 
R,, -lw(ti-l)Oi-l(t) + I? iw(tj)Oj(t), 
(4.2.16) 
where joi-1, Oi} are the Lagrange basis functions for the time discretisation (2.5.9), and R, 
is the orthogonal projection with respect to the inner product (', ')n,, - 
NVe can now show an upper bound for the discrete portion of the error in terms of the 
interpolation error. In doing so we require the assumption that the spaces are nested 
1, ný C Vi, n,,. moving forwards in time, that is Vi In general, this is undesirable for a space h 
and time adaptive algorithm since the likelihood is that the meshes will be different, due to 
refinement and coarsening from one step to the next. However in the context of an a pTiori 
analysis there is little sense in pursuing a more general result since what we are looking for 
is a result as the discretisation is uniformly refined, i. e., as h --40. 
i-l, ný Lemma 4.2.5. Assume that Vý C Vh"'v, then there is a constant C>0 such that the 
discrete ortion eh of the error c,, satisfies, pz 
Illeh 
z 
(tN) II Inv CII (I 
- 11) ZII LP (I; Vnv). (4.2.17) 
Proof. Fýrom the result of the lemma (4.2.13) integration by parts over the time domain 
gives, 
Illeh 12 (09t (Ilz - Z) +M (I- z 
(tN) 11 
ný lz - Z), Xh),,,, dt, 
N ti ti 
=E 
[(IIZ 
- Z) Xh)n,, 
It+ 
+ 
iti 
(IIZ - Z, MXh),,,, dt]. 
i=l i-I -I 
-ý 1) X'-1 E Vh'-"r'v. Evaluating the first term on the right hand Note that Xh(ti-) ý Xh(tz- h 
side at the endpoints of the interval results in, 
1»nt, 
(rIZ 
- Z7 W% ý 
(IIZ(ti) 
- Z(ti» Xh(ti 
»% - (rIZ(ti-1) - Z(ti-ji Xh(tz- 
uý z-1 
= «R, - I)z(ti), x'-') 
= 
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i-i, ný C Vi, ný ý This due to Rz-1 being the orthogonal projection and the assumption that Vý h 
leaves, 
N ti 
Illeh 1112 
z 
(tN) 
n,, 
N ti 
< 
(M(rlz - z), X') dt, 
IJIM(I - rI)zlll,,, Illx'lll,, dt, h 
N ti 
-I)Zllln < MI IlIXihllln,, III(I -I dt, 
N 
< mi kllql,, Xi lllný 11 V- II)ZIILP(li; vn, h 
From the stability of the discrete dual problem, lemma 4.2.10, we arrive at the bound for 
the discrete error in terms of the interpolation error as follows-, 
N 
Illeh 
z 
(tN) 1112ý ýý Tnj kllqll, Xi ljjný IIIIZ - ZIILP(Ii; V"v) nh 
h 
(Mit N)N llqll(j 
_ MI Illez (tN) jjj, ý eXP 2 
ki ')ZIILP(Ii; Vnv)) 
h TnItN)tllqli(j 
MI IlIeZ (tN) jjjný exP 
(2N- 
ll)zllLP(I; Vnv). 
0 
The purpose of the next lemma is to derive an error estimate in the LP(I; V",, ) norm 
for the space time interpolation operator 11. However, we present the main proposition in 
a partial state since it gives us some indications of what to expect in the later a posteriori 
analysis. We then show that under particular assumptions on the sequence of spaces and 
the underlying discretisation, different estimates are available. 
Proposition 4.2.6. There is a constant C>0, such that the interpolation operator defined 
by (4.2.16) satisfies the error estimate, 
II(I 
- 
ll)ZIILP(li; 
VnV) : 5C(II(I - '! 
%)ZIILP(I; 
Vnv) + 
II(I 
- 
R%-l)ZIILP(jj; 
Vnv) 
Rt-l)atZlILP(Ii; Vnv) + k2 Ilat2ZIlLP(Ii; Vnv) 
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proof. Restricting t to the interval Ii := (ti-1, ti), Taylor's Theorem (1.6.7) gives, 
ti 
Iý-z(tj) = Riz(t) + (ti - t)Ratz(t) + 
it 
R, o9t2 z (s) (ti - s) ds, (4.2.18) 
t 
I?, -Iz(ti-1) = R, -lz(t) - 
(t - ti-1)Iý--latz(t) + 
it" 
R, -jo9t2z(s)(s - ti-1) ds. 
(4.2.19) 
Using the identity Oi(t) + Oi-l(t) = 1, Vt E Ii, then using (4.2.18) and (4.2.19) and the 
definitions of Oi and Oi-1 (2.5.9), it follows that, 
(I - ll)z(t) = (z(t) - Rz(ti))Oi(t) + (z(t) - R, -lz(ti-1))Oi-l(t) 
(4.2.20) 
(I - R, )z(t)Oi(t) + (I - R, -l)z(t)Oi-l(t), 
(4.2.21) 
+ oi M 
Iti 
I 
Ro9t2z(s)(ti - s) ds (4.2.22) 
ti 
+ Oi-, (t) R, -li9t2z(s)(s - ti-1) 
ds (4.2.23) 
Oi (t) (R, - R, - 1) o9t z 
(t), (4.2.24) 
where Oi(t) = ki 1(t - ti-1)(ti - t). Now consider each line (4.2.21), (4.2.22), (4.2.23) and 
(4.2.24) in turn. The LP(Ii; Vn,, ) norm of the right hand side of (4.2.21), and the triangle 
inequality results in, 
11 (1 
- 
'ý-Wi + (I - 
1? 
1-1)ZOi-1 
IILP(ji; 
Vnv) (4.2.25) 
:! ý 
110ilIL-(Ii)11(1- RT)ZIILP(lj; 
Vnv) + 
IlOi-11ILm(Ii)ll (I 
-Ri-I)ZIILP(Ii; Vnt, )7 
:5 11 (1 - 
Ri)zIILP(Ii; 
Vnv) + 
II(I 
-Rl-l)ZIILP(ji; Vnv). (4.2.26) 
For (4.2.22), from H61der's inequality and that 
110ijILP(Ii) 
= (p + l)-'IPk'IP Ave have, 
2 Oi W Rat2z(s)(ti - s) ds 
LP(jj; 
Vný) 
:5 
110i(t)IILP(Fj)IIRA 
Z(t)(ti -0 
IIL1(jj; 
Vnv) 
(4.2.27) 
(p+ l)-llPk'IPIIIý'at2ZIILP(ji; Vnv)llti - tliLli(Ii)- 
(4.2.28) 
= (g _ j)-11q 
1+11q, Then since 
114 
- 
tIIL9(Ii) ki and JJIý-Jj <I it follows that, 
kllpk 
1+llq 
Oi M IýOtz(s)(tj - s) 6<ii-2 
ýl It'it- 
1 
lLP(Ij; 
Vnv) 
(p + 1) IIP(q + l1q 
Hat ZIILP(Ii; Vnv)) 
:ý 
Ck? llat2ZIlLP(ji; 
Vnv). (4.2.29) 
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The exact same bound can be found for (4.2.23). For (4.2.24) since, 
110ilILOO(Ii) - 
ki 
4 
it follows that, 
Ri-l)8tZllLP(Ij; 
Vllv) :! ý 
ki jj(Iý- - 
R, 
-l)atZlILP(Ii; Vnv)- (4.2.30) 4 
Combining (4.2.26), (4.2.28) and (4.2.30) implies the result. 
Corollary 4.2.7. Suppose that Vh' = Vh3 , 
Vij, then there exists a constant C>0 inde- 
pendent of the discretisation parameters such that the approximation operator II defined in 
4.2.1 satisfies the error estimate, 
11(l 
- 
II)WIlLp(I; 
Vnv) ! ý- 
CjIdIWIILP(I; 
H2(fj)nv) + k21lat2WIILP(I; V"_) 1>0. (4.2.31) 
Proof. Rom the result of proposition 4.2.6, it follows that if VhI = Vh3 = Vh, then R, =R 
for all i. Therefore the term involving R, - R, _1 vanishes, and since R is the orthogonal 
projection onto Vh, it satisfies the best approximation estimate (4.2.15). Summing over the 
intervals proves the result. 0 
Corollary 4.2.8. Suppose that there exist constants c, c' >0 such that, 
hi-I :5 chi, (4.2.32) 
hi :! ý A-i, (4.2.33) 
then there exists a constant C>0 independent of the discretisation parameters such that 
the approximation operator 11 defined in 4.2.1 satisfies the error estimate, 
II(I 
- 
II)WIILP(I; Vnv) < CfhllWIILP(I; H2(Q))+ 
k2 11 (9tW 11 LP(I; H2 (Q)nv) 
+k2 llOt2WIlLP(I; Vnv) 
Proof. From the result of proposition 4.2.6, Nve need only to bound the terms, 
11 V --Iýt)V)IILP(jj; Vnv) I II(I-Ri-l)WIlLp(,,; V. v), and II(R, -R, -, 
)atWIlLP(Ii; Vnv)- (4.2.34) 
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First use the triangle inequality on the last term, 
IKRI - 
R-i-I)OtZllLP(Ij; 
Vnv) :! 
ý Jj(I-Ri)atWllLP(lj; V-) + IV - P4-1)t9tWIlLP(Ij; Vnv)7 (4.2.35) 
Then due to assumption (4.2.32), ive have, 
IIA- Iý'- 1) (9tZlILP(Ii; Vnv) :! ýChjllatWIlLP(I; H2(n)) + Chi-i 
IlatWIlLP(I; 
H2(Q)), 
: ýC(l + c)hi 
IlatWIlLP(j; 
jj2(n)). 
Then similarly using (4.2.32) to collect the two orthogonal projection error terms to-ether 0 
results in, 
IIV 
- I-I)WIILP(Ii; Vnv) :5 CfhillWIILP(Ii; II2(fl)n,, ) + 
k-i"iIIOtWIILP(Ij; 
jj2(fj)nv) 
+o Ila 21. 
2t ýW 
II 
LP (Ij; V'1v) 
We can use assumption (4.2.33) to take a power of hi away from the middle term to get an 
extra power of ki, so that, 
II(I 
- II)VJIILP(I,; Vnv) :ý 
+jII7-VIILP(lj; 
H2(0)nv)+ 
ki2llatWIlLP(Ii; 
H2(sl)n, ) 
+ k? 11(9t2WIlLP(Ii; Vnj) 
I- 
Raising to the power p summing and taking p-th roots gives the result. 0 
The previous two results, corollaries 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 provide specialisations of theorem 
4.2.6 that we will require in the sequel. In particular, they show that under the specified 
assumptions, the error for a P, in space Pi in time interpolation is O(h +k 2). We can now 
combine these results with lemmas 4.1.2 and 4.2.5 to provide a primi upper bounds on tile 
discretisation error. 
4.3 A priori estimates 
We now combine the work of the previous sections to show a pTiori error estimates for the 
approximation to the displacement and the internal variables. 
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i-l, ný C Vi, nv, Vi C Theorem 4.3.1. Assume that Vý h 1) .... N and suppose that there exist 
constants c, c' >0 such that there holds, 
hi-1 :ý chi, hi :! ý dki, 
then the error in the internal variables e-, (t) = z(t) - zh(t) satisfies the a pTiori estimate, 
IIC;, (tN)Illn, :ý 
+jZ(tN)IH2(Q)+ 
hjjzllLP(j; H2(Q)ný) 
222 +k Hat ZIILP(I; Vn-) +k IlatZlILP(j; jj2(ý2)nv 
Proof. The triangle inequality combined with (4.2.15) and lemma 4.2.5 implies that, 
II lez (tN) II In,, :5 11 IZ (tN) - IIZ (tN) II In, +II lezlý (tN) II In,, 7 
:5 
+jZ(tN)jH2(n)ný 
+ II(I - 
")Z-IILP(I; 
Vnv)l. 
Then using the result of 4.2.8 completes the proof. El 
Given the a priori estimate for the internal variables, Nve can use the result of corollary 
3.2.3 which allows us to bound Sobolev norms of z in terms of a weaker Sobolev norm of u, 
together with lemma (4.1.2) to derive an estimate completely in terms of u. 
Theorem 4.3.2. There exist constants C>0, C' >0 independent of the discretisation 
parameters such that the error e, (tN) between the solution of (3.3.7) and the solution to 
(3.2.17) satisfies, 
jjjCu(tN)jjj: 5 Ch JIU(tN)III12(Q) + IIUIILP(I; II2(n)) + IIUIILP(I; V) + C'k 211UIIIV,, P(I; V). (4.3.2) 
Proof. Lemmas 4.1.2 and 4.2.15 taken together with theorem 4.3.1 imply that, 0 
NIII + JjCu(tAjký inf IIJU(tN) - Wh IVI(O)JIllez(tN)Illn,, ) 
WN EVN hh 
CfhllU(tN)IIH2(Q)+ hlz(tN)1112(n)nv+ hllzllLP(I; H2(Q)nv) 
222 +k Hat ZIILP(I; Vnv)+ k 
IlatZlILP(IjI2(fý)ný) 
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From corollary 3.2.3 ive have IZ(tN)IHI+I(Q)"v :! ý CIIUIILOO(I; Hl+l(Q)) and llzlllv, +,,, (,; X,, v) 
Cjjujjjv,,, (j; X), then, 
Ileu(tN)III ý: Cý1111UHLOO(I; H2(ýj)) + hllullLp(I; I[2(Q)) 
+k2 IlatUlILP(I; V) +k2 
IIUIILP(j; 
jj2(Q)) 
D 
4.4 Numerical results 
The purpose of this section is to computationally demonstrate the convergence properties 
of the approximation scheme presented in section 3.3 and analysed earlier in this chapter. 
4.4.1 Implementation 
The implementation of the algorithms has been carried out using MATLAB. The code we 
use is derived from that presented in [5] which contains a short implementation of the P, 
Calerkin finite element method for linear elasticity in two and three dimensions. As we 
have already mentioned one of the advantages of the internal variable formulation of linear 
viscoelasticity is the reformulation results in a modified linear elasticity problem, together 
with a system of ODEs. Therefore the only modifications to the linear elasticity code are 
to enable the addition of a vector to the right hand side of the linear elasticity system 
which contains the internal variable information. In addition to the internal variable solver 
code, a mesh refinement/coarsening suite has also been implemented (see appendix A for 
details of the refinement process). Given the requirement for adaptive spatial mesh, we have 
limited ourselves to the two dimensional case. In addition to the above software, we note 
some alterations made to the original code of (5] (for example higher order quadrature) in 
assembling the right hand side, that are required for interpreting the results. To be more 
specific: 
9 Integration over elements: sixth order quadrature for triangles [51]. 
Integration over edges and time intervals: sixth order one dimensional Gaussian 
quadrature [51]. 
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4.4.2 Convergence diagnostics 
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To test the convergence properties of the method, we consider problems for which we know 
the exact solution, achieved by first choosing the solution and applying the required oper- 
ators to get the problem data such as the volume force f and boundary traction g. As a 
first test we confirm that the problem generates the exact solution when possible. 
To examine separately the convergence rates as either h --+ 0 or k -4 0, ive choose test 
problems such that they are exact in either space or time. Given a problem that has a 
solution that is linear in time, we can examine the spatial convergence of the method as 
h --+ 0, since any error is due to the spatial discretisation. Similarly for a given problem 
that has a solution that is linear in the spatial variables, we can examine the temporal 
convergence as k -* 0. For both of these scenarios we will have exact solutions available so 
that we can measure the true value of the error. To establish orders of convergence we use 
the empirical order of convergence (EOC) given in (2.5.34). 
According to the results of the previous section, in particular theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, 
Nve expect the energy norm of the errors at the time nodes to converge linearly as h --+ 0 
and quadratically as k --+ 0. 
Convergence in space 
In this section we will examine the convergence of the approximation as h --+ 0. Given that 
the problem is designed so that the approximation is exact in time, we can take a fixed 
number of timesteps and examine the error as the spatial mesh is refined. Let Q= [0,1] x 
[0,1] and I= [0,1] be the problem domain. Let rD = J(x, 0), xE (01 1)} U {(x, 1), xE (07 1)} 
and let rN -= 1(0, y), yE (0,1)} U1 (1, y), yE (0,1)}- 
For this test problem let the displacement and internal variable by given by, 
n(1 + alt) sin(27ry) (4.4.1) 
0 
Z 
rßi t sin (27ry) (4.4.2) 
0 
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Degrees of freedom 
t 25 81 289 1089 
0 6.246518e-002 3.283594e-002 1.676324e-002 8.41938le-003 
0.2 7.24596le-002 3.808969e-002 1.944536e-002 9.766482e-003 
0.4 8.245404e-002 4.334344e-002 2.212748e-002 1.111358e-002 
0.6 9.244847e-002 4.859719e-002 2.480960e-002 1.246068e-002 
0.8 1.024429e-001 5.385094e-002 2.749172e-002 1.380778e-002 
1.0 1.124373e-001 5.910469e-002 3.017384e-002 1.515489e-002 
Table 4.1: Energy norm errors of the displacement at time points. 
Degrees of freedom 
t 257 81 289 1089 
0.0 0 0 0 0 
0.2 7.901290e-003 4.153454e-003 2.12040le-003 1.064977e-003 
0.4 1.580258e-002 8.306908e-003 4.240803e-003 2.129954e-003 
0.6 2.370387e-002 1.246036e-002 6.361204e-003 3.194930e-003 
0.8 3.160516e-002 1.661382e-002 8.481605e-003 4.259907e-003 
1.0 
- 
3.950645e-002 
I 
2.076727e-002 1.06020le-002 5.324884e-003 
Table 4.2: Energy norm errors of the internal variable at selected time points. 
Dofs 1 ý maxi Ille, (ti)lll EOC 
I 
maxi jjjez(tj)jjj. ý, 
EOC 
25 2.3148e+00 0 5.1439e-01 0 
81 1.1055e+00 1.2573e+00 2.4566e-01 1.2573e+00 
289 5.4677e-01 1.1070e+00 1.2150e-01 1.1070c+00 
1089 2.7218 01 1.0517e+00 6.0484e-02 1.0517e+00 
4225 1.359le-01 1.0244e+00 3.0203e-02 1.0244e+00 
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Table 4.3: Maximum energy norms and EOC values for the displacement and internal 
variable at different refinement levels. 
Numerical results 
Figure 4.1: Solution at t=1.0. 
The stress is then given by, 
89 
0 2p7rr, (l + ait _ p2t) cos(21ry) 
-, 62t) 
1 (4.4.3) 
(2/z7rr, 
(l + ait 1 cos(27ry) 0 
and the body force and surface tractions can be calculated accordingly. Tables 4.1 and 4.3 
show the energy norm of the errors in the approximation for various mesh widths at different 
points in time. For calculating the EOC value, Nve use the modified form of (2.5.34), 
EOC = 
ln(ek-1/ek) 
(4.4.4) 
ln(hk-llhk)' 
where hk is the mesh width at refinement level k. In the case of adaptive mesh refinements, 
it is more useful to consider the EOC in terms of degrees of freedom. Generally a refinement 
I 
of a two dimensional triangle reduces the meshwidth by a factor of 2-2 
Calculating the experimental order of convergence Nve find that the method does indeed 
display linear convergence as h -* 0, and this is visible in the log-log plot of figure 4.2. 01 0 
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Figure 4.2: Log-log plot of the maximum energy norm of the errors against the degrees of 000 
freedom. 
Convergence as k ---). 0 
In this section we will examine the convergence of the approximation as k ----> 0. The 
problem given below is designed so that the approximation is exact in the spatial variable, 
and therefore we can examine the behaviour of the error due to the time discretisation 
as the number of time steps is increased. Let Q= [0,11 x [0,11 and I= [0,1] be the 
problem domain. Let FD =I (X, 0), XE (0,1) 1 and let rN = {(O, y), yE (0,1)) U {(1, y), yE 
(0,1)} U {(X, 1), yE (0,1)}. For this test problem the displacement and internal variable 
are given by, 
U 
Ky sin(27rt) (4.4.5) 
0 K01 
- 
-2 
al sin(27rt) - 27, cos(27, t) + 2-, re y 
Z a, ' + 4-, T (4.4.6) 
0 The solution is a linear shearing motion applied sinusoidally in time. The initial mesh is 
shown in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Initial mesh. 
As in the previous example the stress and surface tractions can be calculated according 
to the strong form of the PDE and the boundary conditions, furthermore it follows that 
f=0. Table 4.4 shows the energy norm of the approximation errors at the final time t=T. 
Calculating the experimental order of convergence we find that the method does display the 
expected second order convergence rate as k --40. This is further illustrated by the lo, -, -Iog 
plot in figure 4.4. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter we have provided an a priori error analysis of finite element approximation to 
quasistatic linear viscoelasticity. We proved and displayed by numerical examples that the 
spatial approximation convergences linearly in the energy norm, and that we have quadratic 
convergence in the temporal discretisation. In the next chapter we consider an a posteriori 
error analysis and derive an adaptive in space and time algorithm for generating solutions. 
0 0.5 1 
Summary 
Timesteps 1 1 maxi lile,,, (ti)lll EOC 
I 
maxillle, (ti)lli.,, EOC 
4 3.3289e-04 0 8.322le-04 0 
8 8-083le-05 2.0420e+00 2.0208e-04 2.0420e+00 
16 2.0429e-05 1.9843e+00 5.1073e-05 1.9843e+00 
32 5.1435e-06 1.9898e+00 1.2859e-05 1.9898e+00 
64 1.2856e-06 2.0003e+00 3.2140e-06 2.0003e+00 
128 3.2169e-07 1.9987e+00 8.0422e-07 1.9987e+00 
256 8.0420e-08 2.0000e+00 2.0105e-07 2.0000e+00 
512 2.0105e-08 2.0000e+00 5.0262e-08 2.0000e+00 
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Table 4.4: Maximum energy norms and EOC values for the displacement and internal 
variable at different time refinement levels. 
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Figure 4.5: Solution at t=0.25. Figure 4.6: Solution at t=0.75. 
Chapter 5 
A posteriori error analysis 
The chapter presents an a posteriori error analysis of the fi nite element approximation 
described in section 3.3. In contrast to the previous chapter where the error in the ap- 
proximation is bounded in terms of the discretisation parameters and norms of the true 
solution, this chapter focuses on deriving computable upper bounds of the approximation 
error in terms of the known approximate solution and the problem data. The methods and 
results of chapter 2 are applied to derive reliable and efficient residual based a posteriori 
error estimates for both the displacement and internal variable problem. A slightly more 
general approach is taken, in that the results regarding reliability are, conditional on ob- 
taining stability of the dual solution, applicable for errors in arbitrary linear functionals, 
however as remarked earlier we are required to specialise to energy norm estimates at the 
time nodes for proofs of efficiency, since such results are not available for arbitrary linear 
functionals. 
In both the displacement and internal variable problems, we begin by deriving represen- 
tations of linear functionals of the error in terms of the residual acting upon the solution 
of a suitably defined dual problem. After confirming stability properties of the dual solu- 
tion, we proceed to derive computable upper and lower bounds on the error using optimal 
order interpolation and quasi-interpolation error estimates from section 2.2 and the bubble 
functions of section 2.4. 
We first show an a posteTimi estimate for the error in the displacement c"(t) = u(t) - 
Uh(t). The estimate comprises of two parts, one is a residual type term for the discretisation, 
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the other is the error in the approximation of the internal variables. The results of section 
2.4 are used to analYse the residual type term since it has a form similar to that of the 
linear elasticity residual, with minor modifications to due to the internal variables. 
To characterise the error in the internal variables e, (t) = z(t) - zh(t) , we look to 
the results presented in (34] and [49] and the review article [30] for error estimation of 
time and space-time problems. Taking a lead from the sketch for ODEs given in section 
2.5, -%ý, e attempt to derive results similar to those given in [34], however there is an added 
complication in that there is a also a spatial discretisation at play. 
For both error estimators -%ve consider the properties of reliability and efficiency. Recall 
that an error indicator is reliable and efficient of it is both an upper and lower bound for the 
true error modulo higher order data terms. For time dependent problems efficiency appears 
to be more difficult to prove than in stationary problems, and it is common to call the 
estimator efficient if the a posteriori error estimate is bounded above by an optimal order 
a priori estimate. This is different from genuine efficiency as our numerical results will 
show. For the spatial discretisation, the theory presented in 2.4 is used to show that local 
error indicators are bounded above by a projection of the true error together with a term 
representing the time variation of the error and higher order data terms. For the temporal 
discretisation, we must settle for showing that the temporal error indicator satisfies an 
optimal order a priori upper bound. 
We close the chapter with some numerical experiments confirming our theoretical results, 
however they also expose a weakness with the temporal indicator. While it it is reliable, and 
satisfies an optimal order a pTiori upper bound, it is deficient in that it is non-zero when the 
approximation is exact, or equivalently when the true solution is piecewise linear in time. 
Therefore any stepping scheme based on this error indicator will require time steps that are 
smaller than actually required. We consider this problem in greater detail in chapter 6. 
5.1 Displacement 
To derive a posteriori error estimates we will follow the approach set out in section 2.3 
of using a dual problem to facilitate an error representation formula. Let V be the space 
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defined in (1-5.5) and assume that J: V ---), R is a bounded linear functional. Define the 
dual problem: Find X(t) EV such that, 
a(v, x(t)) = J(v), Vv c V, a. c. tE1, (5.1.1) 
where a(-, -) is the positive definite symmetric bilinear form of section 2.4. By theorem 2.1.1 
there exists a unique solution to equation (5.1.1) satisfying the a priori bound IIIX(t)III :! ý 
IIJIlv.. Define the stability constant Qt,, b = IIJIIV.. 
Definition 5.1.1. The residual of the approximation (3.3.7) to problem (3.2.17) is a linear 
functional on V, defined by, 
nv 
(R(Uh(t)i Zh(O)i V) = I(t; V) + 
Eflja(2h(t), v) - a(Uh(t), V), VV E V) 
j=l 
where 1(t; -) is the linear functional defined by (1.5.7). 
We also have the Galerkin orthogonality relationship for each t, n=1, ..., N, 
(R(Uh (tn) 
3 Zh 
(tn» 
i V) :ý 
0) VV EE Vnh , 
which follows directly from the finite element equations (3.3.7) and the definition of the 
residual (5.1.2). Since J is linear, the error in the functional is equal to the functional 
acting on the error, J(U) - J(Uh) = J(eu)- We can now derive a representation of the error 
in the functional J in terms of the solution to the dual problem X (5.1.1), and the residual 
(5.1.2). 
Lemma 5.1.1. If X is the solution to the problem (5.1.1) then the functional J acting on 
the error in the displacement e,,, (t) satisfies the representation, 
J(e, ) = (R(Uh(t)i Zh(t»> Xý +Z ßja(ei, X). 
j=l 
Proof. Starting with the dual problem (5.1.1) Nve have, 
J(e,, (t)) =a (e,, (t), X(t)), 
=a (u (t), X (t)) -a (Uh (t) i 
n. 
l(t; X(t)) + 
E, 8ja(zj(t), X(t)) - a(UhMiX(O)i 
j=l 
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where we use (3.2.17) in the last step. Adding and subtracting Ej""=v 1,6ja(z-h7 (t), X(t)) from 
the right hand side, Nve can organise terms so that, 
n. n. 
I(t; X(t)) + 1: oja(2ýh(t), X(t)) - a(Uh(t)i X(t)) + 
1:, 3ja(ej (t), X(t)). 
j=l j=l 
The first three terms on the right hand side can be recognised as those forming the residual 
(5.1.2) 0 
The derivation of this error representation may seem odd at first since the typical ap- 
proach would be to write the full dual problem, collecting to "ether both the displacement 
equation and the internal variable equation. However, it is our aim to attempt to separate 
the problems as much as possible, therefore we stick with treating the displacement prob- 
lem as a linear elasticity problem, with the internal variables as part of the problem data. 
Inclusion of some dual internal variables would lead back to the fully coupled situation for 
the error estimates, and the separation would not be possible. 
5.1.1 Reliability 
We now focus on deriving an upper bound for the residual term (5.1.2). Based on the 
observation that it has similarities to the residual for the linear elasticity problem we derive 
a localised representation, followed by an upper bound using similar arguments as those of 
section 2.4. Recall that the residual based a posteriori error estimate for the linear elasticity 
problem involved the discrete divergence of the stress, culminating in jumps over edges in 
the mesh. For our problem, there is a complication since the stress now depends on both 
the displacement and the internal variables. This will have implications later on when 
developing an algorithm, but for now we proceed by observing that the discrete stress has 
the form, 
nv 
U(Uh(t)i Zh(t)) " CC(Uh(t)) - 
J>iC4E(zh(t))- (5.1.5) 
j=1 
The following lemma uses integration by parts to arrive at the localised representation of 
the residual. 
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Lemrna 5.1.2. The residual of the approximation of problem (3-3.7) to problem (3.2.17) 
at time tn has the localised representation, 
(R (Uh (tn) 
7 Zh 
(tn)) 
7 V) ý-- 
EI (f(tn)7V)K+ 1: (RE(tn), V)E 
KET, n EGE(K) 
where, 
I 
RE(tn -2ý 
EOý (Uh (tn) 
i Zh 
(t. ))ý, on ECQ, 
(5.1.7) 
9(tn) - Cr(Uh(tn)) zh(tn))nEý on Ec rN- 
Proof. From the definition of the residual (5.1.2), integration by parts over Q gives, 
n,, 
(R(Uh(tn)jZh(tn))7V) ý l(tn; V) + 
j: 
)3ja(2ýh(tn)7V) - a(Uh(tn))V)i 
j=l 
E (f (tn) 
i V) L2 (K) +E 
(9 (tn) 
7 V) L2 
KETý EEFN - 
1: (divcr (Uh (tn)) Zh (tn)) i V) L2 (K) 
KETý 
ý 
- (0'(Uh (tn) 7 zh 
(tn)) naK , V) L2 (OK) 
Since Uh(t,, ) and each Zh(t,,, ) are piecewise linear with respect to the triangulation T,, of 
affine finite elements, and since C is constant over Q, the divergence of the stress on each 
element is zero. As in lemma 2.4.12 we can collect the internal edge terms together and 
assign half to each element on either side of the edge to arrive at the result. 0 
Using lemma 5.1.2, -%ve can now bound the error in the displacement as Nve did in the 
linear elasticity problem by using the optimal order quasi-interpolantion error estimates of 
section 2.3. 
Lemma 5.1.3. There exists a constant C,,,,, el depending on the domain E2, the coercivity 
constant ca, the minimum angle in the domain, and the maximim number of overlapping 
element neighbourhoods c, &l such that the residual (5.1.6) satisfies the bound, 
( 
ý' 22 IIIR(Uh(tn), Zh(tn))Ill* !ý Cu, irel 
-, 
IIK) (5.1.8) 
KET,, 
where, 
22 112 112 77K := hKIIf (tn) L2(K) +E 
hElIRE(tn) 
L2(E)' 
(5.1.9) 
EEE(K) 
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proof. Let 1ý1 :V --ý Vh' be the quasi-interpolation operator of section 2.3, then by Calerkin 
orthogonality (5.1.3) and (5.1.6) there holds, 
I (R(Uh (tn) 
7 Zh 
(tn)); V) = (R(Uh (tn) 7 Zh 
(tn)); V- InIV) 
- 1.1 V) L2 (K) +E 
(RE (tn), v-11 (f (tn), V ni nV)L2(E) 
KcT EEE(K) 
I- 
Applying the Cauchy-Schivarz inequality, then using the interpolation estimates (2.2.18), 
(2.2.19) gives, 
1 l(R(Uh(tn))Zh(tn)))V-IiV)I-< cKhKIlf(tn)IIL2(K)IVIHI((DK) 
KETý 
I 
/2 
CEhE IIRE(tn)IIL2(K)IVIHI(CE) 
EEE(K) 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality once more and pulling through the constants results in, 
1 (R(Uh(tn)) Zh(tn))) V- -Ti V) 
1/2 
2 112 112 :! ýmaxfCK, CEIý E hKIlf(tn) L2(K)+EhElIRE(tn) L2(E) 
KETn EES 
X IV12 IV12 
1/2 
Hl(C,,, ) +E Hl('Z'E) 
KETn EES 
2 
)1/2 
CAI MaXICK, CE} 77K IVIHI(Q)- 
KETn 
Using the equivalence of the H'(Q) and energy norms, IVIH1(n) :! ý IIVIIHI(O) :! ý -LIJIvIll, the Ca 
result follows with reliability constant, 
Cu, 
rel -" 
cAf max(CK, CE} 
Ca 
(5.1.10) 
0 
We can now bound the linear functional of the error in the displacement e,, in the 
following way. 
Theorem 5.1.4. The linear functional J: V ---ý R evaluated at the error in the displacement 
satisfies the upper bound, 
'2 
1/2 
+ lcp(O)11/2 . IJ(e. (tn))l -< 
Cstab C., 
rel 
( 
1,77K Illez(tn)lll 
K ETi 
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Proof. From the definition 5.1.1, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and lemma 5.1.3 imply 
that, 
n,, 
J(c,,, (tn)) (R(Uh(tn), Zh(tn))7X) I+ I 
1:, 3ja(cj, x)1, 
j=1 
nv 
IIIR(uh(tn)7 zh(tn)) III* IIIX(tn) III+ j>jIIIe, j(tn)III- IIIX(tn)III) 
j=1 
1/2 
2 IW(0)1112 < Cu, 111 77K 
1110011i + IIIez(tn)IIInv * IIIX(tn)jII- 
KET,, 
Then under the assumption that IIIx(t)IIj :ýC., t,, b, the result follows. 0 
A case of primary interest for the remainder of this chapter is when the linear functional 
J: V ý--+ R is given by, 
J(V) = 
'(Vie) (5.1.12) 
jjjejjj 
In this instance, since X solves problem (5.1.1), and satisfies the a p7iori bound 111XIII :ý 111JI11,,, 
then, 
a (v, e) lllxllký iiijill" < sup 
i-(V) 
= sup = 1. (5.1.13) 
v540 
111VIII 
V540 
111CIIIIJIVIII 
Therefore in this instance, C., t,, b = 1. 
5.1.2 Efficiency 
We will extend the result of Theorem 2.4.6 to show that the error indicator for the displace- 
ment is efficient in the sense that it describes the true error up to the error in the internal 
variables and the data oscillation. The reason that the internal variables appear in the 
inequality is that they are contained in the discrete stress. The extension shows that the 
internal variable terms pose no extraordinary difficulty, and that we have another instance 
of where results for the linear elasticity problem are applicable with slight modification. 
Unfortunately there does not appear to be a route through to showing the efficiency of 
the indicator (5.1.9) for the error in linear functionals. The technique of the proof relies 
on using the localised form of the residual (5.1.6) acting on particular bubble functions 
described in section 2.4. 
Given the previous remarks, we focus on showing that the error estimator of theorem 
5.1.4 is efficient with respect to the energy norm error at a fixed time t,,. The arguments 
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contained in the proof of the following theorem are those of theorem 2.4.6, however we 
include it to confirm the previous statement that the presence of the internal variable causes 
no major complication. Let fK(t,, ) and 9E(t,, ) denote piecewise constant approximations 
at time t. to f (t,, ) and g(t,, ) on the element K and on the edge E respectively. 
Theorem 5.1.5. Suppose that KE En, then there is a constant Cu, eff, independent of the 
mesh parameter hK such that the local error indicator of theorem 5.1.4 for the element K 
satisfies the following upper bound, 
1112 2< C2, (tn) 1112 +IV'(O)j-Ille, ý(tn) %WK 7lK -u eff 
f 
Ille. WK 
2 112 112 + IIKIlf (tn) - fK(tn) L2(K) + 
hEllg(tn) - gE(tn) L2(E) 
Proof. Step 1. Volume terms. Inequality (2.4.18) together with the localised form of the 
residual (5.1.6) implies that, 
112 < _2 llfK(tn) L2(K) - l(fK(tn), 
fK(tn)bK)K) 
2 
:5 (f (tn), fK (tn) bK) K+ (fIC (tn) -f (tn), fK (tn) bK) K 
nv 
2_1, Ea (e (tn), fK (tn) bK) 
d 
3j a (ezi (tn), fK (tn) bK) 
j=l 
(fK (tn) -f (tn); fK 
(tn) bK) K 
The Cauchy-Schivarz inequality implies, 
2< E2ý llfK(tn)IIL2(K) 
-1 
Ille(tn)IIIK + JOI(O)l * Ille, (tn)llln,,, K 
I 
lllfK(t,, )bKIIIK 
+ ei - 
f(tn)11L2(KlifK(t)bKI1L2(K. 2 11 fK (tn) 
We now use the inverse estimate (2.4.19) in conjunction with the continuity of the bilinear 
C112 form a(-,. ), to get lllfK(t,, )bKIIIK a E2h KlllfK(tn)IIL2(K)? where Ca is the continuity 
constant of a(., -). Then, 
2 gl/262 lo/(0)11/2 . 
llfK(tn)IIL2(K) :! ý 1a 162hK-l 
Ille(tn)IIIK + Illez(tn)illn,, K 
III 
fK (tn) II 
L2 (K) 
+2 llfK(tn) -f (tn) 1IL2(K) llfK(tn)IIL2 1 (K) 
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where we have also used II fK 
(tn) bK II L2 (K) !ýII fK (tn) II L2 (K). Then using Young's inequality 
(1.6.1) and multiplying by h2 Nve can rearrange the above so that Nve have, K 
12 112 1112 + 101(0)1.111 1112 IKIVICN) L2(K) "ý 
Clýjjje(tn) K e, 
(tn) 
n,,, K 
2 112 + hK II fK (tn) -f (tn) L2 (K) 
where we have absorbed the messy constant expression into Cl > 0. 
Step 2. Edge terms. Edges on the Neumann boundary are treated as follows. Define 
RE :: --: 9E (tn) - Cr (Uh (tn)) Zh (tn)). Then since RE is piecewise constant, the estimate (2.4.20) 
combined with the definition of the local form of the residual (5.1.6) leads to, 
V112 I 
f? 
- 
< E2 I L2(E) - 3(RE, 
REbE)E7 
2 E3ý(REi-ýEbE)E + (gE(tn) - -q(tn)i-ýEbE)E 
e2 
+(e(t,, 
), 'ýEbE) - 1: (RKi IýEbE)K 1:, 6ja(e,,, (tn)) -iýEbE)i 
KEwE j=l 
(9E (tn) 
-9 
(tn) 
7 
REbE) E 
Once again, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that, 
2 2111le 
-5 e3 (tn) 1,, IIRKlIL2(K)JIbEf? EIIL2(K) 111ýE11L2(E). _, 
Illbof? El I IIIE + 
KEWE; 
Illc, (t,, ) IlIbElýE111WE 
119E(tn) 
- g(tn) 
1IL2(E) JjbEJýElIL2(E) 
I- 
The bubble function inequalities (2.4.20) and (2.4.22) lead to, 
2< 62 
1/2 1/2 JjREIIL2(E) 
- 3164hE 
Jjje,, (tn)IIIWE +E 65hE JjRKIIL2(K) 
KCWE 
E4hE 
1/2 IV 1 (0) 1* 11 lez (tn) 11 In., 
wE + 
11 gE (tn) -9 
(tn) 11 
L2 (E) 
IIÜEIIL2(E)- 
Applying Young's inequality as before, though this time multiplying by hE and absorbing 
the constants into C2 > 0, we can rearrange to get, for EC rN) 
-2 1112 + 1ý0'(O)j - jjjeý 
1112 hElIRElIL2(E) 
-"'- 
C2 Ille"(tn) 
WE 
(tn) 
n,,, WE 
+ hEllgE(tn) - g(tn) 
112 
2 (E) + 
1] h2 Ilf (tn) 112 
2(K) 
KEWE 
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2 11f(t )112 and absorbing Using the previous estimate above for the element based term hK 11 L2 (K 
the extra constant factors into C2, we have, 
- 112 1112 1112 hElIRE 
L2(E) 'ýý 
C2 111e,, (tn) 
WE 
+ ICPI(O)l - 
IlICz(tn) 
ný, WE 
+ hE II 9E (tn) - -q 
(tn) 112 
2(E) + 
1: h2 JjfK(tn) 
- 
f(tn) 112 
2(K) 
KEWE 
For internal edges the proof is similar to that of the Neumann edges above, and that given 
in the proof of theorem (2.4.6). Following the same pattern and absorbing the constants 
into C3 >0 results in, 
2 Illeu(tn) 1112 + JWý(O)j - Ille;, (tn) 1112 ItElIR-v 1IL2(E) :5 C3 WE n,,, WE 
2 112 +E hK II fK (tn) -f (tn) L2 (K) 
KEWE 
I 
2 From the definition of 'qK) we can now use the three inequalities above for the element, 
C2 boundary edge and internal edges, and the result follows with u, eff = maxj C1 7 
C2 
7 
C3} 
- 
11 
5.2 Internal variables 
In this section we consider the a posteriori error analysis of the approximation to the internal 
variables. The aim is to derive computable upper and lower bounds on the error e,. (t) = 
"'M - Zh(t). The internal variable problem involves both space and time discretisations so 
ideally we would like to determine error indicators that represent errors originating from 
the different parts of the discretisation. Once we derive upper bounds, we must also show 
that the estimators are efficient. The concept of efficiency is clear for spatial discretisations, 
typically it means to show, as Ave have done in sections 2.4 and 5.1 that the local error 
indicator for a given element is bounded above by the error in a covering neighbourhood of 
the element. This implies that the error indicator provides local information regarding the 
error. For discretisations involving both space and time, it is more common in the literature 
to show that the a posteriori error estimators are bounded above by optimal order a priori 
error estimates. 
Considering what we want in a space and time adaptive algorithm - that at each time 
step, calculate the error due to the time discretisation, adjusting the time step until the time 
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error is smaller than a given tolerance, followed by an adaptive procedure for the spatial 
discretisation until a similar tolerance is reached - leads us to the following requirements 
of space and time a posteriori error indicators. Firstly, we would like to be able to sepa- 
rate the error effects of the two discretisations, and furthermore, that altering the spatial 
discretisation at a fixed time point has no undesirable effect on the time error. 
In the remainder of this section ive derive an a posteriori error estimate that is made 
up of two terms, one measuring the spatial error, the other the temporal error. AVe then 
carry out some numerical tests and evaluate the estimators in light of the above remarks. 
From the result of the previous section, we require only the energy norm of the error in the 
internal variables at a given time t,,. Since Ave have a general interest in methods for space 
time problems, we take a more general approach than is required showing that the upper 
bounds are suitable for errors in linear functionals of the solution, however, once again we 
revert to energy norms when we look to show efficiency. 
The approach of this section is similar to that of the last, ive start with the residual and 
show that the error in a linear functional satisfies a representation in terms of the residual 
acting upon the solution to a suitably defined dual problem. After confirming the strong 
stability of the dual solution we proceed to derive upper bounds. Let I= [0, t,, ], with t" 
not necessarily equal to the final time T. 
Definition 5.2.1. The residual of the approximation of problem (3.2.16) by (3.3.6) is, 
(R(zh), v) :=I r(t; v) - (o9tzh + Mzh, v), dt. 
We introduce the dual problem: Find XE W1, q (I; V"-) such that, 
I 
(w, -i9tx + Mx),,,, dt =I O(t; w) dt, Vw E LP (I; V'v), (5.2.2) 
X(t. ) = 0. (5.2.3) 
Note that the dual problem is a backward problem, with t running from t,, to zero. 
We now derive a representation of the error in terms the dual problem and the residual 
defined in (5.2.1). 
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Lernma 5.2.1. Let x be the solution of problem (5.2.2) with (5-2.3), then the error in the 
finite element approximation to the internal variables satisfies, 
(e, (t. ), 0). 
ý, + 
1,0 
(t; e, ) dt = (R(Zh) j X) - 
(5.2.4) 
Proof. Setting w= e-, in the dual problem, integration by parts over I implies, 
11 
0 (t; e-. ) =I (ez, -atX + MX),, ý 
dt, 
=- (eý, (t), X(t», 4 + (e, (0), x(0».  + 
1, (Ote + Me;  X), 4 dt, 
=- (ez (t-, j, x(t»ý + (R(Zh) i X) 3 
where we have used the property that ez(O) = 0. Rearranging the above and using condition 
(5.2.3) implies the result. 0 
In terms of deriving an error estimate for e, (t, ) we can consider the dual problem with 
0=0 and V) = e, (t,, ) 111-1. In this case, (5.2.4) becomes, 
= 
(R(Zh)iX)7 (5.2.5) 
in which case the following lemma provides the required strong stability estimate. 
Lemma 5.2.2. The solution of the dual problem (5.2.2) with 0=0 and (5.2-3) with 
0= (t,,, ) III` satisfies, 
IXIILI(I; 
Vnv) :! ý 
SO(tn)7 
IlatXIIL1(I; V-) :! ý 
where, 
e--m SO(t, 
n) ms 
) 
Sl(tn) TnlSO(t. ), 
and m., and ml are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of M. 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
(5.2.8) 
(5.2.9) 
Proof. Define ý(t) := X(t,, - t), then the equation under the time integral in the dual 
problem (5.2.2) can be written as, 
igt£ + m£), = 0, vv cz v--. 
internal variables 
Choosing v=ý it follows that, 
+ MýC)-Il =1d Ucl, ý)-ý + U, M; O. ý - ý -dt 
From (3.2.12) it follows that, 
1d+ 
ins(, ýý)n < 0. 2 dt 
Set p(t) : =-- then p(t) satisfies the inequality, 
106 
dp 
< -2m, p(t), dt - 
and Gronwall's inequality implies, 
p(t) :ý e-"-"P(O). (5.2.12) 
Replacing p(t) with jjj, ý(t) 111', since jjj, ý(O) 111 = 1, taking square roots implies that, 
mt jjjý(t)jjjvý,, < e- . 
Integrating over [0, t, J and the fact that Ijkl 
IL'(I; 
V"v) --'ý 
IIXIIL'(I; 
Vn,, ) implies (5.2.8). To 
show (5.2-9), we use the fact that 111,9tX(t)[11 :! ý jJjM1/2X(t)jjj :! ý Millix(t)III together with 
(5.2.8) 0 
The stability result assures us that the accumulating error as we march through time 
does not grow in any undesirable way. In fact, the stability factors are 0(1) as t- oo. 
The aim now is to localise the residual to give an indication of the source and size of 
the error, be it the spatial or temporal discretisation. Furthermore we would like to localise 
these indicators to time intervals for the temporal indicator, and space mesh elements for 
the spatial indicator. The question is how do we derive these separate quantities from the 
residual? For the spatial indicator we proceed as we have before in sections 2.4 and 5.1 by 
integrating by parts over Q so that we can use the optimal order quasi-interpolation error 
estimates. For the temporal indicator it is less clear about whether to integrate by parts 
over Q or not. The main point is that we want the right form of the residuals, so that we 
can then use interpolation error estimate (2.2.24) to build powers of ki into the indicator, 
and the use of that estimate does not require that we integrate by parts over 0. 
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Under the assumption that the mesh only gets finer or stays the same at each step, there 
are no problems integrating by parts over Q. However, if we wish to relax this assumption 
and allow coarsening when moving forward in time, there is a slight difficulty due to the 
p, (I,; Vi-I + Vi)ný over Q. In this instance fact that we will integrate the function zh Ehh 
we must cope with the fact that this function is in general defined over different meshes 
corresponding to the different discretisations at the different time points. Things are made 
mucli easier because, as discussed in section 2.2 (with more details in appendix A) we 
only consider hierarchic families of meshes. Let Ti-,, i denote the union mesh, that can be 
visualised as the mesh formed by overlaying both Ti-1 and Ti. With the idea of the union 
mesh, we can localise the residual in the following way. 
Lemma 5.2.3. The residual (5.2-4) has the following localised form, 
n 
(R(zh), v) =E1: 
1 
(OL V)L2(K)nv +E (RE, V)L2(E)nv dt) (5.2.13) 
i=1 
JIi 
KETi-l, i EGS(K) 
where, 
on Ec0, 
RE -09tZh 
+ MZh)Jt 
(5.2.14) 
109(t) 
- Cc(atzh + 
Alzh)nE, On EC rN. 
Proof. The result follows immediately by integration by parts of the right hand side of 
(5-2.1) and using the fact that zh is piecewise linear and C is constant in space. Elemental 
divergence terms are zero and jumps over internal edges are grouped together to form 
jumps. 
While the introduction of the union niesh allows the correct representation, it does not 
solve the problem of how to introduce the quasi-interpolation error estimates. The volume 
terms can be grouped together to form integrals over the elements in the current mesh Ti, 
however the difficulty remains with jumps over edges that are not edges of the current mesh, 
i. e., those edges that were in Ti-I but have been removed due to coarsening. To solve this 
problem we require the following trace result (see [181 and references therein for details). 
Proposition 5.2.4. If K is a bounded Lipschitz domain, then there exists a constant cK 
which depends only on the shape of the domain K but not on its size hK = diam(K), such 
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that, for all fE W1,2(K), 
108 
2 If 12 
K (5.2.15) IIPIL2(aK): ýCK hilllfll2L2(K)+hK JV1,2(K) 
We can use the result of proposition 5.2.4 in conjunction with the error estimate (2.2.18) 
to bound the L2 (E) norm of the error in approximation by the quasi-interpolant lil : 
H1(Q) --+ Pi(Ti), where E is not an edge of the triangulation Ti but bisects an element 
KE Ti. Consider an element KE Tj made up of two smaller elements K1 and K2 from 
Tj- 1, with K= KI U K2 and observe that u- Til uE WI, 2 (K) implies u- Ti'u E WI, 2 (1, C i), 
i=1,2. Proposition (5.2.4) can be applied on K1 and K2, then averaging the inequalities, it 0 
follows from the mesh regularity assumption, hKj :ý chK2 and the fact that hK :! ý hK, + h1f, 
that there is a constant depending on the shapes K1 and K2, the mesh regularity and the 
error estimate (2.2.18) such that, 
1/2 IIU 
- 
TilUlIL2(E) 
:! ý C-KI, K2hK 
JUJIVI, 
2(K)- (5.2.16) 
We now press on with developing the a postetiori error estimates. Let 7r9 denote the 
L 2(1 i) projection onto piecewise constant functions on the interval Ii introduced in section 
2.2, and let 7ro denote the global form such that wOlli ý 7r,, 9. Similarly let 11 denote the 
global quasi-interpolant V I,, := Til where Til is the quasi-interpolant introduced in section 
2.2. Since 7r, 91jX c= Vý by Calerkin orthogonality, we can write, 
(R(Zh) 
e X) ý 
(R(Zh) 
iX- 7r 
O-TI X), 
= (R(Zh)i X- 7r 
0 x) + (R(Zh)) ýTo (I - -E')X) - 
Based on the interpolation operators appearing in the right hand sides of the duality brack- 
ets, we will make the first term the time error and the second the spatial error. For the time 
error we choose the original form of the residual (5.2.1). For the spatial term we choose 
the local representation provided by lemma 5.2.3. In the following subsections we consider 
the spatial and temporal error indicators in turn. Since we have different terms for the 
space and time errors, we introduce an additional subscript on the reliability constant Crel, 
so that Cs, rej and Ct, r, l and are the reliability constants for the spatial and temporal error 
indicators respectively. 
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5.2.1 Spatial Residual 
In this section Nve derive an upper and lower bound for the spatial indicator. 
Lemma 5.2.5. There exists a constant C,,,, l depending on the dornain Q, the coercivity 
constant ca, the minimum angle in the triangulation, the maximim number of overlapping 
element neighbourhoods, such that the residual (5.1.6) satisfies the bound, 
2 
)1/2 
(R(Zh) 
7 VO 
(1 Csrel MaX 77K IIXIILI(j; Vnj, )) 1<i<n 
KETi 
where, 
22 117rgpf 112 112 112 =h 2(K) +E hEll7r9RE 2 hKI17r9RE L 77K KL2L (E) +1 2(, 0), (5.2.17) 
EEE(K) ECK, EEC(Ti-1) 
where, 
1ýCCPtZh(t) + MZh(t))12 
RE(t) = 
on EE 92, 
(5.2.18) 
09(t) - CC(atZh(t) + MZh(t))nEi on EE rN- 
Proof. Starting with the representation (5.2.13), we can use the L2 projection 7rio that 
(7FiOU)) V)L2(Ii) --"ý 
(7r, 9W) 7r, 
9V)L2(j, 
) to make the expression constant over the interval Ii. Then 
since the expression is constant over Ii carry out the integration to introduce a factor of ki. 0 
This gives, 
n 
(R(zh), 7ro(I - ll)x) 
E ki 9)3f, 7r9(I - -Tjl)X)L2(K)ný 
i=l K(ýI, j 
(7ýt 
% 
(7rjoREi7rjo(I-'il)X)L2(E)nv 
EEE(K) 
Split the jump terms into those on the current mesh and those on the mesh at the previous 
time step, 
(R(zh), 7rO(I - l')X) =E ki Zýß 
f 
(7r9 fi 7r9(I - li 
1 WL2(K)n- 
(irjoREiTjo(I-Iij)X)L2(E)nu 
ECE(K) 
(ýT9REi 99(1 - -VWL2(E)ný 
ECK, EEE(Ti-1) 
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INTe can now use the interpolation estimates (2.2.18), (2.2.19), together with the estimate 
(5.2.16) for the edge terms from the previous mesh. Then iterated application of the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality results in, 
1/2 
(R(zh), 7r (I - l')X) 1 :5 C-1,11el 
Z ki 77K 1117riXIlln- (5.2.19) 
i=l KETi 
Then using 1117r9XIIInv :5 
k'z-*111XIIL1(li; 
Vnv) we get, 2 
2 
)1/2 
(R(zh), 7ro (I - 11) X) max 77K IIXIILI(I; Vnv). (5.2.20) I<i<n 
KE Ei 
D 
We now consider the efficiency of the spatial error estimator. The statement of the 
theorem and pattern of proof is similar to that in theorem 2.4.6 and theorem 5.1.5, where we 
utilise the bubble functions presented in section 2.4. However, there is a notable difference 
in the term that provides the upper bound. 
Theorem 5.2.6. There exists a constant C,,, ff depending on the domain Q, the coercivity 
constant ca, the minimum angle in the triangulation, the maximirn number of overlapping 
element neighbourhoods and the degree of mesh coarsening, such that the local error indicator 
77K E Ti of (5.2.17) satisfies the bound, 
2 e;, (ti) - e, (ti-1) 
2 
77K 
-< 
Cs, 
eff 
f III 
ki 
Illn,, 
+ lll7Fi'Cllln. 
2 + hKjj7TZ9(, 8fK -)3f)IIL2(K) + hEjj7r%9(109E -)39)IIL2(E) 
Proof. We will break the proof into three steps which follows closely the proofs provided in 
theorems 2.4.6 and 5.1.5. 
Step 1. Volume terms. Let fK denote the L2(K) projection onto piecewise constants on K, 
then by (2.4.18), 
1107rpf 112 < 62(07rgf , %K L2(K)nt, -1zK 
bKio7rz9fk-)L2(K)nv) 
20 2(p7rg(fK :ý EI (/37ri f, bK7rz9fK)L2(K)nv + 61 Z- 
f), br, -P7riofK)L2(K)nv - 
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Using the definition of the residual its local form (5.2.13) together with the definition of -FjO 0z 
Ave have the relationship, 
e, (ti)-e-(Li-)+M, q,., bK) =(-7ri, 3f, bK)ný) bKEPOVO- (5.2.21) 
ki z n. 
Using (5.2.21) to replace the first term on the right hand side in the previous upper bound, 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality leads to , 
107rgf 112 
zK L2(K)nv 
2 ez 
(ti) 
- ez + Mjrq 0 
1 ki % ez, 
bK)37rio fK) 
nv 
+ (7rioo(fK - f), 
bKO7i fK)L2(K)nv 
21 
(ýez(ti) - ez(ti-1) 
20 
El 
ki 
ýIlnv 
+ 11IM7Fioezlllnv 
) 
lllbK7Fi)3fKlllnv 
+ 117r%9)3(fK - 
f)IIL2(K)IlbK)3919fKIIL2(K)nv 
I. 
- 
Then using the inverse estimate IJIVIlln,, : ýý Ca112 E2h K 
111VIIL2(K)n-, 
and (2.4.19) 
lip7rgf 112 K L2(K)ný 
2ýC1/2 -1 e-ý(ti) 
(t, 
_1) 
ýjý2 
:ý Ei a 621b K+ JIMIIIII1rioeý, 111 ki 
n, 
i n, 
) 
117rz9/3fKI1L2(K)nv 
117r%90(fK - f)IIL2(K)11)37riofKIIL2(K)nv 
Multiplying through by hK and using Young's inequality to get squares on the right hand 
side and rearranging implies that there is a constant C1 independent Of hK such that, 
hK 11,87r%9fK 11 L2(K)nv 
cl e;, 
(ti) - e, + 11 17ioez II In,,, K + 11 7r%9,8 UK -f)II L2 (K)nv k-i 
ýLv, 
K 
I- 
Step 2. Internal edges. We first consider the case of internal edges EE Ti, and then 
for EE Ti-1. Recall that on internal edges, RE is piecewise constant in space, therefore, 
(2.4.20) gives, 
l 112 < 62 7rioRE L2(E)"- - 3(7rioR-P, 
7rioRE)L2(E)nv 
2 ez ez 
(ti- 1) 
E3 + M7, -ioez, bE7rPRE ki 2) ný, wE 
- (7rio)3REi 7rioRE)L2(WE)nv zII 
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where Nve have used the residual equation in the second step. We can now proceed as in the 
previous similar proofs, utilising (2.4.21) and (2.4.22) to get to the stage where there is a 
constant C2 independent of hK, such that, 
1/2 ez(ti) - ez(ti-1) "E 117rioRElIL2(E)nv :5 C2 + 1117Fioezlllnv,,,, 
ý111 
ki 
IlLv 
I 
+E hKI17"Z9)3(fK - 
f)IIL2(K)nv 
KEwE 
For the case of an edge from the previous mesh, the argument is no different, since for 
the hierarchic mesh structure, EE Ti-1 implies that WE =KE Ti. Therefore the same 
inequality holds for those edges. 
Step 3. Neumann edges. As in previous proofs, ive introduce the piecewise constant ap- 
proximation 9E to g on a given edge E, and as in step 2 of- the proof of theorem 5.1.5 
introduce the approximation to RE, denoted by f? E := 09E - CC(atZh + MZh)- Using a 
similar argument to the above step, it follows that there is a constant C3 independent of 
hE such that for EE IýNj 
h 1/2 117rioRElIL2(E)nv :! ý C3 cz(ti) - e, 
(ti-1) 
+ 1117r9ezlllnv E ki 
Illn,, 
t 
+ hE 11 7rjO(9E - 9)IIL2(E)nv + IIKI17Fio)3(fK - f)IIL2(K)nv 
To show the result, we combine the estimates from the three steps. 
5.2.2 Temporal residual 
In this section we show upper and lower bounds for the temporal indicator. However, while 
these results ensure that the indicator converges to zero as the error does, there is problem 
in that the indicator is non-zero when the approximation is exact. We deal with this issue 
in the next chapter. 
Lemma 5.2.7. There exists a constant Ct,,,, depending on the domain Q and the coercivity 
constant ca such that the temporal residual satisfies the upper bound, 
(R(Zh)) X- 7r 0 X)1: 5 Ct,,, l max kjýjllatXIILl(I; Vnv)- (5.2.22) 1<i<n 
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where 
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7rOi)J8fllLoO(lj; L2(f2)nt, ) + 
11(l 
- T'Oi)0911L-(j,; L2(jlN))ný + 
11(l 
- 7ýoi)MZhjjL-(jj; Vnv). 
(5.2.23) 
Proof. Recalling the definition of the residual (5.2.1), Nve have, 
(R(zh), (1 - 7ro)x) 
I 
r(t; (1 - -ITO)X) - (49tZh + Mzhi (1 - 7, o)x),,,, dt, 
n ti 
6 o 7 
iw"w), 
ti-1 
+ (893 (1 7rO0X)L2(rN)n, 
(atZh + MZhi (1 
0 Note that the term involving the time derivative of zh is zero by the orthogonality of Wi. r. ý Z 
Exploiting this property once again by subtracting off terms involving 7r9)3f, 7rio)9g and 
7C, 9AIZh gives, 
n ti 
1 (R(Zh), (1 - _NO) X) 1=Z 
«1 
- 7r10)Ofi 
(1 
- WZO)X)L2(O)nv 
i=lft i, -l 
+ ((l - 7r%o))3g, (1 - 7Foi)X)L2(rN)"V 
7r')Mzh, (I - 7r')x),,,, 
dt. 
00 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the trace theorem (theorem 2.4-2), and using the 
fact that jjvjjff, p) :! ý c. -IIIIvIll, together with the error estimates for 7r' (2.2.24) results in, 0 
n 
7r0)X) : 5Ct, rel 
Z ki Il(1 - 7rOi)ßflILO0(Ii; L2(9), v) 
i=I ý 
+ 11(l - 7rOi))3911Lý(Ij; L2(r. )--) 
11(l 
- Iroi)MZhIlLOO(I,; Vnv) 
I 
IlatXIIL1(ii; Vnv) 
where Ct,,, l = c, maxf 1, Cr, I where Cr, is the constant from the trace theorem. A final 
application of H61ders inequality proves the result. 0 
To show that the estimator given in lemma 5.2.7 is efficient, we show that it satisfies an 
optimal order a priori upper bound. 
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Theorem 5.2.8. There exists a constant Ct,, ff independent of the discretisation pararneters 
such that the temporal error estimator of theorem 5.2.7 satisfies, 
kjýj :! -ý Ct,, ff kjIjIc, (tj)III,,, ý + 
killle-, (ti-1) 
+ kz? llatzIlLoo(,,; vnv) + kz z 
(rN)) ? 1119tf IILOO(ji; L2(p))+ k? llatgllLcO(Ii; L2 
Proof. For the data terms, ive use estimate the error estimate for 7r9 (2.2.22). For the term 2 
involving zh, Nve again use error estimate (2.2.22), 
7 ")MZhIlLOO(Ij; V'lv) :ý 
killMatZhilLOO(I,; 
Vnv)) FO 
:5 IIMIIIIIZh(ti) - 
IIMIIIIIZh(ti) 
- Z(ti) + Z(ti) Z(ti-1) + Z(ti-1) - Zh(ti-OlIko 
limil IIIC, (ti)llln,, + Illz(ti) Z(ti-l)llln, + Ille-z(ti-I)IIIn. 
Then since, 
I lz(ti) - z(ti-, ) III,,,, = 
Iti 
i9tz(t) dt 
t., , ti- n,, 
fti lilatz(t)lllnv dt, 
t" ti -1 
< ki IlatZlILý(Ij; V'lv)i 
the result follows. 0 
The previous result shows that the temporal error indicator converges like O(k 2) subject 
to the regularity of the solution and the data. We bring the results of this section together 
to give the following a posteriori error estimate for the internal variable problem. 
Theorem 5.2.9. There exist constants C,,,, l and Ct, rei, depending on the domain Q, the 
Neumann boundary rN. the coercivity constant ca, the minimum angle in the triangulation, 
the maximim number of overlapping element neighbourhoods, such that the error in the finite 
element approximation to the internal variables satisfies, 
I (e., 0),,, + 
1,0(t; 
e, )dtl !ý E)(Zh)IIXIILI(I; Vnv) +'I)(Zh)IlOtXIIL1(I; Vnv)7 (5.2.24) 
5A voster-iori estimates 
where, 
2 19(Zh) ý Cs, rel MaX 77K 1<i<n 
KETj 
d)(zh) = Ct,,,, l max kjýj, 1<i<n 
where 77K and ýj are given by (5.2.17) and (5.2.23) respectively. 
Proof. From lemma 5.2.1, Calerkin orthogonality implies that, 0 
(e,., (T), 0) + 
1,0 (t; e;, ) dt = (R(Zh) eX- 7r 
O-T1 X), 
= (R(zh), x- 7r 
0 
x). + (R(zh), wo (I - 1) x) - 
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Taking absolute values, the triangle inequality and lemmas 5.2.5 and 5.2.7 imply the result. 
E] 
5.3 A posteriori estimates 
We now bring together the results of this chapter. Recall from section 2.4 definition (2.4.1) 0 
of the data oscillation. Then extending the definition to deal with the mesh at time t,, we 
have, 
)2 :=E2 112 
1: hEI19(tn) - 9E(t 112 OSCh 
(En' 
KCw 
t 
hKIlf (tn) - fK(tn) L2(K) + 
EE9(K)nE(rN) 
n) L2 (E) 
(5.3-1) 
Combining the upper and lower bounds of this section, and incorporating the data oscilla- 
tion, we have the following result for the displacement. 
Corollary5.3.1. The energy norm of the error in the displacement C,, (tn) = U(tn)-Uh(tn) 
satisfies the relationship, 
2) 
1/2 
_ IW(O)I . III 77k ez (tn) 
II In,, - OSCh (Tn 
E Ti 
< Illeu(t. )Ill 
1/2 
2 < Cu, 
rel 77K + Jýo(O)j - Ille, (t. )III"'j. 
KETi 
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Proof. Given the definition of the data oscillation then the result follows by combining the 
results of theorems 5.1.4 and 5.1.5.0 
This result shows that if the oscillation in the data and the error in the internal variables 
are sufficiently small, then -we have computable upper and lower bounds that refelect the 
true value of the error in the displacement. We have already discussed how data oscillation 
can be controlled in section 2.4. We have the following result which deals with the problem 
of controlling the error in the internal variables. 
Corollary 5.3.2. There exist constants Cs, rl and Ct,,, I, depending on the domain Q, the 
Neumann boundanj FN, the coercivity constant ca, the minimum angle in the triangulation, 
the maximim number of overlapping element neighbourhoods, such that the error in the finite 
element approximation to the internal variables satisfies, 
II lez (tn) IIk:! ý SO (tn) E) (Zh) + Sl (tn)4ý (Zh)) (5.3.2) 
where O(zh) and -ib(zh) are given in theorem 5.2.9. 
Proof. Combining theorem 5.2.9 with the stability result of lemma 5.2.2 gives the result. 0 
5.4 Adaptive algorithms 
In chapter 2 we presented the standard Solvew-Estimate-Refine (SER) process typical of 
AFEM for stationary problems. We also presented an adaptive time stepping algorithm 
for an ODE in time. Adaptive algorithms for problems in space and time are discussed in 
[62], and a classification of space time adaptive algorithms is presented (see references in 
[62]). We will follow the approach they refer to as Implicit strategy A. This strategy uses 
the mesh from the previous time step as the starting mesh on the new time step, The SER 
algorithm is then applied until the error criteria on the current mesh are met. 
In this section we look at how these algorithms together with the a posteHoTi error 
estimate of the previous sections can be combined for space and time problems. We will 
assume that the computation is to proceed under the condition that, 
IIIU(tn) - Uh(tn)lll : ý-ý GTOL, 
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for some final time t,,. There are a number of issues to tackle, mainly involving the partition 
of the tolerance. First we consider the algorithm we would use if we were only solving the 
internal variable problem, which in itself is a space time problem. Recalling the a posteHoTi 
error estimate of theorem 5.2.9 and the result of corollary 5.3.2, we would typically want to 
satisfy the condition, 
So (tn) () (Zh) + Sl (t, ) d) (Zh) < GTOL. (5.4.2) 
Setting LTOL = maxjSo(t, )-1, Sl(t,, )-l}GTOL, then at each time point we can ensure that 
the condition will be satisfied by making the sum of the error indicators less than LTOL. 
Recall that O(zh) is the spatial error indicator and -cP(zh) is the temporal error indicator. 
We propose the following space and time adaptive algorithm for generating solutions for 
the internal variable problems. 
Space and time adaptive algorithm: 
1. Start with parameters 61 E (0,1), J2 > 1,0 G (0,1) and -y E (0,1). Set 
t=0, LTOL = maxjSo(t, )-1, Sl(t, )-l}GTOL, kold = T, and set i=0. 
2. Do: 
i) Set k= kold, Ti+1 ý Ti 
i+1 and E)(Zh) and (1)(Zh)- ii) Calculate Zh 
iii) While 19(zl, ) + -1ý(zh) > LTOL: 
a) [Refine timestep] While '1'(Zh) > -yLTOL and O(Zh) +'I)(Zh) > 
LTOL: 
" Set k= 6ik. 
, 
O(zl, ) and P(zh). " Calculate zh i+1 
b) [Refine spatial mesh] While E)(Zh) > (1 -, y)LTOL: 
" Adapt 1-i+j. 
" Calculate zi+1 and E). h 
iV) If 4ý(Zh) < OLTOL, then ký 62k- 
v) Set zh' =zh+', t=t+k, i=i+l. 
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while t <T. 
is 
I I, ( witl IIII cm IIp riscs, of two it min pa rt s, corivspo I I( III Ig' toIIwIoIII p( w, IIII I( I sI mt i; II 
refillelliclit st, cps'. For cach ll('W proposal Solution. We c'llculote Hie 1,1111 crrol. estlillote. 
Ic loca I errol. condition Ps IwI Sat isfied, th(, I I We reti I Ic IIwIIw st ep 11111 iIII Ic 1 ('11 lp )ra 
W1,111 is]css thall a fraction (detcrillilled by -)) of the (w Iho hd; ll 
cvror satistics the critcrioll. 011cc salisfied, We illow to the sjmtial ol-rol. ; 111(1 ýIppl, v mt 
lfl, "R aln"ol-1111111. flowevc].. wilcil adapting the Spatial discrct Isatioll wc Ifill"'I (. ý)llsidcr NMI 
refi lic IIwI It and coo I-sel III ig of tI ic mcs h. I ii fact it I ms becii sI imvii III I 13 1 ; 111( 1 1721 11 mt we 
sI v) IIkI coI Is ider coa I-se IIiI 1g, ove I11,01, st at lo I I, ý rIv proble II Is. 
We descri bed tIw liml-k IIIg st rah""'y fol. II l('Sl I reli I Ic it witts iii -, (, (-t imi 2A. WI wit (-(); i iiiit, t -, 
tit(' Inesh, miditiml., 11 terms will h(' mldcd to thc crrm. estlill'Itc ;0 tit(, Ilext tilm, s'tcp 
lemma 5.2.5). Carc must he takeii not to entcr into a c(mrsen-l-cfillc w1wiv thc 
(111,01, iI It n)(111ced bY c(mrseiihig Ica( Is t () I rcf it wmcnt at tI ic ncxi st ep ; tit( I so )f )I I'h)III; u-k 
clements i'llaf, are to be c(mrselled, we kwn) as I'll-ge ,I set ; I,,, Imssible ()I' clemcios I li; o ninke 
111) a fraction 0'. (d the cl. ]. (w. The full markiiig algorithm is gmvii bcImv. 
Marking Strategy: 
Given 0,0 and 0,0 < 00.01-, 0, - <1- 
1. Construct a subset of elements A41? (- T, such that, 
Orii(7). 
2. Enlarge AA I? so that, 
()s(*I, (All? ) > 0,, oscl, (T, ). 
I Construct a subset of elements A4(, c (Ti, \ A41,, ), such that, 
//(M(, ) <-ý 0,. 'I('Ti). 
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As discussed in chatper 2, there is a growth condition on the time steps so that if the 
condition is "over "satisfied, the time steps are increased. From this perspective we can see 
that it is essential for the adaptive algorithm to allow mesh coarsening, otherwise the mesh 
would simply become finer after each time step that required a refinement. Furthermore, it 
is a central requirement that (D(Zh) is stable with respect to spatial refinements and E)(zh) 
is stable with respect to step size adjustments. There are two choices for generating the 
displacement, either step by step alongside the internal variables, or we could in principle 
solve the internal variables over the whole domain, and then follow up by solving the 
displacement at the desired time points. In the first instance we perform an SER loop for 
the displacement for the displacement and use the resulting mesh as the initial guess for 
the mesh at the next time step for the internal variables. 
5.5 Numerical results 
We now computationally examine the properties of the error estimators. We consider the 
same group of test problems as those presented in section 4.4, where we had model problems 
that were linear in either space or time. The utility of that choice here is that Ave can examine 
the error indicators when the error present in the approximation is exactly that which it 
should measure, for example for the spatial indicator, the approximation will be exact in 
time, so the only error in the approximation will be due to the spatial approximation. 
The constants that appear in the estimates are all set to 1. This is because we want 
to focus on the convergence properties of the estimators rather than definite values of the 
upper bounds, however the determination of the constants is an important issue in practice. 
Johnson and Hansbo [44] consider calculating the constants in their a posteTiori bounds for 
linear elasticity, and there are a few publications dedicated to determining the constants for 
quasi-interpolation error estimates. A further constant that we would require is that from 
Korn's inequality (lemma 2.4.1). In summary, the constants would have to calculate and 
references to papers dealing with the calculation are: 
1. Coercivity constant c,,, [46] and [471. 
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2. Quasi-interpolation constants CK, cE and CK1, K2, [43], [191 and [79]. 
5.5.1 Spatial convergence 
To demonstrate the spatial convergence of the estimators we consider the problem described 
in section 4.4 with displacement given by (4.4.1) and internal variable given by (4.4.2). 
With a fixed number of timesteps we examine the behaviour of the estimators as the spatial 
discretisation is refined. From figure 5.1 we can see that the indicator of the displacement 
error converges at the same rate as the true error. 
10, 
10, 
W 
lo-, 
io-'- 
10 -3 10, 
O(h) 
Estimated error 
True error 
10,10,10, le 
Figure 5.1: Lo-log plot of the error estimate and the maximum energy norm of the error 00 
in the displacement against the degrees of freedom. 
Similarly, from figure 5.2 we can see that the spatial indicator of the internal variables 
O(Zh) behaves like the true error. However, it is interesting to note that the temporal 
indicator displays convergence as the spatial discretisation. is refined. This is a deficiency 
of the temporal indicator that we return to in the discussion at the end of this chapter and 
deal with in the next. 
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10, 
1cp le loý 1(ý 
Figure 5.2: Lo-log plot of the spatial and temporal error indicators and the maximum 000 
energy norm of the error in the internal variable against the degrees of freedom. 
5.5.2 Temporal convergence 
To demonstrate the temporal convergence of the estimators Ave consider the problem de- 
scribed in section 4.4 with displacement given by (4.4.5) and internal variable given by 
(4.4.6). With a fixed spatial mesh we examine the behaviour of the estimators as the num- 
ber of timesteps increases over the fixed time interval I. From figure 5.3 we can see that 
the temporal indicator of the internal variables error converges at the same rate as the true 
error. Also note that the indicator for the spatial error in the displacement is zero. Our 
attention however, is drawn to the increasing quantity, the spatial indicator for the internal 
variables. Since the solution is piecewise linear in space, the jump terms should be zero, as 
are the volume contributions, the only possible contribution should be from the Neumann 
edges. However, a numerical check confirms that this growth appears in the edge terms. 
So is the spatial indicator for the internal variables unstable? It certainly appears to 
grow as k --+ 0. However this is in the case where there is no spatial error and its value is 
very small, and in theory the jumps are zero. If we consider a problem that is not exact 
in space, then the growth as k --+ 0 does not occur, therefore we conclude that the spatial 
indicator is not unstable and the growth is simply due to round-off error. 
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Dofs maxi Ille,, (ti)lll maxi 71-ri 
I 
maxi Illez(ti)lll.,, E) (Zh) 
9 1.4570e-01 2.1632e+Ol 1.5360e-02 2.0814e+Ol 
25 7.8142e-02 1.3130e+Ol 8.2375e-03 1.1042e+Ol 
81 3.9190e-02 8.1723e+00 4.1312e-03 6.0365e+00 
289 1.9668e-02 4.3877e+00 2.0733e-03 3.1191e+00 
1089 9.8377e-03 2.2458e+00 1.037le-03 1.5774e+00 
4225 4.9190e-03 1.1318e+00 5.1854e-04 7.9182e-01 
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Table 5.1: Convergence in space of the true error and the spatial error indicators for the 
displacement and internal variables. 
Dofs 1 1 maxi llle. (ti)lll maxi 71-r, 
I 
maxi Ille, (ti)lll.,, 0(, -, ) 
l 4, (Z, )] 
5 2.3539e-05 4.1244e-14 5.8846e-05 8.6804e-15 5.153le-02 
9 5.7156e-06 3.4350e-14 1.4289e-05 1.6460e-14 1.4742e-02 
17 1.4446e-06 3.9690e-14 3.6114e-06 3.1340e-14 3.8368e-03 
33 3.6370e-07 7.889le-14 9.0924e-07 7.06OOe-14 9.6916e-04 
65 9.0905e-08 9.398le-14 2.2726e-07 1.1846e-13 2.4295e-04 
129 2.2747e-08 9.415le-14 5.6867e-08 8.5692e-13 6.0785e-05 
257 5.6866e-09 9.5532e-14 1.4216e-08 1.3219e-12 1.5200e-05 
513 1.4216e-09 9.3990e-14 3.554le-09 3.9165e-12 3.8003e-06 
Table 5.2: Convergence in time of the true error and the spatial and temporal error indica- 
tors for the displacement and internal variables. 
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Temporal 
True error 
lo* 10,10,10, 
Figure 5.3: Loo, -Io-* plot spatial and temporal error estimators and the maximum energy 000 
norm of the error in the internal variable against the degrees of freedom. lzý t) 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter we carried out an a posteilo7i error analysis of the finite element approxi- 
mation presented in chapter 3. After showing that the estimators are reliable and efficient 
we described an adaptive algorithm and presented some numerical confirmation of the the- 
oretical results. 
However, while theorem 5.2.9 provides a reliable and efficient computable upper bound of 
the approximation error, the numerical results show that it is questionable how informative 
it is regarding the actual error, and therefore ho, %v useful is it for driving an adaptive routine. 0 473 
The flaw lies in the fact that if the approximation was exact, the temporal error indicator, 
4)(Zh) is still non-zero. 
Where does the analysis go wrong? Essentially ive didn't give the estimator a chance to 0 
be zero because there is no measure of difference, unlike in the ODE (2.5) case where we use 
the difference of the approximate ODE with the true problem data. We were unable to do 
this in our case since we did not integrate by parts over Q. However, integrating by parts 
means introducing jump terms over edges, which are far from desirable in the temporal 00 
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indicator, since these are non-zero when there is error due to the spatial discretisation, 
irrespective of whether there is error due to the time approximation. 
Perhaps if we had tried an alternative splitting to, 
7, 
OIX 
X- 7rox + 7ro (I - -T)X, 
we might be able to manipulate the residual to get something more like what we want. 
Since 7roll ý Y'7-, O, why not choose, 
X- 7r Oxx =x- -Tlx 
+ 
_T1 
(I - 7ro)x, (5.6.2) 
instead? Indeed we would get a slightly different estimator if we were to pursue the al- 
ternative splitting (5.6.2). However, it turns out that the resulting spatial error indicator 
depends on the temporal error. In fact splitting (5.6.2) was the first splitting used in this 
study, though on discovery of the dependence on the temporal error, the alternative (5.6.1) 
was used, though as we mention, still flawed. We presented the a posterioTi estimator above 
because in fact the spatial indicator is the desired one. However, we remark that the alterna- 
tive splitting (5.6.2) does lead to the correct temporal indicator but we postpone presenting 
it until the next chapter, with the bias in presentation due to chronological factors. In the 
next section we consider a more refined analysis of how space and time errors interact to 
determine what the error indicators should look like, and in turn present an appropriate 
estimator. We find that the splitting, 
X- 7ro-TX ý-- 7ro (I - -T) X+ 
(I 
- 7ro)l + 
(I 
- 7FO) 
(I 
- -T) 
X, (5.6.3) 
is a more natural splitting, and this allows us to derive error indicators that are exact in 
the sense that they are zero for the exact solution. 
Chapter 6 
Exact a posteriovi error estimators 
In the previous chapter we presented an a posterioTi error estimate which satisfied most of 
the criteria typically required of a useful a posteHori error estimator. However, there was 
an issue with the temporal residual in that when the approximation was exact, i. e., when 
the true solution belonged to the approximating space, the error estimator was non-zero. 
In this chapter we tackle this weakness by designing exact error indicators, where by exact, 
we mean that they are zero when the approximation is exact, or equivalently when the true 
solution belongs to the approximation space. This is not a now idea, since the definition of 
efficiency of an estimator (2.3.16) implies that an efficient estimator is exact. 
In this chapter, we first consider a standard L2 projection in space and time as a model 
scenario. We show that the error in such an approximation can and should be decomposed 
into three terms, one corresponding to error in space, one to error in time, and a third which 
contains the mixed effects. We then cast a posteriori error estimators in the same light, and 
derive a new a posteriori error estimate for the internal variable problem. However while 
the new error estimate has certain desirable theoretical properties, there are practical issues 
involved. Those issues are discussed fully in the numerical experiments section. We close 
the chapter with a summary of the a posteriori error estimates that we have considered and 
make recommendations for practical implementation. 
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6.1 Space-time projections 
The problems outlined in the previous chapter are due to the fact that we have not ad- 
equately separated the errors due to the different parts, spatial and temporal, of the dis- 
cretisation. To see this, we consider a simple space time L2 projection. Let QC Rd be the 
spatial domain and ICR the time domain. Suppose that given a function fE L2(Q X I; R), 
we want to compute an approximation fh by projecting f onto a finite dimensional subspace 
of Sh(Q x I; R) cL 2(q x I; R). The problem can be posed: Find fh E Sh such that, 
(fh, s)nxj=(f, s)oxj, VSESh(QxI; R). 
This is an orthogonal projection in space and time. The approximation fh satisfies the best 
approximation property, 
Ilf - 
fhlIL2(QXI)= inf lif - SlIL2(f2XI). 
SES 
Now suppose that we required the error to satisfy an explicit error bound c, i. e., 
Ilf 
- 
fhlIL2(OXI) '-- IE- 
Since we know f and fh then we can compute this quantity and keep adapting the space Sh 
until the bound is satisfied. However there is no information telling us whether we should 
increase the dimension of the finite dimensional space with regard to the spatial or temporal 
discretisation. 
For the discretisation, partition the time interval I= [0, T] into N subintervals Uj}, ýV=j 
with Ii := (ti-1, ti] and let Ti denote a partition of the domain 0 into simplices. Let 
Pj' : L'(Q) ý-ý PI(Tj) be the L2_projection onto the space of continuous piecewise linear 
functions defined by, 
(Pilf)v). Q=(f, v)n, Vvc-Pi(, -i). 
Let 7rio :L 2(j, ) ý-* Po(Ij) be the L2_projection onto piecewise constants defined by, 
(7r9f, v)li=(f, v)li, VVEIPo(Ii). z 
The discrete problem is then to find fh E EDIý PO (Ij; PI (Ti)) such that, 1=1 
T (fhi V)f2xI V)f2xI) Vv 1PO(Ii; Pl( i))' 
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The restriction of the problem to a particular time step gives: Find fh' E PO (1i; P1 (Ti)) such 
that, 
VV C: PO (I (fh7V). QxIi ý (f)V)nxIil i; PI 
The approximation can be written as the composition of the two L2 projections introduced 
earlier, i. e., fh' = 7rjOPj'f. If we want to measure the error incurred due to the different parts 
of the approximation, then consider the difference, 
f -fh- 
If the functions agreed spatially, then this term does not have to be zero, since f is variable 
in time, while fh is piecewise constant in time. This leads to the idea that to capture the 
spatial error Nve should consider the difference, 
01 7r9f - 7ri Pi f, z (6.1.1) 
since now if f= Rýf then 6.1.1 is zero. Similarly for the time error we should consider the 2 
difference, 
pi If- -7rioPif, (6.1.2) 
which will be non-zero only if the functions disagree temporally. We summarise these 
observations in the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.1.1. The error in the L 2(1; L2(Q)) projection onto Po(li; Pi (Ti)), where fh 
is the approximation to f satisfies, 
if 
_f 112 M h L2(QXI, ) 
Si (6.1.3) t + Si 
where, 
Sý: = 117rg(1 _ pl)f 112 1i L2(9XI i 
Il(1 
_ 7rg)plf 
112 ei, 
Z L2(QXI i )i i 
:= il(1 _ 7F9)(1 _ pl)f 
112 
L2(gXji)- 
Proof. The proof follows by decomposing the space L'(Ii; L'(Q)) using the projections. 
Since L2(Q) = PilL 2 (Q) ED (I - Pi')L 
2 (Q) and L2(J, ) = 7riOL 2(l i (I - 7, -io)L2 (I i ), we can 
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decompose L2 (1i; L 2(Q)) in the following way, 
L 2(j, ;L 2(q)) =L 2(l i; PilL 
2(Q)) 0) L 2(l i; (1 - Pil) L 
2(q)) 
7r9L 2(1 i; Pil L 2(q)) E) (1 - 7rio)L 2(l i; PilL 2(p)) 
7r9L 
2(l 
i; (1 - Pil) L2 
(Q)) (D (1 - 7, -9)L 
2(1 
i; (1 - Pil) L2 
(Q)) 
22 
From this, we recognise that the function f can be expressed as, 0 
f= IrioPif + (1 - Irio)Pilf + 7T%9(l - Pil)f + (1 - 7rt9)(1 - Pil)f- 
Therefore we have the representation, 
1010101 f- 7r9pi f (1 - ITi)Pi f+ 7ri (I - Pi )f + (1 - 7ri)(1 - Pi z 
Taking the L'(Q x Ij) norm gives, 
Ilf 
_ 7rgplf 112 
11(l 
_ 7rg)plf 112 zi L2(QXI) ýIi L2(SIXI 
* 117rg(l _ pl)f 112 2i L2(E2Xj i 
+ 11(l _ 7rg)(1 _ pl)f 112 L2 (n X Ii) 
*2 ((l - 7rio) Pil, (1 - 7rio) 
(I - Pil) f) L2 (n X Ii) 
00 + (7ri (1 Pi )f, (1 7ri)(1 I 
Pil)f)L2(f2Xjj). 
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The last two terms of the above expression are zero by ortho. Onality. 0 
We can see from (6.1.3) that if the approximation is exact in the spatial variables, in the 
sense that the function being approximated is contained inside the approximating space, 
then 91' = Ei' = 0. Similarly then for an approximation which is exact in time, we have 
ei, = si- = 0. 
6.2 Error indicators 
We now consider the derivation of an a posterioH error estimator based on the idea of 
exactness introduced in the previous section. A key observation of the previous section 
is that to measure the spatial error, we had to look in the temporally discrete space, i. e., 
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the spatial error is the result of a projection of the full error onto the temporally discrete 
space. The roles of the spaces and projections are reversed for the temporal error. Recall 
the internal variable problem, 
I 
(o9tz(t) + Mz(t), v),,, dt =I r(t; v) dt, Vv EL2 (1; Vnv), 
z(0) = 0. (6.2.2) 
Motivated by the previous section, we note that when we have the representation, 
+ 
1,0 (t; ej dt = (R(zh), X), (6.2.3) 
rather than subtracting off the residual evaluated on the discrete space (Galerkin orthoggo- 
nality), Nve can decompose the dual solution using the splitting, 
X- 7ro-EX 7ro (I - 
1ý X+ (I - 7ro)-T + 
(I 
- 7ro) 
(I 
- 1) X. 
(6.2.4) 
Calerkin orthogonality then implies, 
(R(zh), x) = (R(Zh)i 7F0(I - 1)X) 
(R(Zh)) (I - 7ro)-TX) 
(R(zh), (I - 7ro) (I - I)x). 
We recognise that Nve have already bounded the first term on the right hand side as it is 
the spatial residual of chapter 5. We call the second and third terms on the right hand side 
the temporal and mixed residuals respectively. 
Before progressing to derive upper bounds on the temporal and mixed residuals, ive first 
consider what we want them to look like by examining the exact problem on the discrete 
spaces. This analysis confirms that we have the correct form for the error indicators. 
In the following lemma we consider equations that the true solution satisfies when the 
approximation is exact in space, projected onto the temporally discrete space. 
Lemma 6.2.1. If the solution z of (3.2.16) is such that z(ti) E Vh, then it satisfies the 
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relationships, 
-divCE: (7i-jo(atz + 
Mz» = 7ri()ßf, VK Ei 7i, (x, t) eKx Ii, (6.2.5) 
1 ýCE(7r9(O9tz + MZ»M --'Z 0, VE C 9, (X, t) EEX Ii, (6.2.6) 22 
i-, Pßg-Ce(7rio(atz+Mz»nE--, zO, VECIýN7 (X, t)EEXIi- (6.2.7) Z 
Proof. The proof follows by inspecting the weak form of the internal variable problem 
(3.2.16) on the discrete space PO(Ii; Vv). Integrating by parts over 0 the equation, 
(49tz + Mz' V)"" r(t; v)dt, VVEpo(l,; Vn, ), (6.2.8) 
Ave get the spatially strong form, 
(7rio0f 
- divCc(7r9(49tz + MZ))) V)L2(K)nv 
i=1 j KETj 
VC (7ro'RE) V)L2(E)nv dt = 0, v= po (Ii ; Vn,, ), 
EEe(K) 
where we have used 
(7FjoWi V)L2(ji) = (W, V)L2(ji), Vv E Po(Ij). Now since v is arbitrary in 
PO(Ii; V"v), we can choose v to be a bubble function (2.4.16) so that it is non-zero only on 
the interior of the element K. This implies (6.2.5). Then given (6.2.5), (6.2.6) and (6.2.7) 
follow by choosing v first to be zero on the boundary of Q, and then an arbitrary V'v 
function. 0 
The previous lemma states local projected forms of the strong form of the original equations 
and helps us characterise the spatial error in the approximation. We note that the individual 
quantities (6.2.5), (6.2-6) and (6.2.7) are exactly those that appear in the spatial error 
indicator presented in lemma 5.2.5. 
6.2.1 Temporal residual 
Before embarking on the same route for the temporal error as we have above for the spatial, 
we first introduce a special operator which is analogous to the discrete Laplacian in other 
situations. However, we include the Neumann boundary condition in the mapping. Define, 
divCc : H'(Q) --+ Vh' by, 
, n, )nv - 
(C6(W)) C: (V))L2(Q)nv, Vv E Vý . 
(6.2.9) ((divCE)h(W)i V)L2(Q)ný : --` 0397 V)L2 (rN 
i 
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To determine the discrete divergence of a function w Cz H'(Q), we solve the linear system, 
LWh ý 97 (6.2.10) 
i n,, 
where L is the mass matrix of the space Vý ,g is the vector formed by sampling the right 
Vi, ný 
4 hand side of (6.2.9) at the basis functions Jqj} 
dim 
of V i, nv, and Wh is the representation 
i, nv We note however, that for wE Vý the system of w with respect to the basis of V2, 
(6.2. fO) becomes, 
LWh =b- AWh, b= (bl,..., bdi. vi,,,,,, ) 
T, bi = 6g. 77i dx. (6.2.11) h, 
IN 
dimV, l, nv 
where A is the stiffness matrix of the basis fqili=l h 
Lemma 6.2.2. The solution z of (3.2.16) satisfies the relationships, - 
-(divCIE)h(09t. 2ý+MZ)ýPjl, 8f, (X)t)EQXli. (6.2.12) 
Proof. Once again ive inspect the weak form of the equations on the partially discrete space. 
Consider the equation, 
2(1; Vi). (, Ytz + Mz, V),,,, r (t; v) dt, Vv ELi hl (6.2.13) 
Since vEP, (Ti), ive can introduce the L'(Q) projection onto piecewise linear functions Pi', 
(C6(atZ + MZ)) 6(V))L2(Q). v 
dt = 
Iii (pi 1 Of) V)L2(n)nv+ 0393 V)L2(FN)nvdt. (6.2.14) 
Then, it follows from the definition of (6.2.9) that, 
Iii 
(-(divC6)h(49tZ + MZ); OL2(u)ný + 039, V)L2(rN)nv 
(pi 1 
JOL 
V)L2(fl)nv + 689) V)L2 (rN )n, 
Rearranging, implies, 
( ((div C 6) h Pt Z+ MZ) + Pil t8fl V) L2 (Q) nu 
ý0- (6.2.15) 
2(1; Vi), Then since v is arbitrary in Lih, the result follows. 
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Once again, all we have done here is show that the exact solution satisfies the projected 
strong form of the equations. We now look to deriving an upper bound on a temporal 
residual, the form of which is influenced by lemma 6.2.2. 
Lemma 6.2.3. There exists a constant Ct,,, l depending on the domain Q and the coercivity 
constant c,, such that the temporal residual satisfies the upper bound, 
(R(zh), (I - ýTo)-Tx) I :! ý Ct,,, l max 
ki6ilIXIIL'(I; 
Vnv)- (6.2-16) 
I<i<N 
where 
ýj := IlPil, 6f + (divC6)h(atZh + MZh)IILOO(Ii; L2(Q)nv) (6.2.17) 
Proof. From the representation of the residual, lemma 6.2.2 implies, 
N 
0 (R(zh), (I - go)lx) (Pi'Pf + 
(divCf)h(atZh + MZh)) (I - 7"i)li X42(0) dt. 
i=O 
Using Cauchy-Schivarz and the stability of lil in the L2(Q) norm (2.2.17) implies that, 
I (R(zh), (I - vo)lx) I 
N 
:5 CT IlPil, 8f + 
(divCOh(Ot. 2ýh + MZ01IL2(f2)ný 
III(I 
- 7jo)Xjjjný dt. 
i=O 
By Hblder's inequality, the error estimates for -7rjO (2.2.24) then give, 
I (R(Zh) 
i 
(I - 70)IX) 
I 
N 
:5 CxEk-illPilof + 
(divC40h(atZh +MZh)IILP(Ii; L2(Q)ný)-IIXIIL'(Ii; Vnv) 
i=O 
Then using H61ders inequality once more, 
(R(zh), (I - 7ro)lx) I max 
ki6lIX11Ll(j; 
Vnv). (6.2.18) 
1<i<N 
El 
The upper bound for the temporal residual as expressed above involves assembling the 
mass matrix and solving a linear system for each evaluation. This is obviously too expensive 
an estimator to consider for practical purposes. 
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Alternative temporal residual 
133 
Out of curiosity we can consider what would happen if we were to use the localised form of 
the residual (5.2.13) to try to estimate the temporal error. We get the following. 
Proposition 6.2.4. There exists a constant Calt, r, l depending on the domain Q, the co- 
ercivity constant ca, the minimum angle in the triangulation and the maximim number of 
overlapping element neighbourhoods, such that the error in the finite element approximation 
satisfies, 
1/2 
1 (R(Zh); V- 7ro)IX) I :! ý Calt, rel max ki 
2 (6.2.19) 
1<i<n 
1: 
77K Ili9tXIILI(I; Vnv) 
(KETi 
2= II(I 
_ 7rg), af112 77K L-(Ii; L2(K)Ilv) 
+ h-1/211 (I _ 7r9)RE 
112 
K LOO(Ii; L2(E)nv) 
EEE(K) 
- 1/2 7rq) RE 11 2 hK LOO(Ij; L2(E)ný) 
EcK 
Proof. Starting with the representation (5.2.13), we can use the properties of 7r9, to subtract 
off projected terms, 
N 
(R(Zh)) V- 7ro)I)X) (I - 7rt9)li X)L2(K)- 
i=l 
Iii 
KETi-,, i 
I 
+ 1: (RE7(-1-7rio)lilX)L2(E)nv 
ECE(K) 
N 
E (V - 
4)13f) V O)l 1 
fji 
2- 7ri i X)L2(K)nv 
i=l KETi-l, i 
ý 
I + 1: ((1 - 7rio)RE3 V- 7rZ9)li X)L2(E). ý 
dt. 
EEE(K) 
Combining the trace result (proposition 5.2.4) with the inverse estimate 
IVIIVI, 
2(K): 5 chK-lIIVIIL2(K); 
VV E Pj(K) we have IIVIIL2(E) :5 ch-K 
1/2 IIVIIL2(K). This can be used to get an upper bound 
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in the following way. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies, 
(R (zh), (I - 7TO)T) x) 
n, 
E- 
7'-io)iof 11 L2(K)nv 
11 (1 - 7rz9)-TiIXIIL2(K)nv 
li 
E 
IIV 
i=l KETj 
+E II(I-7r9)RElIL2(E)nvll(I-7F9)IiIXIIL2(E)ný 
EEE(K) 
+ II(I-7rio)RElIL2(E)nýll(I-7rt9)-EilXIIL2(E)n- dt, 
EEcK 
I 
Now using the inverse estimate IIVIIL2 (E) :ý chK 
1/2 IIVIIL2(K) on the edge terms and pulling 
the constant through, ive get, 
I (R(Zh)i V- 7ro)-I)X) I 
N 
: 5cx: 
fi E 
III(, 
- 7r%9)OfIIL2(K)nv 
i=l 1, KETj 
- 1/211 (1 
_ 7rp) 
RE + 1: hK 1IL2(E)nv 
EEE(K) 
h- 112 11 (1 _ 7r9)RElIL2(E)nv 
II(I-7T9)-EilXIIL2(K).,, dt. 
EcK 
I 
Using the stability of Ii (2.2.17), the Cauchy-Schivarz inequality for the sum over the 
elements followed by the H61der inequality for the time integral results in, 
(E 
772 (R(zh), (I - 7ro)-T) x) c 
I. ', ' 
K 7rZ9)XIIL1(j,; vnv)- 
i=l KETj 
Using the error estimate for 9 (2.2.22) and H61ders inequality, Nve get, ITi 
) 1/2 
(R(Zh)) (I - 7ro)I)X) 
1 :5c max ki TIK 
11 19tXll Ll (I; L2(fj)n, ). (6.2.20) 1<i<n 
KETi 
6.2.2 Mixed residual 
0 
We have bounded the spatial and temporal errors, -%ve now bound the mixed term. 
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Lemma 6.2.5. There exists a constant C,,,,,, l depending on the domain Q, the coercivity 
constant c, the minimum angle in the triangulation and the maximim number of overlapping 
element neighbourhoods, such that the error in the finite element approximation satisfies, 
(R(Zh) 
7 
(1 0 I)X) Cm, 
rel max 
ki 
(E 
(2 
I<i<N 
KETj 
K) IlatXIIL1(I; Vnv) (6.2.21) 
where, 
h202 KIKI - 1ýi 
))3f IILOO(Ii; 
L2(K)nv) 
hEll (I - 7r9)RE112 
EEE(K) 
112 IIKII(l - vio)RE Lý(Ij; L2(E)ný)- 
ECK, EETi-i 
Proof. Starting with the representation (5.2.13), we can use the properties of 7rP, to subtract 2 
off projected terms, 
N 
(R(zh), (I - 7ro) (1 - 1) x) =Ef0 
T 
fWf; 
(I-7ri)(I- 
i)X)L2(K)nv 
i=l Ii KEETi-l, i 
(RE3(1-7rio)(I--Til)X)L2(E)nv 
I 
dt, 
EES(K) 
((I - 7r9))3f, (I - 7F9) (I - -Tij 
1)X)L2(K)"v 
EGE(K) 
As in the earlier proofs, we use the Cauchy-Schwarz and H61der inequalities together with 0 
the estimates (2.2.18), (2.2.19) and (5.2.16), together with the error estimate for -7ri' (2.2.24). 
0 
We now present an alternative a postcTiori error estimator to that of theorem 5.2.9 
based on the splitting (6.2.4). The estimate contains three terms, one corresponding to the 
spatial error, which is the same as that given in theorem 5.2.9, another corresponding to 
the temporal error, and a third term that is a mixed spatial-temporal indicator. 
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Theorem 6.2.6. The error in the internal variables satisfies the bound, 
I (ez (tn)) O)n,, + 
1,0 
(t; c, ) dt I 
"ý ()(Zh)IIXIIL'(I; Vnv) + (1)(Zh)IlOtXI]Ll(I; Vnv) + llj(Zh)11'9tXIIL'(I; Vnv)7 
where, 
2 O(Zh) ý Cs, rel max 
(K 
77K 
I<i<N 
KETi 
Ct, 
rel max kiýj 1<i<N 
(E 
(2 qf(zh) = Cm, rej max 
ki K 1<i<N 
KETi 
where E) is given in lemma 5.2.5,4) is given in lemma 6.2.3 and IQ is given in lemma 6.2.5. 
Proof. Using (6.2.4) in the residual equation results in, 
(R(zh), x- 7rolx) = (R(zh), 7rO(I - 1)x) 
(R(-h)7 (I - 7ro)I)X) 
(R(zh) 
i 
(I - 7ro) 
(I 
- 1) X) - 
Taking absolute values and combining the results of lemmas 5.2.5,6.2.3 and 6.2.5 gives the 
result. 0 
We can use the results of lemma 5.2.2 together with the result of the above theorem to 
determine a computable a posteTiori upper bound. 
6.3 Adaptive algorithms 
We have already discussed adaptive algorithms for space time problems in section 5.4, 
however we need to make a modification to deal with the mixed term, though we note this 
change need only be made to the internal variable section. Consider the algorithm we would 
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use if we were only solving the internal variable problem, Recalling the a postcTiori error 
estimate of theorem 6.2.6, we would typically want to satisfy the condition, 
So (tn) E) (zh) + SI (tn) 4)(zh) +'@(Zh) < GTOL. (6.3.1) 
Setting LTOL = maxjSo(t, )-1, SI (tn)-'}GTOL, then at each time point we can ensure that 
the condition will be satisfied by making the sum of the error indicators less that LTOL. 
Recall that E)(zh) is the spatial error indicator, 4)(zh) the temporal error indicator and 
, F(zh) is the mixed term. We propose the following space and time adaptive algorithm for 
generating solutions. 
Space and time adaptive algorithm: 
1. Start with parameters 61 C (0,1), J2 > 1,01 E (0,1), and 02 E (0,01), 
-11772 E (0,1). Set t=0, LTOL = max{So(tn)-l, SI(t,, )-'IGTOL, kold 
T. 
2. Do: 
i) Set k" ý-, old, 141 ý 7i 
ii) Calculate z'+' and 0 and (D. h 
iii) While E) +T+ (D > LTOL: 
a) While 4) + (1 - -y, )T > -y2LTOL: 
o Set k= J1k. 
h, -4ý and q/. Calculate Zh 
i+1 
b) While E) + 71T > (1 - -j2)LTOL: 
9 Adapt Ti+l according to the localisation of E) and IQ. 
9 Calculate zh+', 0 and T. 
iV) If E) + (b +Q < 02LTOL, then k= J2k. 
v) Set zi =zi+,, t=t+k, i =i+l. 
while t<T. 
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The algorithm comprises of two main parts, corresponding to the temporal and spatial 
refinement steps. For each new proposal solution, we calculate the full error estimate. If 
the local error condition is not satisfied, then we refine the time step until the temporal 
error term together with a fraction (determined by ^/j) of the mixed error term is less than 
a fraction (determined by -t2) of the permitted tolerance. Once satisfied, we move to the 
spatial error. Once again the term we seek to reduce contains the mixed error, though this 
time with the spatial error. After these refinement steps we can be sure that we satisfy the 
local tolerance condition. 
6.4 Numerical experiments 
We consider some numerical experiments to demonstrate the theoretical work of this chap- 
ter. Since it is the temporal indicator that motivated the extra effort, -we start by looking 
at the temporal convergence. We use the problem described in section 4.4 with displace- 
ment given by (4.4.5) and internal variable given by (4.4.6). With a fixed spatial mesh we 
consider the behaviour of the estimators as the number of timesteps increases over the fixed 
time interval I. As can be seen in figure (6.1) we get the right order of convergence as the 
time discretisation is refined. 
Now we examine the behaviour of the temporal indicators in the situation where there 
is no time error using the problem with internal variable given by (4.4.2). We can see 
from figure (6.2) that each indicator behaves in a different way. The temporal indicator of 
chapter 5 converges like O(h) and the alternative indicator of proposition 6.2.4 appears to 
remain bounded. However, the exact temporal indicator of lemma 6.2.3 is essentially zero, 
but as in the case for the exact spatial indicator appears to grow linearly in h. 
Now that we are confident that non-zero values of the space and time error indicators 
imply the presence of errors in either space or time, we can put them to use in a fully 
adaptive algorithm. To display the adaptive properties we will consider a problem on a unit 
square domain with internal variable given by, 
Z(2ý7 Y7 t) 
q(x, y)r(t) 
0 
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Figure 6.1: Lo-log plot of the various temporal indicators against the degrees of freedom 0 C, 000 
in the time discretisation. 
where, 
(x - 1/2)2 
2 
q(x, y) = xy(1 - x) (1 - y)e- 
- 2E1 r(t) = te ---7611 (6.4.2) 
The choice of exact solution is motivated by the desire to provide challenging features for 
the adaptive al-orithm to resolve - Gaussian spikes in both space and time. Given the 0 
internal variable, all other functions can be determined and so we have a Dirichlet boundary 
value problem for u, where u is given by, 
U(X, Y, t) 
(, 3-lrt(t) + -, 3)r(t))q(x, y) (6.4.3) 
0 
Before presenting the results, we remark on the two parameters involved in tuning the 
adaptive algorithm, -yj and -y2. The parameter yj controls the split of the mixed term 
between spatial and temporal error, and -y2 controls what proportion of the local tolerance 
the spatial and temporal error indicators are allowed to take up, where -Y2 is taken by 
the temporal indicator, and 1- -t2 is taken up by the spatial indicator. For example 
(, y,, -y2) = (0.5,0.5) would mean that the mixed term has been split equally and both the 
spatial and temporal discretisation are allowed to consume half of the local tolerance each. 
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Figure 6.2: Log-log plot of the various temporal indicators against the degrees of freedom 000 
in the time discretisation. 
It is our experience that -yj = 0.5 is sensible unless it is the case that either the spatial or 
temporal indicators are zero, in which instance the mixed term is simply added to whatever 
indicator is non-zero. Furthermore, from now on we talk only of the spatial and temporal 
indicators, and assume that the mixed term has been divided up and split between them. 
For -y2, it is not clear what value should be chosen. To illustrate the adaptive time 
stepping algorithm, we present results with -y2 = 0.01 and for the spatial adaptivity ^f2 = 0-2. 
However, in illustrating the performance of adaptive algorithms over uniform algorithms, 
we split the tolerance according to the proportion of the total error that each indicator 
takes up when first calculated. Since -y2 controls the amount of tolerance that the temporal 
indicator can take up, we set -y2 equal to the percentage of the estimated temporal error 
(recall 6.3.1), 
'12 
+ (1 -yl)q, (6.4.4) 
0+. D+qj * 
This means that if the spatial indicator is large relative to the temporal indicator, it is 
allowed to consume more tolerance. We opt for this choice because it allows for a more 
balanced refinement strategy. For example, let -y2 = 0.5 be fixed, then at some stage in the 
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run, there could be scenarios where the temporal error is only 1% of the total error. With 
-y2 = 0.5 there would be heavy refinement of the spatial mesh because while the spatial error 
is 99% of the total error, the adaptive routine will enforce refinement until it is only half of 
the total error. Therefore it is more efficient to let the slack from the temporal proportion 
of the local tolerance be used by the spatial indicator, and that is what the choice (6.4.4) 
allows. 
All viscoelasticity and elasticitY parameters are the same as those in section 4.4, and xve 
take Gaussian spike control parameters q` C2 ý 0-01- 
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Figure 6.3: Time step sizes over the interval, -y2 = 0.01. 
To illustrate the temporal adaptivity, figure 6.3 shows the variation of the time steps 
over the time interval. As we can see the steps grow until the feature is met, they then 
shrink, resolving the effects of the spike and grow afterwards where the solution is once 
again flat. The drop in step size at the end of the interval is due to the condition ensuring 
that the stepper hits the final time T=1. 
To illustrate the spatial adaptivity ive show a sequence of the solution and the meshes 
at various points throughout the time interval in figure 6.12. To balance the spatial and 
temporal adaptivity we take -y2 = 0.2. The sequence starts with a coarse mesh, and begins 
refinin,, - durin- the first quarter of the time interval, derefines towards the center of the time 0 ZD 
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interval and then refines again before derefining towards the end of the interval (recall that 
u depends on r and rt from 6.4.3). 
To demonstrate the benefit of using adaptive schemes over non-adaptive ones, ive look 
at the true error as a function of the total number of degrees of freedom used in the solver 
run, and compare the error for uniform and adaptive refinements in space and time. To 
calculate the uniform approximation, the number of spatial elements is doubled after each 
run, and the number of timesteps is double every other run. For the adaptive scheme we 
control the local tolerance, reducing by a fixed amount with each run. The results are 
depicted in figure 6.13. We can see that the error with the adaptive approximation, after 
early transients, is uniformly lower than the error with the uniform approximation with 
comparable degrees of freedom. 
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter we extended the work of chapter 5 to deal with the shortcomings of the 
temporal estimator of lemma 5.2.7 and presented numerical results demontrating the utility 
of the a posteriori error estimates and the adaptive algorithm. To motivate the analysis 
we considered the error estimate of a simple space time projection and showed that the 
error can be decomposed in a particular way. However, the alternative temporal indicators 
that we presented also suffer from certain shortcomings. The indicator of lemma 6.2.3 is 
expensive to compute, and the indicator of 6.2.4 contains jumps over the edges. However, 
the indicator of lemma 6.2.3 does have the attractive property of indicating whether there is 
any error due to the temporal discretisation or not. We have also demonstrated the utility 
of adaptive methods in delivering approximation with smaller error with fewer degrees of 
freedom than standard uniform approximations. 
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Chapter 7 
Nonlinear viscoelasticity 
In this chapter we consider the extension of the work in the previous chapters to a problem 
from nonlinear viscoelasticity. The set up of the boundary value problem is the same as 
in section 1.5, however the constitutive equation (1.5.4) is replaced with a nonlinear laNv of 
the form, 
t 
o. (X, t) =CC (U (X, t)) - 
10 
aV(u; t, s)Ce(u(x, s)) ds. (7-0.1) 
The resulting weak form is an elliptic nonlinear Volterra problem, however in keeping with 
the work of previous sections, we look towards using internal variables rather than dealing 
with the Volterra problem directly. This is not without difficulty since firstly, we cannot 
remove the displacement from the internal variable equations as we did in the linear case, 
so not only must a simultaneous system must be solved at each time point, but the shape 
of the analysis presented before must change. On the plus side, we are once again left with 
a modified elliptic problem for the displacement, so the results of the previous chapters for 
the displacement equation are valid. However, since it is the nonlinearity of the internal 
variable equations that provide the difficulty, the focus of this chapter is on hoNv to make 
progress in terms of a posteriori error estimation for the internal variable equation. 
We begin by introducing the non-linear constitutive law, followed by the reformulation 
in terms of internal variables. While we first motivate the nonlinearity in the context of 
a displacement problem for a viscoelastic body, the main feature of the nonlinearity is the 
reduced time component, which features in other problems involving viscoelasticity such as 
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diffusion models. Therefore to isolate the difficulties provided by the nonlinearity, we leave 
the displacement (vector) setting and pose a simplified scalar problem that contains the 
essential features, allowing us to concentrate on dealing with the non-linearity. 
7.1 Schap ery-Knauss-Emri constitutive model 
The Schapery-Knauss-Emri (SKE) constitutive model invokes a reduced time based upon 
a nonlinear functional of the strain. The constitutive law is then, 
t 
0-(U) = CC(U) - 
10 
ýp., (p(u; t) - p(u; s)) GE(u(s)) ds. (7.1.1) 
where, 
P(U; t) 
t 
exp 
btre(u(-r)) 
dT, (7.1.2) 
10 ý 
fo + -ytrc(u(, r)) 
ý, 
and W is the Prony series relaxation (1.4.25) function from chapter 1.5. The quantities fo, -Y 
and b are positive fixed scalars. We must also ensure that the denominator in the integrand 
of (7.1.2) is defined, so require the constraint, 
tre(u) > 
fo (7.1.3) 
7 
which in words, means that the volumetric strain, which measures the ratio of change of a 
body's volume is bounded below. A negative ratio implies compression and a positive ratio 
implies expansion. The constraint then implies that the maximum level of compression 
achievable at a given point is finite. However there are no guarantees that a computed 
solution would maintain this constraint so it must be dealt with explicitly in any numerical 
treatment. 
Since we are more interested in the error analysis for a reformulation in terms of internal 
variables we move swiftly onto the internal variables, pausing only to say the displacement 
problem resulting from the constitutive law (7.1.1) is a nonlinear Volterra problem which 
can be analysed using the methods of for example chapter 5 from [7]. 
7.1.1 Internal variable formulation 
As in chapter 3, we consider an internal variable reformulation to remove the history integral. 
With the aim of keeping things as simple as possible ive consider the case of only one internal 
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variable. For the time being ive suppress the u argument from the function p, and denote 
its time derivative with a prime, as in o9tp(t) = p'(t). Define an internal strain q, by, 
It 
a, Wlp'(s)e-"(P(t)-P('))c(u(s)) ds, 
0 0 
and observe that (7.1.1) can now be written as, 
a(u) = C(c(u) - 
It follows that the equation for the displacement in this nonlinear problem will be of similar 
form to that of the linear problem considered in chapter 3. However, the nonlinearity 
results in a more complex ODE for the internal stresses than that of previous sections. 
Differentiating (7.1.4) with respect to t results in, 
t 
o9tq = alýpip(t)c(u(t)) + 
10 
alýolp(s)e-P(')ate-"P(t)c; (u(s)) ds, 
t 
atq = a, Wlp'(t)E(u(t)) - alp'(t) 
10 
alýolp(s)e-"'(P(t)-P('))E(u(s)) ds, 
c9tq = ajWjpl(t)c(u(t)) - alp! (t)q 
atq + alp'(t)q = alýolp(t)c(u(t)). 
Therefore the internal strain q satisfies the initial value problem, 
atq + alp'(t)q = ajWjp(t)c(u(t)), 
q(0) = 0. (7.1.7) 
To derive a weak form for the internal variable problem, -%ve note that the Nveak form for 
the displacement takes the form, 
a(u(t), v) = b(t; v) + 
(q, C6(V))L2(Q)7 VV ý-= V7 (7.1-8) 
where a(., -) is the bilinear form of linear elasticity introduced in section 2.4. Starting with 
the bilinear form a(-, -) and using the right hand side of equation (7.1.6) to introduce the 
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internal strain, Nve have, 
a (u (t), v) = 
(C 6 (U), C (V)) L2 (Q) 7 
(6 (U) 
7C6 
(V)) 
L2 (Q), 
((ajýojp(t))-l(ajýojW(t))6(u)7 C6(V))L2(fj)j 
((ce, Wlp'(t))-l (atq + alp'(t)q), 
C6(V))L2(f2) 
7 
((a, Wlp'(t))-latq + Wi 1q, 
C6(V))L2(Q). 
Then by (7.1.8), 
((a, Vlp'(t))-latq + ýol 1q, 
C6(V))L2(Q) 
= b(t; v) + (q, CC(V))L2(Q), 
((ajýpjp'(t))-latq + ((pi 1- 1)q, Cr-(V))L2 (Q) = b(t; v). 
To tidy up the previous expression, define, 
1 
Vi 
and observe that the constraint W(O) =1 implies that, 
1- Vi ýo0 0==->0. (7.1.10) 
vi Vi 
The spatially weak form of the internal strain ODE is then, 
(^f (U; 0- latq + ? Pql C6(V))L2 (Q)= b(t; v). (7.1.11) 
To try to get the problem in as similar form as that which we have dealt with earlier, we 
assume that there is az: [0, t] -4 V such that, 
('t(U; O-lat6W + V)6(Z)) C6(V))L2 (ý2) = b(t; v). 
By reversing the derivation above, the assumption of such az is equivalent to assuming 
that, 
t 
C: (Z) = 
10 
alwip'(s)e-"'(P(t)-P(')), E(u(s)) ds. (7.1-13) 
As we can see, the new problem poses a stern challenge, though there are similarities with 
our earlier Nvork. Since our focus is on deriving a posteriori error estimates, it is important 
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to isolate where the difficulties arise in deriving estimates, rather than the technicalities 
associated with the actual problem. To achieve this, we consider the following scalar prob- 
lem. Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rd with Dirichlet boundary 17D and Neumann 
boundary rN, and let I= [0, TI. Define the space H' (Q) to be those functions from H1 (Q) D 
that are zero on the Dirichlet boundary. The model problem in its weak form is then: Find 
it :I H' (Q) such that, D 
JTT 
0 
(Y(U)-IVatU + OVU, VV)L2(Q) dt = 
10 I(t; v) dt, (7.1.14) 
VU(x' 0) = 0, (7.1-15) 
where 
I(t; V) = 
Yi V)L2(fj) + (9, V)L2 OPN) (7.1.16) 
The differences between this proposed model problem and the actual problem are: 
1. Reduction to a scalar problem. The generalisation of the problem from the scalar 
H'(Q) problem back up to the original problem is not difficult since abstractly they 
are both elliptic operators acting on a temporal differential equation. However, a 
consequence of this is that there is no strain equivalent that can be put into the 
nonlinearity. We must however replace the nonlinearity with something that bears a 
similar structure to the original. To at least match the order of the derivatives, Ave 
replace the trace of the strain with IVul to get, 
, y(u) = exp 
bIVul fA+, 
Ylvul 
This choice also inadvertently circumvents the difficulty that might arise when the 
volumetric strain becomes negative. 
2. Elimination of the displacement variable. This simplification actually renders a com- 
pletely different problem from that originally posed. However, once we can establish 
results in this scenario, we should be more aware of the difficulties that might present 
themselves in the full problem. We should stress though, that the problem given by 
(7.1.14) is not completely artificial without its own merits. In fact it is a special case 
of a nonlinear Sobolev equation as considered in [37]. 
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Integrating by parts the equation (7.1.14) we get the following strong form: Find u: [0, Tj 0 
Hl(Q) such that, 
(-f(u)- 1 V, 9tu(x, t» - Au(x, t) =f (x, t), (x, t) E9X (0, T], 
u(x, t) = 0, (Xit) G rD X [03T1) 
(-y(u)-"7atu(x, t) + '7u(x, t». n(x) = g(x, t), (x, t) Ei rN X [0, Tj, 
, 7u(x, 0) = 0, xG9. 
Assuming that a solution to this problem exists (see (37] for references), Nve can derive the 
following stability result. 
Proposition 7.1.1. Let u: 1 --4 H' (Q) be a solution of the problem defined by (7-1-14) D 
and (7.1.15) and suppose that there is a constant I such that 0< y(u) then there 
holds, 
tt 
, OIIVU(t)112 jjY(U)-1/2, Va U(S) 2 III(S)112 L2 (SI) + 
10 
S 1IL2(f2) ds < Cj 
10 
V. ds. (7.1.18) 
Proof. Choose v= o9tu in (7.1.14). 0 
7.2 Finite element approximation 
We consider a continuous piecewise linear Calerkin finite element approximation in both 
space and time to the function u. Let 1<p< oo, and define the space, 
WP(I; HD'(Q)) = {u: I- HDl(Q), u E= LP(I; HDl(Q)), atu E LP(I; HD'(Q))I, 
It is well known [33] that functions from WP (I; HD' (0)) are continuous in time, so we define 
woP(i; Hl(Q)) = wp(i; HI (Q)) n ju : u(x, o) = o}. We write the weak problem (7.1.14) in 
the abstract form: Find uE WO'(I; HID (Q)) such that, 
1 A(u; v)=L(v), VVELP(I; Hb(Q)), (7.2.2) 
where, 
rT 
A(u; v)=j (^j(u)-IVatU+lPVUiVV)L2(Q) dt, 
0 
T 
L(v) = 
fo 
1 (t; v) dt. 
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Note that when writing A(u; v), we mean that the form is nonlinear in arguments to the 
left of the semi-colon, and linear in those to the right. For the finite element approximation 
we use a continuous Calerkin P, Lagrange finite element in space as described in section 
2.2, to-ether with a continuous Calerkin P, Lagrange finite element in time, described in 00 
2.5. Denote the trial space by Vh and the test space by Wh. Then the finite element 
approximation is: Find Uh E Vh' such that, 
A(Uh; Vh) = L(Vh)) Wh E W". (7.2.3) 
Equation (7.2.3) is a finite dimensional system of nonlinear equations for which a wide 
variety of algorithms based on Newton's method can be applied [7]. 
7.3 Towards a posteviori error analysis 
In this section we consider the derivation of an a posteriori error estimate for a functional 
of the error eýU- Uh. Rannacher proposed a general scheme for doing so [611, however Nve 
prefer to proceed directly by designing the dual problem to suit our needs. Tile argument 
is a generalisation of that of earlier chapters, in that a dual problem is used to derive an 
error representation formula. However, the linear dual problem is based on a linearisation 
of the original nonlinear problem. An additional difference for this nonlinear context, is 
that Galerkin orthogonality takes the form, 
A(U; Vh) - A(Uh; Vh) -' 
03 *h E Wh, 
where the nonlinearity prevents us forming an error term in the left-hand argument, how- 
ever, we note that 
A (u; vh) -A (Uh; Vh) A(su + (1 - S)Uh; vh) ds 
d 
A(Uh + Se; Vh) ds. (7.3.2) 
10 
ds 
fo 
ds 
We now form the dual problem, effectively reverse engineering it from the result we want 
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to achieve. Integration by parts over the time interval results in, 
TT 
A(U; X) - A(Uh; X) -' 
10 
('/ (U) -1 Vat Uj VX) L2(9) dt - 
10 (Y(Uh)-IVatUh3 ? X)L2(9) dt 
+ (? PV(u - Uh)i VX)L2(Q) dt 
TT 
(Y(U)-IVUi VX)L2(Q) 
10 
- 
(Y(Uh)-lVUh7 VX)L2(n) 
10 
TT 
(, VU, at(Y(U)-lVX))L2(f2) dt +I (VUh 7 at (If (Uh) VX)) L2 (p) dt 
T 
+ (, OV(U - Uh)7 VX)L2(q) dt 
Using the initial condition Vu(x, 0) =0 and setting VX(x, T) = 0, we get, 
-lVX»L2(9) at -lVX»L2(9) dt A(U; X) - A(Uh; X) -: -- - 
10 t 
(VUI at('f(U) - (VUhi C 'i 
(Uh) 
1 
T 
+ 
10 
NMU - Uh)i VX)L2(9) dt 
If we now define, 
T 
(U; V) - 
10 (VU; at(^/(U)-lVV))L2(p) dt, (7.3.3) 
then, 
T 
A(U; X) - A(Uh; X) ý P(U; X) - P(Uh; X) + 
10 (OV(U 
- Uh)i VX)L2(n) dt, 
0 
= 
10 d 
P(, su + (1 _ S)Uh; X) ds + 
(OV(U - Uh» VX)L2(9) dt ds 
10 
1 
rT 
P(Uh+sp-; e, X)ds+] (ýbV(U-Uh)iVX)L2(9)dt. 
10 
We therefore define the dual bilinear form A* (Uh; V) X) to be, 
1 
A* (Uh; vj X) ý 
10 
Pf(Uh + sv; v, X) ds + 
in (%bVVj'VX)L2(n) dt. 
The dual problem is then: Find XEW such that, 
A*(Uh; V; X) ý 
11 
J(v) dt, Vv E V. (7.3.4) 
Leaving aside the technical issues for the moment, we want to outline the extension of our 
previous results for linear problems to the current setting. Define J to be, 
(Vg)VV)L2(n), (7.3-5) 
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where g is the right hand side of the strong form of the dual problem. The dual problem 
(7.3.4) gives us, 
i(e) (Vgi Ve)L2(n) dt = A* (Uh; ei X) i 
T 
P1 (Uh + se; e, X) ds (017e, VX)L2(9) dt, 
0 
10 
= A(U; X) - A(Uh; X) - 
By Calerkin ortho--Onality (7.3.1) Nve have for all Oh E Wh, 0 
J(e) = A(U; X- Oh) - A(Uh; X- Oh) i 
= L(X - Oh) - A(Uh; X- Oh)i 
= (R(Uh) jX -Oh) - 
To get an error estimate, -we follow the approach of chapter 5. From the representation, 
we can localise to the time slab and element level as follows. Integrating by parts over Q 
results in, 
n 
J(e) =E (f7 X-0h)L2(K) +E 
(REiX-0h)L2(E)+E (R-riX-0h)L2(E)) (7.3.6) 
i=l KETj EEK EcK 
where, 
RE :ý 
R'Y(Uh)-lV(49tUh + OU01 EE0, 
(7.3.7) 
j9-'Y(Uh)-IV(19tUh+OUh). 
n, EErN- 
We can now proceed as in chapter 5 to derive an upper bound. Since Oh E Wh is arbitrary, 
take (X - 0011i =x- 7riox + 7rio(I - Ii)X where 7rio is the L' projection onto piecewise 
constants from theorem 2.2.5 and Ii is the piecewise linear quasi-interpolant from theorem 
2.2.3. Then, 
(R(Uh)i X- Oh) ý (R(Uh)i X- 7ro) + (R(Uh)i 7F0(I - 1)X)- (7.3.8) 
Take the first term to be the time error, then Nve have, 
(R(Uh» X- 7r 0 X) ýZ 
ir 
(fi X- 7rOX)L2(2) + (gý X- 7rOX)L2 (I'N) 
i=i Ii 
- (^f(Uh)-lV(49tUh + V)Uh)) V- 7FO)VX)L2(n) dt. 
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Arguing as we have in the previous chapters, ive can subtract off projected forms of f, g 
and the discrete equation to get the following upper bound, 
(R(Uh)) X- 7-1 0 X) :! ý Ct,, l max kjýjllVatXIILI(I; L2(Sj))j 
(7.3.9) 
1<i<n 
where ýj is defined by, 
ýi 
--": 
11(l 
- 7ri)fIILOO(Ii; L2(Q)) + 
11(l 
- 7ri)911LOO(li; L2(Q)) 
II(I - 7Fi)7(uh)-lV09tUh + OUh)IILOO(Ij; L2(Q)). 
For the spatial residual, -we get the following, 
1/2 
1 (R(Uh) 
2 7rO(I - '-)X) 
1 :: ý Csel 
(Z 
IIK 
IIVXIIL1(I; 
L2(2», (7.3.10) 
KET; 
) 
where, 
22 117rqf 112 112 112 77K = hK L2(K) +E 
hEll7r9RE 2(E) +E hEll7r9RE 2(E)- zLL 
EcK EcK 
If ive define the stability factors, 
SO(I) 
IIVXIIL1(1; 
L2(Q)) 
lIV91IL2(I; 
L2(Q)) 
SJ(I) IlVatXIIL1(I; L2(Q)) lIV91IL2(1; L2(fý)) 
then we have the a posteriori error estimate, 
IlelIL2(1; 
L2(Q)) sup 
J(e) 
9EL2(1; III(f2)) 
lIV91IL2(I; 
L2(f2)) 
, 112 
n(E 
: fý- Cs, rel MxK 
So(l) + Ct,, 
ei max 
kiýiSl(I). 
1MT 1<i<n 
7.4 Summary 
The mechanics of this extension appear straightforward with the exception of the stability 
analysis of the dual problem. It would appear that this is highly non-trivial, but it could 
form the focus of further work. Alternatives to analysis are the computational approaches of 
determining the stability factors So (T) and S1 (T) [35] or preserving the error representation 
and computing the dual solution as in the dual weighted residual method [61], [75]. 
Chapter 8 
Summary and recommendations 
for further work 
In this chapter Nve provide a summary of the work that has been presented and make some 
recommendations for future lines of research. 
8.1 Summary 
We have considered the adaptive finite element method (AFEM) for the solution of the dis- 
placement problem for quasistatic linear viscoelasticity and made in roads into an extension 
towards dealing with non-linear viscoelasticity. Our main focus has been a posterioTi error 
estimation and the resulting adaptive algorithms. Due to a novel reformulation utilising 
internal variables, the resulting problem became two almost distinct problems. One, an 
augmented elliptic boundary value problem, the other, an elliptic operator acting on a sys- 
tem of ODEs. The reformulation led us to review the work in the areas of AFEM for elliptic 
boundary value problems and ODEs and relevant results and algorithms were presented in 
chapter 2. 
After showing that the proposed finite element method for the solution of the reformu- 
lated problem converged (chapter 4), we considered the a posteHori error analysis for the 
problem and presented an a posteHoTi error estimate in chapter 5. Given the deficiencies 
of the proposed estimator, we proposed an alternative in chapter 6 together with numeri- 
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cal examples and an adaptive algorithm. In performing the numerical experiments, it was 
necessary for us to implement a mesh adaptation package, a summary of which appears in 0 
appendix A. 
After dealing with the linear problem, we turned to a nonlinear generalisation of the 
viscoelastic model involving reduced time in chapter 7. Noting the obvious difficulties 
we reduced the problem to a simpler one where we could more accurately evaluate the 
methodology of deriving a posteriori error estimates for nonlinear problems. An a posteriori 
error estimate was presented and a comments regarding its extension were made. 
8.2 Recommendations for future work 
Based on the contents of this thesis, we now make some recommendations for further work, 
and outline possible extensions of what we have done already. 
1. The execution of the exact indicators did not go through cleanly, however it seems 
that the idea of decomposing the space as Nve did for the L2 space time projection 
is the right idea, and further study into this area to circumvent the computational 
difficulties might yield improved results. 
2. Algorithm analysis and tuning parameters. In the adaptive algorithms that we have 
presented, there are a number of tuning parameters that need to be selected. A 
lot of experimentation would be required to determine some optimal values, and in 
practice probably only sensible ones will be used. However, given that there is a 
general structure to the adaptive algorithms, irrespective of the underlying problem, 
there is scope to try to adapt the tuning parameters during the computation. As an 
example, in adaptive time step selection, we had the fixed constants JI and (52 scaling 
the proposed timestep in a switch like manner. However, it would be possible to build 
functionality so that J1 and J2 were modified depending on whether the time step 
coming from their proposal was accepted or not. The theoretical question would be 
to determine methods of determining the parameters that offered gains in efficiency 
of the algorithms. 
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3. While the form of relaxation function taken here is frequently used in the literature, it 
would be interesting to consider alternative relaxation functions that are also popular. 
4. Nonlinear viscoelasticity. We have considered the extension of the results for linear 
problems to the nonlinear case in chapter 7. Work now should move forward by 
analysing the dual problem, and or computing via the DWR method. With success, 
the next step from there would be to consider a coupled problem, where the main vari- 
able is contained in a functional that is a coefficient of the internal variable equation. 
Such problems exist in the field of polymer diffusion. 
5. Modelling error. While the development of an a posteriori error estimate for the finite 
element error in the approximation to the nonlinear problem is further work in its own 
right, there is an interesting thread of analysis that uses the same methodology for 
estimating modelling errors. The model of nonlinear viscoelasticity that we presented 
in 7 contains the linear problem that was the focus of our earlier work as a special 
case. In this respect we have a two layer hierarchy of models. An interesting future 
line of research would be adaptive modelling, where a computation would start with 
the linear model, then during the computation determine whether the model is still 
appropriate, and if not switch to the nonlinear model. Ideally this would happen 
locally rather than across the whole domain. Modelling error estimation has been 
considered in [58] [141. 
Appendix A 
Adaptive mesh refinement in 
MATLAB 
A. 1 Introduction 
This paper is stimulated by the opening remarks of [5]. We aim to offer an open-box MAT- 
LAB implementation of local adaptive mesh generation that is simple, easy to understand 
and easy to modify. The offering is a set of MATLAB routines that are fully compatible 
with the output of the mesh generation software given in [59], and with the mesh storage 
mechanism underlying the finite element implementations given in [4], [51 and [20]. Our aim 
is not to provide a full package such as MClite [451, but to illustrate a basic set of elementary 
routines that can easily be combined with other freely available MATLAB codes to provide 
a flexible problem solving environment. 
A generator of geometrically conforming meshes is presented and implemented in MAT- 
LAB in [59]. The soffivare provided there allows the user to specify the structure of the 
mesh a priori, and while useful, there is no mechanism for local adaptivity. The Solve - Es- 
timate - Refine (SER) approach of adaptive finite element methods (see [281, [54] and [77]) 
is based on approximations on locally adapted meshes. The local adaptation is driven by 
a posteriori error estimates, and while the MATLAB implementations of the finite element 
method described in [4], [5], and [20] discuss a posteriori error estimation, they stop short 
of dealing with the issue of adaptive mesh refinement based on such estimators. 
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In this paper Nve consider the generation of locally adapted meshes for geometrically 
conforming triangulations, suitable for example, for conforming P1 finite element approxi- 
mations. However it is worth pointing out that this is a more difficult consideration than 
the non-conforming case, and the code presented can be easily adjusted to deal with such 
an instance. Our method of storing the mesh is taken from [4], [5], [20], and [59], and we 
show in examples how the code presented here can easily be used alongside the software 
presented in those papers as part of an adaptive solution procedure. 
The choice of refinement procedure is motivated by the results presented in [54], and 
uses at its starting point the discussion of hierarchic meshes in [62]. However, rather than 
introduce a new mesh structure to imitate implementations of the refinement algorithm 
in other programming languages, the algorithm and code are designed to make use of the 0 
powerful array handling facilities provided in standard MATLAB. 
A. 1.1 Notation 
We adopt the usual misleading nomenclature of referring to triangular subdomains as ele- 
ments rather than element domains. A mesh is then a triple (T, 9, AO, of elements, edges 
and nodes respectively. Let Q denote a polygonal domain with boundary r. The set T 
forms a partition of Q into closed triangles K satisfying: 
1. The partition covers the closure of Q, 0 ": -- UKC=T K. 
2. The intersection of the interiors of distinct elements is empty, so that if K =7ý K' then 
KnK'= 
3. The intersection of any 2 distinct elements results in an edge, a node or is empty. 
That is if K =7ý K', then 
EEE, or, 
KnK'= zEAr, or, 
The symbol S(IP) denotes those edges on the boundary, and if KET then the edges 
belonging to K are denoted by S(K). While not required for the discussion on mesh 
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refinement, they are required later, so Nve introduce the gridsize function h measuring the 
size of elements and edges, defined by, 
h(S) := diam(S), 
and the shape regularity property, 
hK 
": ýC; PK:: --supfrIB, (xo)cK, VxoEK}, 
PK 
where B, (xo) represents the ball of radius r centered a xO, and c is independent of K and 
It. In two dimensions, if the smallest angle in the triangulation is bounded below then the 
shape regularity condition holds. 
For each KET denote the longest edge of K by RK := arg maXEE, 6(K) h(E), and the 
element adjacent to the longest edge of K by aK, 
aK: = K', where Kn K'= 
BK- 
The set of elements adjacent to an element K is denoted by 
AK := {E' EE T: S(K) n E(W): ý 01. 
The set of elements marked to be refined is denoted by M. 
A. 2 Local mesh refinement 
Locally refined meshes can be generated in a number of ways (see [77] for example). All 
of them essentially involve the refinement of individual elements, together with a principle 
regarding the geometric conformity of the mesh. 1n the non-conforming case, where hanging 0 
nodes are admitted, local refinement proceeds by refining the desired element with no regard 
for the surrounding elements. However, if geometric conformity is to be maintained, the 
refinement algorithm must include the refinement of neighbouring elements. 
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The refinement procedure used for marked elements subdivides the element into 6 smaller 
triangles as shown in figure A. 1. This is achieved by longest edge bisection of the parent 
element, and the resulting child elements. The last step is the addition of the internal node 
which is achieved by refining the two child elements whose longest edge is on the interior. 
An important consideration for finite element approximations is the resulting structure of 
the mesh. Constants appearing in error estimates for quasi-interpolants depend on the 
smallest angle appearing in the mesh [77]. It is known (see [77] and references within) that 
the smallest angle in a mesh arrived at by longest edge bisections is bounded below by half 
of the smallest angle in the initial mesh. 
Figure A. 1: Element domain before and after refinement. 
The key difference between this type of refinement and most others is that it introduces 
a node into the interior of the domain. See [54] for details regarding the introduction of an 
interior node during refinement and convergence of adaptive finite element methods. 
A. 2.2 Closure 
Let K denote an element marked for refinement. The introduction of new nodes on the 
edges of K means that to ensure geometric conformity, all elements in AK := JK, K", K"I 
must be refined. If 9 (K) = {BKI 7 
BK11 
i 
Bjc ... 1, refinement of the marked element can take 
place with each adjacent element undergoing a longest edge bisection as shown in figure 
A. 2. 
The difficulty occurs if an element adjacent to K does not share its longest edge with K. 
Let K' be the element such that KI nK =A Elf,. Then K' must be refined until the resulting 
element adjacent to K shares its longest edge with K. Suppose that aK, n K' = EK,, 
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Figure A. 2: Tile shaded element has been refined. The dotted lines represent the edges 
added to maintain conformity. 
then since these elements share their longest edge they can be bisected simultaneously. The 
resulting subelement neighbouring K can be bisected and conformity is maintained. 
Figure A. 3: Configuration of elements showing a case where refinement must take place 
before the marked element can be refined. The dotted lines show the required edges. 
Tile process of finding the longest edge neighbours results in a path for each element 
K' E AK, where a sequence JKO = KjCj, K'2,... 'If.,, 
j is generated from the rule where 
Ifj+j = aifi. Tile path terminates when aK,, = or BK,, E s(r). Once the paths 
are determined, a backwards recursive bisection algorithm is applied from the end of the 
path back to K so that it can be refined. Pathological constructions for which the path for 0 
refinement of a single element is the entire mesh are rare in practice. A discussion of the 
properties of these paths appears in [74]. 
The implementation presented here takes a different approach from the path based 
recursive algorithm discussed above. To avoid recursion Nve introduce an indicator array 
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which stores the required information from the propagation paths. However rather than 
work back up the paths individually, the indicator array allows for a vectorized treatment of 
the refinement process, so that elements that are refined almost simultaneously. This allows 
us to exploit the strength of MATLAB in handling arrays. The whole process can be broken 
down into three stages. The first, we call the closure process, this is the enlargement of the 
marked elements to include those that are to be refined to preserve the geometric conformity 
of the mesh. The information from this process is stored in the indicator array. Then 
refinement takes place. The implementation of the refining process is sloppy in the sense that 
duplicate nodes are created during the refinement process but removed at the end during 
the administration of the degrees of freedom stage. The final stage is the application of 
the MATLAB unique function which handles the administration of the degrees of freedom, 
ensuring that node numberings are consistent. 
The MATLAB code takes as input the following sets of data. 
1. A list of coordinates, coordinates, storing the Euclidean coordinate position of nodes. 
The global node number of a node corresponds to the position within this list. 
2. A list of elements, elements, storing the three global node numbers of its constituent 
nodes. The nodes should be numbered in the anticlockwise direction with the longest 
edge as the first two numbers. 
I The Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition regions, stored as lists of edges 
dirichiet and neumann. 
4. A list of indices corresponding to which of the elements are to be refined, marked. 
A. 2.3 Closure algorithm 
To describe the closure algorithm we introduce the indicator array that is the key tool in 
the implementation presented here. The indicator array is a binary matrix of dimension 
(number of elements) x3 for which the usual rules of boolean logic (and A, or V, etc ... ) are 
applied componentwise, e. g., 
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(101010 
0 1) 
v 
(1 
0) = 
(1 
1) 
The closure algorithm consists of two stages. First the set of elements to be refined for 
geometric conformity is found. Denote this set by C. The elements that are on the longest 
edge of elements in C are added to C, until all elements in C share their longest edge with 
another element in C, or their longest edge is a boundary edge. While this proceeds the 
indicator array records what elements are to be refined and how. Recall that elements are 
stored with their longest edge appearing first and numbered in the anti-clockwise direction. 
The row of the indicator matrix will contain 1's or O's depending on whether the first second 
or third edge is to be refined. Denote the set of elements marked for refinement by M. 
C(asure A(gorithm: 
Input M: 
1. Define the set C :ý UKEmAK and the indicator matrix I such that 
1 Ej E E(ici) n . 6(m) 
0 otherwise 
2. Set F"' := Jold and mark the longest edge of any element that has an 
edge to be refined 
Inew Jold V Told V Jold ii ii Ii2 i3 - 
I While I"" =A jold 
jold : == Inew 
Jf, est 
1 Ej Ee (ifi) n( UKEC 
B11) 
0 otherwise 
a ci V li3 cl V li IiI =2 
Inew = Inew V Itest 
CeK 
KEC 
) 
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The initial indicator array is constructed in MATLAB in the following way. Firstly the 
arrays of edges and marked edges are created by the following lines 
edges=[elements(:, (1,21); elements(:, [2,31); elements(:, [3,11)1; 
markededges=[elements(marked, [1,21); 
elements(marked, [2,31); 
elements(marked, [3,11)1; 
markededges=[markededges; markededges(:, [2,11)1; 
The arrays are then compared using the ismember function. 
tf=ismember(edges, markededges, lrows'); 
The return value is a logical array the same length as edges containing a1 or 0 depending 
on whether the entry of edges in that row is contained in markededges. To create the 
matrix this list is just reshaped using the MATLAB reshape function. 
indicator=reshape(tf, size(elements)); 
Example Suppose that the central element 543 in figure AA is marked for refinement. 
Figure A. 4: Element configuration to illustrate usage of the indicator array. 
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The corresponding arrays are 
543 
456 
elements 
253 
413 
111 
100 
indicator 
010 
001 
If an element has an edge that must be bisected, then its longest edge must also be bisected. 
The longest edges of elements with an edge to be refined is marked by the following lines 
of code: 
newindicator=indicator; 
newindicator(:, I)=any(indicator, 2); 
The MATLAB function any returns an array with entry 1 if that rolv in indicator contains 
non-zero entries and 0 otherwise. If newindicator and indicator are equal then the closure 
algorithm is complete. If not, all elements that are adjacent to the longest edges of elements 
in M must be found and marked accordingly. Below is the code segment that performs the 
closure algorithm: 
while -isequal(newindicator, indicator) 
indicator=newindicator; 
longestedges=edges(indicator(:, l), [2 11); 
tf=ismember(edges, longestedges, lrows'); 
longestedgeindicator=reshape(tf, size(elements)); 
longestedgeindicator(:, l)=any(longestedgeindicator, 2); 
newindicator=or(newindicator, longestedgeindicator); 
end 
The output of the closure process is an array indicator, with a row for each element 
containing 1's and O's which refer to the edges to be refined. 
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The refinement procedure is based on the information contained in the indicator array. 
Together with the unique function this allows for a vectorized approach to the refinement. 
Rather than considering each element and how it is to be refined, whole lists of elements 
can be refined at the same time. The whole procedure comprises of six components, five 
types of element refinement, and boundary refinement. To minimize memory usage, the 
refinement functions do not change elements, dirichlet or neumann directly. MATLAB 
passes by value only those arguments that a function modifies, so since they are only referred 
to in the function, not modified, they are passed by reference. The refinement functions 
only use values from elements, dirichlet and neumann to construct new members. The 
main routine is responsible for removing those that have been altered. Each step adds new 
coordinates to the coordinate list. While these coordinates may already appear on the list, 
what is important is that the new elements and edges know where their nodes appear on 
that list, since in the administration of the degrees of freedom stage the unique function 
will take care of these details. 
Refinement of the boundary 
Refinement of the boundary edges where dirichlet and neumann conditions are in place 
begins by finding what edges that are being refined are in dirichlet or neumann. The 
arrays D and N are the indices of these edges in the lists dirichlet and neumann respectively. 
% Boundary Refinement 
markededges=edges([indicator(:, I); indicator(:, 2); indicator(:, 3)1,: ); 
[tfd, Dl=ismember(markededges, dirichlet, lrows'); 
[tfn, Nl=ismember(markededges, neumann, lrows'); 
D(D==O)=[]; 
N(N==O)=[]; 
[newdirichlet, newcoordinatesl=boundaryrefine(D, dirichlet, coordinates); 
[newneumnnn, newcoordinatesl=boundaryrefine(N, neumnnn, newcoordinates); 
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dirichlet(D,: )=[]; 
neumann(N,: )=[]; 
newdirichlet=[dirichlet; newdirichlet]; 
newneumann=[neumann; newneumann]; 
The function boundaryref ine takes in turn the index vectors D and N with the respective 
sets of edges dirichlet and neumann and performs the bisection on the required edges. 
The first call reads in the list coordinates while the second reads in newcoordinates. 
Each refinement step after the refinement of the Dirichlet boundary takes as an input 
newcoordinates as it is important that the edges or elements created maintain connectivity 
to their correct nodes. This is important for the approach to administration of the degrees 
of freedom. The edges that have been bisected are then removed and the new lists formed. 
The function boundaryref ine illustrates the principles behind the implementation of 
the element mesh refining functions so we explain it in detail here. The size of the input 
coordinates array measured is denoted by S, as it is from this number that the new nodes 
will be numbered from. The new coordinate array is created for all edges simultaneously 
and the size of it is used to create an array running from 1 to n. This array is to used 
number the new coordinates, by adding to each entry the number of original coordinates, 
therefore giving each new node a, a unique number. The connectivity between the new 
edges and the nodes is achieved by using the index array as a row selector. 
function [newedges, newcoordinatesl= 
boundaryrefine(index, edges, coordinates) 
Boundary Refinement 
S=size(coordinates, l); newcoordinates=[I; newedges=[]; 
if -isempty(index) 
newcoordinates=0.5*(coordinates(edges(index, l),: ) 
+coordinates(edges(index, 2),: )); 
n=[I: size(newcoordinates, l)]l; 
newedges=[edges(index, l), S+n; 
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S+n, edges(index, 2)1; 
end 
newcoordinates=Ecoordinates; newcoordinates]; 
Element refinement 
The refinement of the elements uses five functions each carrying out the type of refinement 
specified in the indicator matrix. The indices of these elements are found via the MATLAB 
f ind function. For example 
find(indicator(:, l)==l & indicator(:, 2)==O & indicator(: -, 3)==I) 
finds the numbers of those elements that are to have their longest and third edges bisected. 
Once the lists have been resolved, they are each passed into their respective refinement 
functions: 
1. refine-marked 
Figure A. 5: Six triangle longest edge bisection. 
2. refine-111 
Figure A. 6: Four. triangle longest edge bisection. 
refine-110 
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Figure A. 7: First (longest) and second edge bisection. 
Figure A. 8: First and third edge bisection. 
ref ine-101 
5. ref ine-100 
Figure A. 9: First edge bisection. 
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Each function takes in and adds more coordinates to the list newcoordinates. This ensures 
that the final node numbering will remain consistent. The refining process is carried out in 
a vectorized format, for example, 
function [newelements, newcoordinatesl=... 
refine-111(marked, elements, coordinates) 
%REFINE-111 Four triangle longest edge bisection. 
% New coordinates 
newcoords=0.5*(coordinates(elements(marked, [I 2 31),: )+... 
coordinates(elements(marked, [2 3 11),: )); 
newcoordinates=[coordinates; newcoords]; 
% New node numbers 
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t=size(newcoords, l)/3; 
z=[I: tll; 
N=size(coordinates, l); 
New elements 
newelements=[elements(marked, l), N+z I N+2*t+z; 
N+z, elements(marked, 2), N+t+z; 
elements(marked, 3), N+z N+t+z; 
N+z, elements(marked, 3), N+2*t+z; ]; 
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As with the boundary refinement procedure, the new coordinates are created, the linear 
array that will give the new numbers is used, then the explicit construction of the new 
elements is carried out. 
A. 2.5 Administration of the degrees of freedom 
As already mentioned, the administration of the degrees of freedom is taken care of via 
the unique function. The elements that have been refined are removed, and new ones 
assembled. The call to the MATLAB function unique returns a sorted, unique list of 
coordinates, together with an index vector J. The vector J is the same size as the input 
array, and each entry contains the position that each entry from the input, occupies in the 
sorted unique list. Applying J (-) to the arrays elements, dirichlet and neumann results in 
the node numbers corresponding to the rows of the sorted unique coordinates list replacing 
the previous ones. 
elements(indicator(:, I),: )=[]; 
newelements=[elements; newmarked; newelemlli; 
newelemllO; neweleml0l; newelemlOO]; 
[newcoordinates, I, Jl=unique(newcoordinates, lrows'); 
newelements=J(newelements); 
newdirichlet=J(newdirichlet); 
newneumann=J(newneumann); 
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A. 2.6 Towards full adaptivity 
A truly adaptive meshing package should contain the facility to coarsen or de-refine. We 0 
have not included such procedures here, since it appears to be necessary to implement 
additional data structures similar to those in [62], which we outline in the following. 
It is reasonable to assume the existence of a mesh (To, go, Mo) which can be thought 
of as the coarsest possible triangulation capturing the relevant geometrical features of the 
domain. In practice (TO, CO, Aro) is probably a mesh supplied from a CAD package. If we 
are to coarsen, we must still ensure that geometrical conformity is maintained. It seems 
that the most suitable way of doing this is to treat coarsening as an inverse of refinement, 
in the sense that coarsening operations are undoing refinements that have already taken 
place. Considering the type of coarsening that can take place, it appears that there are 
only two scenarios where edges can be removed: 
1. The configuration shown in figure A. 10. When two elements with an edge on the 
boundary share an edge which has a node on the boundary not contained in Aro, the 0 
node z can be removed without any concerns over breaking conformity of the rnesh. 
/ 
ZK 
Figure A. 10: Configuration of elements on the boundary for which coarsening can take 
place 
2. The configuration shown in figure A-11. When four elements share a node z not in 
Aro, then z can be removed. However there are two possibilities for the resulting 
configuration. Either the line db, or ac is removed. 
To ensure that a sequence of refinements, followed by a sequence of coarsening arrives at 
(TO,. FO, Aro), it is necessary to in some way to store the refinements that have taken place. 
A Summary 
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Figure A. 11: Configuration of elements which coarsening can take place. 
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The process then of coarsening is then the reconstruction of elements from the previous mesh 
that have previously been refined. A solution to this problem is to introduce a hierarchic 
tree to describe the mesh. The root is the mesh (To, go, Aro), then a refinement generates 
branches from each element that has been refined. For further details see [62]. 
A. 3 Summary 
In summary, we have shown how local mesh refinement can be implemented MATLAB in 
a clear and flexible manner. The code is fully compatible with the mesh generation and 
finite element codes already presented in the literature. For time dependent problems and 
optimal solution of stationary problems, mesh coarsening is also a requirement. This is the 
subject of further work. The closure algorithm is independent of the spatial dimension of 
the domain, and Nve believe that Nvith suitable adjustments, the approach might also prove 
suitable for tetrahedral meshes. 
A. 4 Main routine 
1 function [newcoordinates, newelements, newdirichlet, newneumqnnl=... 
2 refinemesh(coordinates, elements, dirichlet, neumnnn, marked) 
3 
4 %REFINEMESH Mesh Refinement algorithm 
Refines a two dimensional geometrically conforming triangular mesh 
% using longest edge bisection with new interior node. MARKED is an 
% index array into ELEMENTS of those elements to undergo interior 
% node refinement. 
% Requires Inputs: 
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10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
COORDINATES - Ex, y] is an array of coordinates, each row 
corresponding to a node. 
ELEMENTS - [n1, n2, n31 is an array containing a row for each element. 
The entries are the row numbers of each node in 
coordinates listed in an anticlockwise manner, longest 
edge first. 
DIRICHLET - [ni, n2l is an array of edges with each row representing 
an edge, the entries are the node numbers. 
NEUMANN - Enl, n2l is an array of edges with each row representing an 
edge, the entries are the node numbers. 
See report Adaptive Mesh Refinemnt in MATLAB for full details 
% Author H. R. Hill 
% Date 10 October 2005 
%CLOSURE 
7. Create arrays containg the mesh edges and those that are marked 
% and compare them to make the initial indicator matrix. 
edges=Eelements(:, [1,21); elements(:, [2,31); eleraents(:, [3,11)]; 
markededges=[elements(marked, [1,21); 
elements(marked, [2,31); 
elements(marked, [3,11)1; 
markededges=[markededges; markededges(:, [2,11)1; 
tf=ismember(edges, markededges, lrows'); 
indicator=reshape(tf, size(elements)); 
% Mark the longest edge of adjacent elements to those already marked 
newindicator=indicator; 
nowindicator(:, I)=any(indicator, 2); 
% Closure loop 
while -isequal(newindicator, indicator) 
indicator--nowindicator; 
longestedges=edges(indicator(:, i), [2 11); 
tf=ismember(edges, longestedges, lrows'); 
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48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
longestedgeindicator=reshape(tf, size(elements)); 
longestedgeindicator(:, l)=any(longestedgeindicator, 2); 
newindicator=or(nowindicator, longestedgeindicator); 
end 
%REFINEMENT 
% Boundary Refinement 
% Look for marked edges in dirichlet and neumann 
markededges=edges([indicator(:, l); indicator(:, 2); indicator(:, 3)1,: ); 
[tfd, Dl=ismember(markededges, dirichlet, 'rows'); 
[tfn, Nl=ismember(markededges, neum;; nn, lrows'); 
D(D==O)=[]; 
N(N==O)=[]; 
% Refine the required edges using trhe boundary refine function 
(newdirichlet, newcoordinatesl=... 
boundaryrefine(D, dirichlet, coordinates); 
[newneumann, newcoordinatesl=... 
boundaryrefine(N, neum; inn, newcoordinates); 
% Remove the old edges and add the new ones. 
dirichlet(D,: )=[]; 
neumann(N, -)=(3; 
newdirichlet=[dirichlet; newdirichlet]; 
newneuminn=[neumnnn; newneumann]; 
% Element Refinement. 
% Sort into groups for the different types of refinement 
mlll=setdiff(find(all(indicator, 2)), marked); 
mIIO=find(indicator(:, 1)==1 & indicator(:, 2)==l & indicator(:, 3)==O); 
mI01=find(indicator(:, I)==1 & indicator(:, 2)==O & indicator(:, 3)==l); 
mIOO=find(indicator(:, I)==I & indicator(:, 2)==O & indicator(:, 3)==O); 
% Refine the groups 
[newmarked, newcoordinatesl=... 
refine_marked(marked, elements, newcoordinates); 
175 
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84 (newelemill, newcoordinates]=refine-111(mill, elements, newcoordinates); 
85 (newelemiiO, newcoordinates]=refine-110(mllO, elements, newcoordinates); 
86 (newelemi0i, newcoordinates]=refine-101(mi0l, elements, newcoordinates); 
87 [newelemlOO, newcoordinates]=refine-100(mIOO, elements, newcoordinates); 
88 
89 %ADMINISTRATION OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
90 % Remove elements that have been refined 
91 elements(indicator(:, I),: )=[]; 
92 % Create new element list 
93 newelements=[elements; newmarked; newelemill; 
94 newelemliO; newelemi0i; newelemlOO]; 
95 [newcoordinates, I, Jl=unique(newcoordinates, lrows'); 
96 newelements=j(newelements); newdirichlet=J(newdirichlet); 
97 newneumnnn=j(newneumann); 
98 
99 % BUG FIX Stops ix2 arrays being switched to 2xi 
100 if size(newdirichlet, 2)==1 
101 newdirichlet=newdirichlet'; 
102 end 
103 if size(newneumann, 2)==1 
104 newneumann=newneumann); 
105 end 
106 
107 Y. SUBFUNCTIONS 
108 % These are the individual refinement functions for the different 
109 % types of refinement and the boundary refinement. All essentially 
110 % follow the same process of creating the new coordinates, the new 
111 % node numbers and assembling the now elements. 
112 
113 %REFINE-MARKED New interior node refinement 
114 function [newelements, newcoordinatesl=... 
115 refine-marked(marked, elements, coordinates) 
116 
117 % New coordinates 
118 newedgecoords=0.5*(coordinates(elements(marked, [I 2 31),: ) ... 
119 +coordinates(elements(marked, [2 3 11),: )); 
120 newintcoords=0.5*(coordinates(elements(marked, 3),: ) ... 
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121 +newedgecoords([I: end/31,: )); 
122 newcoordinates=[coordinates; newedgecoords; newintcoords]; 
123 
124 % New node numbers 
125 t=size(newedgecoords, i)/3; 
126 z=[I: tll; 
127 N=size(coordinates, l); 
128 
129 % New elements 
130 newelements=Eelements(marked, l), N+z N+2*t+z; 
131 N+z, elements(marked, 2), N+t+z; 
132 N+t+z, elements(marked, 3), N+3*t+z; 
133 elements(marked. 3), N+2*t+z N+3*t+z; 
134 N+2*t+z, N+z N+3*t-+z; 
135 N+z, N+t+z N+3*t+zl; 
136 
137 
138 %REFINE-11i Four triangle longest edge bisection. 
139 function 
140 [newelements, newcoordinatesj=... 
141 refine-til(marked, elements, coordinates) 
142 
143 % New coordinates 
144 newcoords=0.5*(coordinates(elements(marked, [1 2 31),: )... 
145 +coordinates(elements(marked, [2 3 11),: )); 
146 newcoordinates=Ccoordinates; newcoords]; 
147 
148 % New node numbers 
149 t=size(newcoords, I)/3; 
150 z=[l: tll; 
151 N=size(coordinates, l); 
152 
153 % New elements 
154 newelements=Eelements(marked, l), N+z N+2*t+z; 
155 N+z, elements(marked, 2), N+t+z; 
156 elements(marked, 3), N+z I N+t+z; 
157 N+z, elements(marked, 3), N+2*t+z; ]; 
A Main routine 
158 
159 
160 7, REFINE-110 Bisects longest and second edges 
161 function [newelements, newcoordinatesl=... 
162 refine-110(marked, elements, coordinates) 
163 
164 7. New coordinates 
165 newcoords=0.5*(coordinates(elements(marked, [I 23),: ) 
166 +coordinates(elements(marked, [2 31),: )); 
167 newcoordinates=Ecoordinates; newcoords]; 
168 
169 % New node numbers 
170 t=size(newcoords, I)/2; 
171 z=[I: tll; 
172 N=size(coordinates, l); 
173 
174 % New elements 
175 newelements=Eelements(marked, 3), elements(marked, l), N+z; 
176 elements(marked, 3), N+z , N+t+z; 
177 N+z, elements(marked, 2), N+t+zl; 
178 
179 
180 %REFINE-101 Bisects longest and third edges 
181 function [newelements, newcoordinatesl=... 
182 refine-101(marked, elements, coordinates) 
183 
184 % New coordinates 
185 newcoords=0.5*(coordinates(elements(marked, [I 31),: ) ... 
186 +coordinates(elements(marked, [2 11),: )); 
187 newcoordinates=Ecoordinates; newcoords]; 
188 
189 % New node numbers 
190 t=size(newcoords, I)/2; 
191 z=[l: tll; 
192 N=size(coordinates, l); 
193 
194 % New elements 
178 
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195 newelements=[N+z, elements(marked, 3), N+t+z; 
196 elements(marked, l), N+z, N+t+z; 
197 elements(marked, 2), elements(marked, 3), N+z]; 
198 
199 %REFINE-100 Bisects longest edges 
200 function [newelements, newcoordinatesl=... 
201 refine-100(marked, elements, coordinates) 
202 
203 % New coordinates 
204 newcoords=0.5*(coordinates(elements(marked, l),: ) ... 
205 +coordinates(elements(marked, 2),: )); 
206 newcoordinates=[coordinates; newcoords]; 
207 
208 % New node numbers 
209 t=size(newcoords, l); 
210 z=[l: tll; 
211 N=size(coordinates, l); 
212 
213 % New elements 
214 newelements=[elements(marked, 3), elements(marked, l), N+z; 
215 elements(marked, 2), elements(marked, 3), N+z]; 
216 
217 %BOUNDARY-REFINE 
218 function [newedges, newcoordinatesl=... 
219 boundaryrefine(index, edges, coordinates) 
220 
221 S=size(coordinates, l); 
222 newcoordinates=[]; 
223 newedges=[]; 
224 
225 if -isempty(index) 
226 newcoordinates=0.5*(coordinates(edges(index, l),: ) ... 
227 +coordinates(edges(index, 2),: )); 
228 n=[I: size(newcoordinates, 1)11; 
229 newedges=Eedges(index, l), S+n; 
230 S+n, edges(index, 2)1; 
231 end 
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232 
233 newcoordinates=[coordinates; newcoordinates]; 
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